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Abstract,,

The thesis traces the historical development of concepts of

short-term memory and discusses in detail one particular model of memory

and language performance (the Logogen 1 odel) proposed by John Morton*

Within the Logogen odel, verbal short-tern memory for disconnected

items is mediated by a phonemic Response Buffer whoee more normal

function lies in the planning and preparation of speech* Hie theory

is put forward that certain forms of speech error (phonemic 'slips of

the tongue') are attributable to errors occurring at the Response

Buffer, and that theso error forms have equivalent counterparts in tlie

errors occurring in traditional short-term memory experiments.

'Hie experiments described draw upon studies of naturally-

occurring speech errors in order to generate predictions as to how

particular variables should influence short-term memory errors*

•Experiments I, IX, IV and VI test a proposed equivalence between

phonemic Spoonerisms in speech and transpositions in short-term memory*

Experiments I and II show how two forms of plionenic similarity

(feature similarity and contextual similarity) have comparable effects

on hpoonoriciae and transpositions. Experiment IV extends this

comparability to the effect of syllable position on error distributions

(an effect which is pursued further in Experiment V)* Experiment VI

fails to show any effect of linguistic stress on transpositions, in

apparent contradiction of studies of speech errors. Experiment III

demonstrates comparable effects of phonemic (feature) similarity on

segmental replacement errors in speech and substitution errors in

short-term memory, while ^Experiments VII and VIII explore the possible



equivalence between phoneme masking in speech and a phoneoic

Eanechburg Effect in short-tern neraoiy. The thesis concludes

with discussions of the detailed organisation of the Response

Buffer and ways in which disturbances at that level nay result

in a variety of languors disorders.
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1.1, HISTORICAL niHVCT OF TlB IKr/ISLOPf^IT OP S3PUT M'DHLS,

1.1.U Bli hsgjtmlmm.

In 1870, Oliver Wendell olmes, addressing the Phi Peta

Kappa Society of Harvard University, said, " ... in uttering a series

of unconnected words or letters before a succession of careful

listeners, I have been surprised to find how generally they break

down, in trying to repeat then, between seven or ten figures or letters!

though here and there an individual nay be depended on for a longer

number " (Holmes, 1871, p.101). This passage is cited by

HlankensMp (1938) as being the first modern observation on the

memory span. Fifteen years later, Hbbinghaus (1005, trans. 1964)

reported Ms own ability to repeat a series of up to 7 or 8 nonsense

syllables after a single reading of them, and considered this to be

*
... a measure of the ideas of this sort which I can grasp in a

single unitary c nscious act". (Ebbinghaus, 1805, p.109).

Jacobs (1087) was responsible for the earliest systematic

experiments on memory spaa. Jacobs read sequences of letters or

digits, in a monotonous voice at a rat© of 2 items per second, to

schoolgirls of various ages who then tried to write down eaeh sequence

in its correct order. Memory span was defined for each subject as the

longest sequence correctly recalled (2 sequences of each length eing

presented). The span for digits (mean 9.3) was found to be roater
«

than that for letters (mean 7.3). Memory span was also found to

increase with ago (from an average of 6 lotto s at age 8 years to

between 7.3 and 8.2 letters at 15 to 18 years), and also to be

associated with position in the form (Mgh span going with hi £

position), Ih discussing these observations, Jacobs writes that,

"Phis raises at once the question as to what is the exact power of the

mind which is involved in reproducing these sounds ... 7e prop se to



call this power Prehension ... It nay be described as the mind's power

of taking on certain material ... we clearly cannot take in without first

taking on, and the Rental operation we have boon testing thus seems a

necessary preliminary to all obt.-iinlng of mental material," (Jacobs, 1387,

pp. 78-79).

Jacob's peeper is immediately followed in the same volume of

;.iind by an article from Prances Oalton reporting on time very United

memory spans of "idiots" (Galton, 1887). This, along with Jacob's (1087)

oboe v tions on the relat onship between memory span and position in form,

led to memory span being taken up by time exponents of mental testing and

included in their tests of intelligence. Thence followed a period of

forty years or so during which certain effects on memory span of rate of

presentation, grouping, tine of day, etc., were studied, but the nain

purpose was that of standardising and controlling memory span estimates,
when Hankenship (1938) came to revie the literature, the lade of

theory-guided experimentation forced Mm to conclude that, " ... it is

appalling to note how little real knowledge there is in the field of

memory span." (Blankanshlp, 1938, P.18),

Insof;ir as the psychological processes underlying the memory

span were considered prior to the 1950s, Jacobs' (1887) conception of

tlxe span as a measure of the mind's capacity to t.-&» in information

continued to receive support. Thus, barren's (1935) Dictionary of
'

awcholory notes that the concept of memory span was not usually

distinguished from that of attention spun (barren, 1935, P.163), and the

widely-used textbook by Woodworth (1938)includes in its discussion of

immediate memory sp;m the statement tlmt, "The concept of span, derived

from the span of the hand, conveys the idea of width of grasp. How much

can be spanned or grasped at once." 0 oodworth, 1933, p.7).

Hence, when aonory span, or more generally, short-term memory

cane to be viewed under the impact of information theory, as a reflection



of the processes by which sensory information is transferred into

long-term memory, that view fitted well with the earlier conception

derived from Jacobs (1807) and Pbbinghauo (1085).

1 ti f»s, ARimli : f, tfowsvt

Throughout the 1950s, and into the 1960s, the dominant

metaphors in tlie new field of informations-processing psychology

came from information theory . Information theory originated within

ooranunication engineering and, from tlie standpoint of the theory,
3 • -

the human being is seen as a transmitter of 'information* within a

communication system (Miller, 1956$ Choriy, 1966). 'Information' as

defined within information theory, is a measure of the "surprise value"

of an event, and increases as tlie statistical probability of the event

decreases. Thus, a letter presented to a subject as an experimental

stimulus carries more •information* if it is selected at random from

all 26 letters of the alphabet than if it is selected from a restricted

set of letters.

Ilayes (1952) and Pollack (1953) studied memory span as a

function of the olao of ensemble from -which the items were drawn (that

is, as a function of the amount of 'information* per item) and found

that memory span depended on tlie number of items in the message, but

not on the amount of 'information* conveyed by each item. This finding

lias been replicated by, among others, Conrad mid Hull (1964), and

Uevelsky (1970), That is, whilst memory span may reflect the limited

capacity of a memory store in terms of discrete items, it does not

support the concept of a transmission channel limited in torno of

'bits of information*. Ilillsr (1956) argued, however, that it is

possible to increase the amount of information conveyed per item by

receding (or 'chunking') items into shorter, but equivalent, units,

(e.g. receding the binary figures 1001, 1011, 0011, as the decimal

digits 9, 11, 3).



Despite the failure of specific hypotheses from information

theory to predict short-term memory performance, concepts such as

information transmission, redundancy and channel capacity continued

to exert strong influence, and were incorporated into the numerous

diagrammatic models which served to embody developing psychological

theories of short-term memory.

1.1.3. Broadbent's (1958) model.

Figure 1.1. Broadbent's (1938) model for immediate memory.

The first widely acknowledged information-flow diagram

to represent human performance in immediate (short-term) memory was

presented by Broadbent (1958) as a development of an earlier

"mechanical" model (Broadbent, 1957). In Broadbent's (1958) model,

sensory information from the eyes or ears first enters a store

(the Sensory, or S_ system) from which information is lost through

decay in a matter of a few seconds unless that information is

transferred into a second store, the Perceptual system (P system).

Information can enter the _S system in parallel, but can

only pass serially through the P svstem which is limited in the rate

at which it can transmit items. All information must pass through

the limited-capacity P system before it can be permanently registered



in the long-term memory store. The limitations of the P system are

held to account for the limits of the memory span. Silent rehearsal

is envisaged as a circulation of information from the S. store, through

the P_ system and back again to the £> store, repeated as necessary

until a response is required.

1.1.4. Waugh and Norman (1965)t a rapid-transit input model.

The second influential model of memory to be considered was

put forward by Waugh and Norman (1965), and is reproduced as

Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Waugh and Norman's (1965) model of primary and

secondary memory.

In Waugh and Norman's (1965) model, the terms Primary

Memory (FM) and Secondary Memory (SM) denote two distinct memory

stores. PM is comparable to Broadbent's (1958) P system, being a

store which occupies a position between peripheral sensory analysis

and central Secondary (long-term) Memory. Every verbal item

attended to enters PM, which is limited in terms of the number of



i ens it can hold. Hen items entering HI displco old items whioh urc

thus lost fron PI!. Itons are transferred to SIS by rehejirsal which

re-enters an item into PH whilst, at the sane tine, registering the

item in 5M. It should be noted, however, tliat any verbal iten

consciously perceived is roistered in SI! since Wou&h and Norman

propose that, "The initial perception of a stimulus probably mat

also qualify as a rehearsal" (Wsugh and Horman, 1965, P.92). Thus

it is argued, "that most of the published data on short-tern retention

actually reflects the properties of both [HI and £31] systems" (p»101).
The advantage of using the terras Prlraarv Memory and

Secondary Ilenorv to refer to hypothetical memory stores is that the

terras ahort-tem memory {STL*} and long-terra memory (LIS) can bo

retained for use in referring to exporlnental situations in wliich

recall of iteras is required either immediately (HTM) or after a delay

in whioh rehotirsiil is prevented (LTII). Failure to observe tliis

distinction nay load to severe theoretical confusion (see rection 1.2.5.

Wsugh and Korraan also raise a number of question which they

deliberately leave unanswered. For example, what exactly constitutes

an "item"? Does storage in PI! precede the attaclaaent of meaning to

verbal stiriuli? In what form is inforraation in PI! coded? For

suggestions concerning this last question, Waugli and orraan direct

the reader to Sperling's (1963) suggestions on auditory storage which

will be considered in the next Section.

•afore leaving Waugh and Norwm (1965), however, attention

is drawn to the description of the model used in the heeling of this

Section. The model is described as "a rapid-transit irmut nodel".

It is an input model because HI sits between senses and semantics - that

is, between intake of inforraation at the eyes or ears, and the permanent,

meaningful encoding of that information in Stl. Tt is a rapid-transit



model because tho first conscious perception of a stimulus is

Biiffioient to achieve a registration of the stimulus information in

SII, although the strength of the SB trace thus formed oan only he

Increased by rehearsal, which is the prerogative of HI,

Itittgr, Spewing'g (1967) ao^lt ,<vHjicu?,atiop jRd #<?ff^tiQ ppfl&afl*.

The model for short-terra memory proposed by Sperling (1967)

was the development of an earlier model by Sperling (1963) and was,

itself, further modified by Sperling (1970) and Sperling and

Speoliaan (1970), The raodel (see Pig, 1,3.)_ grew out of a

concern for the processes underlying the ability of subjects to

report letters exposed visually in very briefly-presented arrays.

Experiments involving partial report for such an array exposed for

between 15 and 500 ranees indicated that far more information was

present in the initial percept than the subject was normally able to

report (Sperling, 1960), This is explained in the model by proposing

that all the items in a visually-presented array are simultaneously

registered in a Visual Information Store (VIS). VIS is similar in

its properties to Broadbent*s (1956) £ system (Section 1,1,3) in

that information is lost tlirough decay in less than 2 seconds unless

that information is receded into a longe r-lasting formal representation.



Sound

Visual Information Store

Auditory Information Store

Figure 1.3. Sterling's (1967) model for short-term memory. In

Sperling's Model 3 a dotted arrowy connects the Recognition Buffer

to Scan, but, as no indication is given of its function, the arrow

has been omitted here.

The receding of VIS information occurs in two stages.

First, there is a stage at which VIS is scanned and motor programs

are set up in a Recognition Buffer. These programs constitute the

neuro-muscular commands necessary for overt or subvocal pronunciation

of the items presented, and can be established in parallel for several

items in VIS. Second, the motor programs are activated one at a time,

normally at a rate of 3-4 letters per second. This serial activation

constitutes rehearsal, and its function is to transfer items into an

Auditory Information Store (AIS) which receives input directly from

the analysis of acoustic stimuli, as well as from the rehearsal of

visual stimuli.



The interaction between a rapidly-decaying VIS store and

a temporally-limited aerial rehearsal process ensures that only a

restricted number of items from a briefly-presented set can be

reported. The contents of AIS can themselves be rehearsed by

scanning, activation of motor pro; rajas, and overt or covert

pronunciation. A response is made either by pronouncing the motor

program aloud, or by conversion of the program into a complementary
(

set of instructions for writing (this latter conversion being

achieved by the Translator),

Two observations were crucial in determining the form of

Sperling's (1967) model. The first was that subjects performing

Sperling'a experimental tasks tended to rehearse the letters silently

or aloud before recalling them. This tendency to covert or overt

articulation in short-term recall had been observed % ' whitehead (1896)

and many times since, and is incorporated in the model by the scanning

and rehearsal processes•

The second crucial observation was that subjects made errors

in which one of the letters presented in the stimulus array was

replaced at recall by a similars-sounding letter to the one presented,

despite the visual nature of the stimulus. Thus, a stimulus letter 3

might be replaced at recall by P, or T by D (Sperling, 1963),

Apparently unknown to Sperling, both Smith (1895) and Catkins (1914)

had commented on this effect of phonemic similarity in immediate recall.

Conrad (1959, 1962) had coined the term "acoustic confusions" to describe

the substitution of similar-gouaading letters, even with visual

presentation.

In Sperling's (1967) model, "acoustic" or "auditory confusions"

occur in AIS. Information in AIS is prone to decay, and therefore it
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is conceivable tliat when recall is required, the information concerning

a particular item lias decayed partially but not completely. Attempts

to reconstruct the item on the basis of partial information may result

in a product which is similar to, but not identical with, the original

stimulus. Sperling (1970) and Sperling and Speelman (1970) proposed

that AIS stores Phonemic information, whilst continuing to insist,

"that rehearsed letters are remembered in the same memory as unrehearsed,

acoustically-prodiiced letters ... [and that] this memory is properly

called auditory memory (or auditory information storage) because it

depends critically on tlie sound of the stimuliH (Sperling and Speeliaan,

1970, pp.105-4).

Lastly, Sperling's (1967) model is purely a model for

short-term memory; it makes no mention of how information is

registered in Secondary T!emory. However, Sperling (1970) remedied

tliis situation by tlie unusual solution of liaving each short-term

processing sta e linked to its ovm distinct long-term store. Thus,

VIS is connected to a visual secondary memory, the Recognition buffer

connects with a motor 313, and AIS connects with an auditory SM.

The scan and rehearsal components are linked to inter-modality Stls

which are equated with skills. Sperling does not indicate how semantic

memory fits into this scheme, but it is certainly clear that some

long-term trace will be formed for an item whatever stage of processing

it lias readied, and however many times it has or has not beon

rehearsed.

itU6, saa jaaflaU ppA rw a&dwsa*.

The models of broadbent (1958), 'laugh and Norman (1965)

and Sperling (1967) were only tliree of tlie many verbal and diaqromnatic

models of memory put forward (see Norman, 1970, for a representative

sample). This proliferation of models was encouraged by the
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ap earoneo of several hot lines of evidence which xmre held to support

the distinction between HI and SM. ?his extensive literature has been

reviewed by several authors (e,g» Murdock# 1967; Broadbent, 1970, 1971}

Badddley, 1972} Wiokelgren# 1973} Postman, 1975)# and only the more

important arguments will be discussed here*

l&I-gfrQ maSiak.
f f

Brown (1958) and Peterson and Peterson (1959) studied the

effect of preventing rehearsal on the short-tern retention of information,

Peterson and Peterson (1959) presented subjects with 3 unrelated letters#

followed by a 3-digit number, The subjects were required to count

backwards by threes from the number given for a period of 0-18 seconds,

and then attempt recall, Ohder those conditions, the proportions of
i

sequences recalled perfectly, within 2,8 seconds from the recall cue,

fell rapidly from 955' at 0 seconds delay, to 30f" at 9 seconds, and than

more slowly to 205' after 18 seconds. This finding was interpreted as

indicating that the prevention of rehearsal by counting backwards causes

decay of Information in Hi until, after a period of roughly 15-20 seconds,
r

recall involves HI only,
A !

'fhere are two major problems in interpreting these x*esults.

First, the presence of interpolated activity confounds decay with

Interference effects, and other experimenters using different techniques

have argued that interference, not decay, is the primary cause of loss

of Information in short-term memory. f'ooond, Standing and Sampson (1971)#

and Johansson# Lindberg and venason (1974) have shown that the form of

the retention curve obtained in the Brown-Peterson paradigm depends

critically upon such factors as the modality of presentation, the

memorisation strategy of the subject, and the way in wliidi the response

sequences are scored. In general# a much flatter curve results from

relaxing th© requirement that letters must be recalled in the correct

order in order to be scored as correct.
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'Thus, It is no longer clear just what inforaation is loot

by rehearsal prevention and at what rate. The paradigm can no longer

be used as a line of evidence in favour of the separation of PM and SM.

(b) Piaanealfc. mdL .aomnt,i,c slmlayity offoots.; . differential, .encoding

Jiff m affd su,

Waugh and ilorman (1965) cited Sperling* s (196?) claim, based

on "acoustic confusion" errors, that PM was phonemic (acoustic) in

nature. SI3, in all accounts, holds semantic information. Both PM and

Si contribute to sliort-tona aeaory, whilst only 5H is involved in

genuinely loi^g-tena memory• Only St! has t e capacity to learn.

Baddeley (1966a) showed that innediate recall of a sequence

of unrelated words was adversely affected by phonemic similarity

between them (e.g. road, cat, man, mat, cap), but much less affected by

semantic similarity (e.g. huge, big, great, wide, large). However,

Baddeley (1966b) used the came materials in an experiment in which

10-word lists were preoonted four times to subjects to loam, with a

tad: between each presentation to minimize rehearsal. Recall was tested

after 20 minutes of delay filled with a digit span task. In this (SO)

condition, the ability to recall the sequence correctly was impaired

by semantic similarity, and not by phonemic similarity.

Those two experiments (Baddeley, 1966, a, b), along with

similar findings, were talien as evidence for predominantly phonemic

coding in £>TM, and exclusively semantic coding (or associative coding)

in LTM, TJds interpretation can be questioned (see Section 1.2. last

paragraph), but accorded well with the predictions of the rapid-transit

input model.
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.(■<?.). ^3 I>.0.8litlqn .quryqi flrlnyy apd roc^gt

If a subject is presented with a long sequence of items which

exceeds the memory span, and is asked to recall as many items as

possible, then the probability of correctly recalling a particular

item depends on its position in the list (Deese, 1957; burdock, 1962)#

3typically, the first few items in the list are recalled well (the

"primacy effect"), the middle items are recalled at a steady, low

probability, and the probability of correct recall increases again

over the last 5 or 6 items (the "recency effect")# Waugh nd Ilorman

(1965) proposed that the primacy effect, and the central, flat part

of the curve represent the contribution of 3M to free recall, whilst

the rise in performance over the last few items (the recency effect)

is due to those items being held in PI.I at the time of recall.

Evidence supporting this account cane from a number of

experiments in which factors which might reasonably be thought to

influence PL! were shown to affect the recency portion of the serial

position curve, whilst other factors expected to influence SM were

shown to affect tiie primacy portion of the curve (see 'Tatkins, 1974).

Por example, Glanser and Cunits (1966) showed that whan rehearsal was

prevented, delayed recall of a list of words eliminated the recency

effect whilst liavlng little influence on the rest of the curve. On

the other hand, varying the presentation rate (and hence reducing the

amount of time available to learn each item) reduced the primacy and

central portion of the curve whilst loaving the recency effect unchanged.

Following the success of experiments of this sort, the study

of the recency effect came to be used as an alternative to memory span

procedures for the interrogation of Ph. Various formulae were

proposed for devising the capacity of HI from recency data

(e.g. Waugh and Norman, 1965s Baddeley, 1970).
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Unfortunately for this clear picture, recent evidence lias

arisen which creates severe difficulties. Glanzer and Razol (1974)

sliowed tliat tlie magnitude of the recency affect, and lience the

estimated HI capacity, for a sequence of items was roughly the same

whet!tor those items were one or two syllable words, proverbs of more

than 6 words, or unfamiliar sentences (hard to reconcile with a

phoneme Hif), Baddeley and Hitch (1975) have demonstrated recency

effects in undoubtedly LKI recall (e.g. recall of a season's rugby

games by members of the team), and also review experiments demonstrating

differential effects of various factors (including articulatory

suppression and concurrent memory load) on memory span and the recency

effect. Uhoso results led Baddeley and Hitch, "to abandon our previous

view that recency represents the output of a limited capacity short-term

store ••• [and] adopt in its place a view ... that the recency effect

represents a retrieval strategy which relies heavily on ordinal

retrieval cues". (Baddeley and Hitch, 1975, p.14).

The writer personally doubts whether a single unitary

account can be given to cover all instances where remembering is

better for things experienced relatively recently than for other, more

distant, events. (of. Ilorton, 1970, p.245, where a distinction is

made between associative-semantic "finality effects" and

acoustic-phonological "recency effects"). However, as this thesis is

centrally concerned with the concept of a limited capacity, phonemic

short-term store it will concentrate exclusively on memory span

techniques, to the exclusion of the recency effect.

jd? .Atopic SateSSB M. SOA gga

Returning to the evidence held to distinguish between PI!

and 31, mention must be made of the studies on amnesia.



Warrington (1971) reviews a nurnbor of ouch studios showing that

amnesic patients who are grossly impaired on long-tern memory tasks

nay nevertheless have perfectly normal memory spans. Conversely,

a series of papers by Shallice and Warrington (e.g. Hhallice and

Warrington, 1970) have reported in detail upon a patient whose

long-term momory was normal, but who was grossly impaired on

short-term recall (e.g. a digit span of one or two items). 'Mist

this latter case raises problems for the input model (see Section 1.3.6.),

taken with the annosic findings it pointed to the existence of

clinically-dissociable PI" sad 511 stores.

1.2. sraiAirexc ihfluskcss hi suort-ttiii i-sj ry: tiic aiiatoiiy

0? A RSS HEjR^UlO,

Attention was drawn in Section 1.1.4. to the dangers inherent

in failing to distinguish clearly between PH and SH as hypot etical

menoxy stores, and S®3 and VM as experimental procedures. This

warning was made by Waugh and Ilornan (1965, p. 101) and repeated by

several authors (e.g. Atkinson and Chiffrta, 1960; Ibrton, 1968;

Baddeley and Patterson, 1971| Broadbent, 1971| Craik, 1971), but

despite these cautions, numerous authors Iinve used the terms PI3 and

SI® (and SIT and LTI') intercliaageably, with serious consequences.

The worst effect of this confusion was the development of a belief

that the input model held that short-term recall was mediated solely

by phonemic coding and that semantic factors should only influence

long-term recall.

Hebb (1961) presented a series of different lists of digits

to subjects. Immediate recall was required for each list. Unknown

to the subjects, the sane list of digits was repeated at intervals

throughout the experiment. Performance on that list improved
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throughout the coureo of the experiment, showing that a single

presentation and recall of a list is sufficient to establish an

enduring (Stl) trace of that list*

The writer* s introspection is that the nooning of a word

is lcnown as soon as that word is consciously perceived. Indeed, there

is evidence that a word's nooning can influence behaviour when that word

is exposed so briefly that the subject is unaware of Its having

occurred (Dixon, 1971; Allport, 1977; Harcel and Patterson, forthcoming),

Certainly, subjects are able to categorise a pair of visually-presented

words as belonging to the sane or different somatic categories with

reaction tines from 430 to 720 Billiseconds (Schaeffor and Wallace, 1970)*

Also, receding strategies of the type described by l iller (1956 - see

Section 1,2*2.) require knowledge which nonary models would normally

ascribe to SH,

Thus, it i3 not surprising that an assortment of factors

that might loosely be termed "semantic" can be shown to affect short-tern

nenory. Examples includei-

(a) Immediate recall of letter or word sequences improves

as the sequences approximate more closely to normal English (I arks and

Jack, 1952; Colornn, 1963; Eaddeley, 1964, 1971).

(b) Digit sequences are better recalled in their ascending
f- <■ •-

order than in the/order of presentation (llinrichs and Hcl'oon, 1973).

(c) If subjects are presented with 3 stimulus words, then a

further 3 distractor words before recalling the stimulus words, the

number of intrusion errors increases if the distractor words are

semantically (or phonemically) similar to the stimulus words (Dalo ami

Gregory, 1966).

(d) Instructions given co subjects can influence the

relative emphasis placed upon phonemic or semantic encoding in a



recall task, as revealed by the subsequent influence of phonemic and

semantic factors on recall performance (Klein and Klein, 1974? Trieanan

and Tuxworth, 1974? Goldstein, 1975? Levy and Cralk, 1975),

Humorous other studios could bo cited (see Shuloan, 1971, 1972?

Postman, 1975). The central point at issue hero, ho\?ever, is the

relevance of these findings to the theoretical issues to •which they

are supposedly addressed. If any input model of memory had seriously

proposed that verbal information is necessarily delayed in a phonemic

HA store before being transferred to a semantic Sii store, then the

discovery of semantic influences over short intervals of time would

have been evidence against such a model. However, as emphasised

earlier in Sections 1.1*4 and 1.1*5, neither 'faugh and Norman (1965),

nor Sperling (1967, 1970) incorporated such an obligatory delay feature*

As Broadbent (1971, p*343) writes, "so far as is known, there exists no

theorist who would contend tliat long-term memory plays no part in the

short-term, and consequently demonstrations that the principles of

long-term memory hold in short-term do not discriminate between theories."

The belief that demonstrating semantic influences in short-term

memory disproves the rapid-transit input model is false, and arises

purely through a failure to distinguish between PM and SM as stores* and

S?L5 and Lfl* as procedures.

Before leaving tiiis issue, one more point is worth malting*

The presence of confusions within a particular modality or form of coding

can legitimately be regsirded as evidence for the operation of that

modality or* code under the particular conditions of the experiment.

However, the failure to find confusion effects, (or, for that mutter, to

find improvement in peri'orraance) cannot be taken as evidence against the

operation of a modality or code. Absence of confusion along a particular
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dimension Is equally compatible with that dimension operating at a

hi{*h, error-free level of efficiency under the conditions tested.

This point 1ms been made by Gruneborg and Sykos (1971) and by

Liorris ( \ -v ~i ) and is well worth repeating.

1.3. G-snnire iiaomsg; pqt-i ifpbt Korea.

Figure 1.4 represents a generalised iput model

incorporating the crucial features of Broadbent (1956)# Waugh and

lloriaim (1965), Sperling (1967) end many similar models. Operations

aro performed on incoming spoken or written language to derive the

phonemic representations of the stimulus items. These phonemic

representations aro stored in P!i from whence they can be used to

access their corresponding semantic representations in SI!. The

establishment of an SI! trace is achieved automatically on the initial

entry of an item into P!l, and Is repeated (or strengthened) by

subsequent rehearsal, which also serves to maintain the trace—strength

of the item in PL!. Both RI and 3M have access to the response-producing

systems.

Sections 1.3.1. to 1.3.8. below will consider some of the

major problems faced by this general model.

Fhonomic -h-qrislatiop,.

The generalised input model can be critieed at several points

as being incompletely specified. An example is the failure of theorists

to give an account of the translation processes involved in obtaining

a word* s phonemic form from its written (or spoken) form.

In a discussion of automatic toxt-to-speech translation,

Alnsworth (1975) discusses two alternative 'lethods by which this conversion

might be achieved. The first is a "dictionary method" whereby words

are identified as wholes, and phoneme sequences are simply associated



Figure^.1,Ageneralised'inputmodel'formemory.
<4/ Response
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with their appropriate dictionary nnits. This method is simple, but

requires as many units as words to be road, and is therefore unable to

cope with lottor strings for whioh no established dictionary unit exists.

Tii© second method utilises the regularities to bo found in

spelling patterns and computes phonemic forms from a knowledge of letter-

to- honeme conversion rules. This method nay bo more economical, and

is applicable to all encountered letter strings. However, the complexities

and irregularities of Hnglis . spelling create difficulties for this method,

as exemplified by the fact that one system for rule-governed reading of

words taken from children*s bocks acidevcd only 90f success after

incorporating 166 correspondence rules ("terdianoky, Cronnel and hoehler,

1969). It seems plausible to suggest that any satisfactory model of

word recognition must incorporate both dictionary units and conversion

rules.

1.3.2. Phonology and recognition: I. Studios on normal readers.

The role of phonology in reading is a matter of continuing

debate (e.g. Marshall, 191b). This section will concentrate only on

those observations which nay be taken as contradicting the predictions

of the input model.

Allport (1977) presented to subjects very brief exposures

(50 to 100 msec.) of arrays of 2 to 4 words followed by a 'pattern mask*

of jumbled letter-fragments. When subjects wrote down what they

experienced, they made frequent "visual segmentation" errors (e.g. cake

+ lawn —> "lake"). Allport (1977) also reported semantic errors

(e,g, calf —>"lamb"} pie —> "tart"), although doubt lias been, cast

upon the statistical reliability of the semantic error rate obtained

(Ellis and liarshall, ). rn contrast, no errors occurred

which were unequivocally ^V\onological (this was also the experience
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of 13.lie and Marshall), which Allport (1977) claims as ©vide? ice against

a phonemic eta,® between visual and semantic analyses. However, although

the discrepancy between the vory frequent visual errors and the non-oocurronce

of phonological errors is striking, it was pointed out earlier (in Section

1,4,) that the absence of confusion at a particular level of analysis is

compatible with operations at that level functioning in an efficient,

error-free maimer under the conditions examined.

Bower (1970) attempted to test the input model by use of the

many—to-one nature of the correspondence between lottors md vorrols in

Greek. Bower took a passage of Greek text, and substituted the 8 letters

which correspond to the vowel /ee/ one for another, and similarly

substituted the two /o/ vowels for each other, The input model was

Interpreted as predicting that there should be no difference between

the times taken to read the normal and mutilated passages aloud, oinco

the derivation of phonemic form from written form is supposedly

indo endent of th© particular orthographic mans used to represent

the phonemic sequence. Contrary to this prediction, skilled readers

took l£ times longer to read the mutilated passage aloud than to read

the normal passage.

As a tost of the input model, Bower's (1970) experiment is

crucially dependent upon a conversion-by^-rule interpretation of the

early stages of the model. tJven if this interpretation is accepted,

Meyer, Schvaneveldt ant! Ruddy (1974) argue that the letter-to—plioneme

conversion rules may bo sensitive to the graphemic structure of letter

sequences, and that this may be disrupted by Bower*s procedure,

resulting in slower performance.

An alternative explanation witliin the framework of the input

aodol would supplement the conversion rules with dictionary units

(see Section 1.3.1.). Such unite, which recognise words as wholes ,
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could, operate in Borer's (1970) normal text condition, but would be

inactivated in the nutilatod test condition which would need to bo

read by the conversion rules (quite plausibly a dower process).

This is the essence of Brown's (1970) criticism of Bower's (1970) test

of the input model*

Bxporinents similar in reasoning to those of Bower (1970),

but more to account for within the input model, were performed by

Baron (1973)* When subjects were required to decide whether or not

short written phrases made sense they took no longer to reject phrases

that sounded legitimate but were visually nonsense (e.g. In the haul!

He seas noorlv) than to reject phrases that were both visually and

phonemically nonsense (e.g. nut and bents cone slot). How, the most

naive version of the input model does not permit subjects to reject

hooophonic nonsense phrases like In the haul, since semantic

decisions are based upon the phonemic form, not the visual form.

tlOre sophisticated versions would probably still predict a longer

time to reject hoxaophonic nonsense than "genuine" nonsense.

Vthan IWorf B (1973) subjects were instructed to make a

"Yes" response to all phrases that sounded sensible, regardless of

the spelling, they wore still slower to accept (and mad© more errors on)

the hooophonic phrases than the phrases which were both orthographically

and phonetically legitimate. This finding is similarly problematic

for the input model.

-'homology word recognition: ,11, Dggg jgglfflti**

"Deep dyslexia" is the term applied by Marshall and Uewcoribo

(1973) to a particular typo of reading disorder occurring in braiiv-danagod

patients. Marshall (1976) summarises the characteristics of the

condition, which include tlx© following "symptoms"!"
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(i) The subject is totally unable to pronounce nonsense lettor strings

(e.g. blurg, rank).

(ii) 'he subject cannot detect rhyming in visually- dissimilar pairs

of words (e.g. qewt. mute).

(lii) Unlike normal subjects, the tine taken to reject a letter string

as "not a word" is no longer for letter strings which are hoaophonic

with real words (e.g. frute. ralr) than for nonhoaophonlc strings

(e.g. brut, lail).

(iv) Visual errors are common (e.g. shallow—^ "shadow": mellow —sJ'aelon").

(v) Semantic errors are dLso frequent (e.g. drama »■"play": sick—"ill").

Occasional composite visual-semantic errors occur (e.g. sympathy—> "orchestra").

(vi) Reading success varies with the greanatical class of the words

attennted, being uuch better for "content words" (e.g. nouns, adjectives)

than for "function words" (e.g. determiners, pronouns).

Symptoms (i) to (iii) all indicate a complete inability to

derive the phonological form of wards from their written configuration,

and yet the deep dyslexic is still able to derive semantic representations

of words, as attested by the frequent occurrence of semantic errors.

In Marshall's (1976) words, "it is difficult to see how the patient who

presented with nice produces the circumlocutory utterance 'llano ... in

Prance ... South of Prance* ... could have arrived at a semantic reading

via a phonological form which he so clearly fails to articulate."

(Marshall* 1976, p. 114). liarshall also adds that the input nodel is

embarrassed by the strong syntactic and semantic bias which is typically

displayed in the reading performance of the deep dyslexic.

1.3.4. Phonology in word recognition: III -.7ord transitional probability

j&flamt jfcdontifietymon,

llorton and Long (1976) presented to subjects sequences of words

life® At the sink she washed a thinking of when she was younger.
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Subjects inserted the v/ord elate into the gap much more frequently than

the word nan. Tliat is, elate lias a high transitional probability in

this contort, and nan has a low transitional probability, V/hen

sentences of this sort were presented auditorily to subjects who were

instructed to respond to particular phoneme targets in word-initial

positions, the same phoneme targets contained in high transitional

probability words were responded to significantly faster than those in

low transitional probability words,

Ilorton and Long (1976) argue that only word identification,

not phoneme identification, can be influenced by the essentially

semantic variable of word transitional probability. It must be, then,

that the Identification of the target phoneme followed or competed with

the word identification which was itself affected by the contort, There

is no facility for such a mechanism in the input model.

1i?i5i ftbgonpe qf fi qrosg-gjodaiL. ig shprt-t^yyi ogopry,,
i '

dhon a list of items is presented for short-term recall, the

last few items of this are better recalled if the list is presented

auditorily than if it is resented visually (ilorton, 1970, p, 220),

This advantage disappears if a spoken suffix such as "zero" or "oh"

follows the last item of the auditory list, but the advantage remains

if the suffix is a non-speech sound such as a burst of noise (Horton,
m r.-rej,

Crowdor and Prussin, 1971). The odvanta™re conferred upon the last few

items by auditory presentation has been interpreted as consistent with

those items being held in some form of auditory memory (termed
tiff: "•>-* " • • -

Sa&tiaBB&Sal. AggBg&a ■£&£&* or *y Crowdor and Ilorton, 1969).
The spoken suffix displaces the contents of PAS, hence reducing the

level of recall for auditorily-presented items to that found with

visual presentation.
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In Sperling's (1967) version of the input model, acoustic

information is hold in an Auditory Information Store (AIS) similar

in properties to PAS, However, in Sperling's (1967) model (see

Section 1.1.9), visually-presented verbal material is also converted

into an auditory form and stored in AIS. Thus, Ilorton and Holloway

(1970) argued that a visual suffix should be converted into an auditory

form and hence reduce recall for the most recent items in an auditory

sequence. This prediction from Sperling's model was not confirme&t

the "suffix effect" was found neither with auditory presentation and

a visual suffix# nor with visual presentation and an auditory suffix

("lorton and Wolloway, 1970),

1.3.6. Selective impairment of Hi.

In a series of papers by Warrington and Shallice (1969# 1972),

Warrington, Logne and Pratt (1971), and Shallice and Warrington (1970,

1974), a clinical patient (K. F.) has boon described with an apparently

selective impairment of primary memory. K.F.* s digit span with

auditory presentation is limited to 1 or 2 itens (Warrington and

Shallice, 1969)* Performance in short-term recall is generally

better with visual than with auditory presentation (Warrington and

Shallice (1969, 1972), but K.F.'s failure to recall more than 4 out

of 80 visually-presented strings of 4 digits (or 0 out of 80 4-lotter

strings - Warrington find Shallico, 1969), renders Wickelgron* s (1973)

dismissal of tho deficit as "modality-specific" implausible.

K.F.'o short-tern memory for meaningful environmental sounds

(cat mewing, telephone ringing, etc.) is perfectly normal, supporting

the general proposal that F!3# howevor, it is to be characterised, is

a verbal store (Shallice and Warrington, 1974). Furthermore K.F.

performs normally on a variety of tests of secondary memory snob as

learning 10-word lists, recalling short stories, or learning lists of
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paired-a sociate words (Warrington and Shallico,1969i Harrington,

Logue and ^bratt, 1971).

On the input model, a Pi! store reduced incapacity to only

one or two itoaa, ae £.P.*s appears to be, would still b© able to

transfer items through to OH. Ifowver, as Shallice and Warrington (1970)
^>u.c_V-\ cv restr icteA Prr\ ou.q^t fc-o o<^u^cie_ ®some

argue,^measurable deficit in rate or efficiency of learning, and yet
attempts to discover such a deficit have failed to date.

Phonenic effects in l^cyB pmWt

When speakers are almost, but not quite, able to recall a

familiar word, they Bay be said to be in a "tip-of-the-tongue" state.

In this condition, subjects can often provide words that aro either

semontically or phonenically similar to the desired word (Brown and

rcKelll, 1966). Also, lexical errors in spontaneous speech - where

a speaker produces a different word from that intended - may be either

senantically or phonologlcally similar to the intended word (Twemey,

Tkacz and 3aruba, 1975). These two observations constitute prima facie

evidence for the involvement of phonemic as well as semantic factors

in long-term memory.

Further evidence for phonemic effects in long-term memory

can bo found in experiments by Gruneberg and Sykes (1969), and Oruneberg,

Colwill, infrow and Woods (1970). In one experiment bv Grunebertr et al

(1970), subjects were twice shown a sequence of 20 nonsense syllables,

using victual presentation at 4 seconds per syllable. The following

day (10-12 hours later) the subjects wero asked to rat© the syllables

of a 30-iten test list as either "old" (i.e. in the list from the day

before) or ''now". Hew words which were phonemically similar to words

from the original stimulus sequence were falsely categorised as "old"

significantly more often than phonetically dissimilar toot words.
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As commonly formulated, the input model has no facility for the

long-torn storage of phonemic information.

iF^4^tj,Qn:„. a flBS&aBa.

Sections 1.3.1. to 1.3.7* presont real difficulties for the

input model, particularly in its claim that incoming visual information

must invariably be recoded into phonemic form before its semantic

representation can be accessed. However, no single objection to the

model is insuperable, for reasons that have to do with the logical and

scientific status of functional models.

A model, as Hroadbent (1957) noted, is essentially a verbal

theory in diagrammatic form. Models, like theories, generate

predictions wliich nay be tested and found wanting. However, a

particular experiment can only test predictions from one small part

of a complex model, and it is always possible to modify the model in

sono Tx>3t hoc, and non-drastic manner to take account of the new finding.

Popper (1976) has adopted the term ''immunization" to describe this

procedure by which a theory can evade falsification indefinitely through

cumulative minor modifications.

There is no clear dividing line between theory improvement

and theory immunisation. The decision to abandon one account and adopt

another may be based on parsimony, increased generality and information

content in the now theory. on o_ belief that the old theory has become too

arbitrary in its attempts to "explain" problematic data, or on any

combination of these and other factors. With this in mind. Chapter 2

will present an alternative model for memory and verbal beliavioiar which,

in the writer*s opinion, is an improvement upon the input model in some

of the ways just mentioned.
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mm*

(1), Early accounts of tho memory span regarded It as a measure of the

■ind's capacity to "take in" information.

(2), This view was reinforced in the development of an * informstlon-

prooosjiing* view of short-term memory, and was incorporated into a

succession of diagrammatic models of human neiiory. Three of these

ore described in detail (Broadbent, 1950J Waugh and Koxttaa, 1965$

Sperling, 1967).

(5). Evidence held to support the distinction, node by the input model,

between a phonemic Primary I'etaorv and a semantic Secondary Iletaory is

discussed.

(4). Several lines of evidence held to contradict the general input

model are also discussed, and a final observation on the noa-falsifiability

of functional models is included.
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CHAPTER 2: THE LOGOGEN MCDEL IN SPEECH AND SHORT-

TERM MEMORY, THS ERROR EQUIVALENCE HYPOTHESIS,

AND THE FORMS OF PHONEMIC SPEECH ERROR.
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2.1. ?!"3 IX3000ISI UODBL.

This first section of Chapter 2 is devoted to a fairly

couplet© exposition of a model for memory and language behaviour

developed over the years in a series of papers by I iorton (1964a,

1968, 1970) and orton and Smith (1974). Additional relevant

applications of the model (called the Logogen ' odel) can be found

in ItertflD (1969), G'rowder and llorton (1969), and r iorton and Long

(1976). During the course of the exposition, references will not

be given in support of overy single point made. The reader can

assume that all the points made are taken directly from one or

other of the above papers except when comments are enclosed within

square brackets, whioh are resorvod for the ©Titer's own

interspersed remarks.

ImJjJjl MJBS&JM 9? the i"odol.

At the centre of the Logogen Hodel (Big. 2.1.) is the

La-o~on System itself, which is made up of a collection of

individual units called logpgens. It is supposed that each word

(or, more properly, morpheme) in the vocabulary is represented by a

different logogen. Logogens act as transducers between different

kinds of coding. Bach logogen receives inputs from other parts of the

model, these inputs being indicators of the presence of information

which is relevant to the production or recognition of the word which

that logogen represents. The occurrence of a word as an external

visual or acoustic stimulus will be signalled to the appropriate

logogen by the Visual Analysis System and the Acoustic Analysis

System respectively.

A logogon is essentially a counting device. As information

pertaining to the visual or acoustic occurrence of a word increases,
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STIKULUS

Written Spoken <-

Spoken
response

a= acoustic code

p = phonemic code
s = semantic code
v = visual code

ftire 2.1 The Logogen Model for language and memory ( based on

•ton, 1968; 1969, and Morton and Smith, 197^ )«
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the * level of activity* within the corresponding logogen also increases.

Wham a first critical threshold of activity is exceeded within the

logogen, a (semantic) code is omit to the Cognitive System indicating

the occurrence of the word presented, and allowing its sonantic

representation to he accessed. At a fractionally higher level of

activity in the logogen, induced by additional pertinent information,

a second threshold is exceeded, causing, on tills occasion, a phonemic

code to he made available. Thin phonemic code constitutes a

potential verbal responses it is stored in the Response Duffer from

which it nay he converted into an overt response, although this is

not necessary*

The Cognitive System is the locus of all semantic, syntactic

and associative processes within the modol, and is equivalent in this

respect to the Secondary llemory stores of many other models (see Sections

1.1*3* to 1*1*6.). The recognition of a word can he

facilitated by the Cognitive System if contextual information

indicates that that particular word Is likely to occur. This

facilitation is achieved by the Cognitive System transmitting the

semantic code to the logogen which increases the level of activity,

thus requiring less stimulus information to cause it to fire again,

fWith very strong oo: text, the semantic code alone may provide enough

information to exceed the tlireahold at which the phonemic (output) code

becomes available (e.g. If .vou go down in the woods today, you're sure

of a big ). This, of course, is the normal process in

spontaneous, stimulus-free, speech production]*
The Response Buffer holds phonemic sequences produced as

output by the Logogon System. Silent rehearsal is envisaged as the

re-circulation of items from tko Response Buffer to the Logogon System
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and back to the Response Ruffor until such tine as an overt response

is required, or rohearsal is terminated.

A given logogea unit can, them, be defined in trams of its

inputs and outputs. There ore two outputs! a set of semantic

attributes and a phonemic sequence. The semantic and phonemic

codes con also act as a source of input to the logogen: the former

as contextual information in recognition or as input during

spontaneous production, and the latter in rehearsal fond also,

possibly, in "inner speech" and "phonic" reading]# The visual

code and the acoustic code act as two additional sources of input,

maldLng four input codes in all. Different logogens are able to

receive inputs in parallel, and hence can produce semantic attributes

for acre than one stimulus word at a time. Limits of processing

rate for words are attributed to the Cognitive System. There is

no limited-capacity processing channel for stimulus information

prior to the Logogon System.

The Logogen Model has been applied to reading and word

recognition (* lorton, 1964a, 1968, 1969), to verbal short-tem memory

(Morton, 1968, 1970), to speech perception and production (Morton,

1968s Morton and Chambers, 1976: Morton and Long, 1976), to

phonological development in children (Morton and Smith, 1974), as

well as to the *higher1 syntactic and semantic aspects of language

processing (Iiorton, 1968), However, it is the application of the

Logogen Model to speech production and short-term memory which is the

central concern hero. (The process of reading will also bo considered).

In particular, the functional unit of the Response Buffer will be

focusnod upon, and the next three sections are given over to a

detailed description of the structure and function of the Response

Buffer within the Logogen Model.
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2*K?t 3» goX9 Pf ^ aa»Mm^tfaBLJa *?¥>■ taTCKm I odpJU,

As a functional entity, the Response Buffer was first

postulated to account for the phenomenon of the "eye-voice span"

in reading (lorton, 1964a, b), I3hen. reading connected prose aloud,

the eyos raay be fixating a point on the printed line which is up to

four or five words ahead of the particular word the reader is speaking

at that moment. One of the forms of error which occurs during reading

is the production of a word, or part of a word, before it is due in

the sequence, lorton (1964b) gives the following example of a word

being spoken too early in a sequence* t

led to a path beside Idm —p. led him to a path beside Ida

!Tow, in order for a word to be anticipated and spokon out

of its turn, it must have been one of the words within the eye-voice

span, That is, the word from within the eye-voice span exist have

been available as a potential response at the point in time when it

intruded as an error. Phis is handled within the model by proposing

thai; all the material within the eye-voice span has been visually

analysed, has been passed to the Cognitive System via the Logogen

System, has been made available as a potential response throu h the

output side of the Losoger* System, and is held in tho Response Buffer

from which an item may inadvertently be produced as a response before

or after its correct position in the sequence. This account also

explains the analogous "ear-voico span" in shadowing auditorily-preijented

material (Treisman and Coffin, 1967).

* In tills, and all subsequent examples, the correct (intended)

form is given to the left of the arrow and the incorrect (error) form

is given to tlio right of tho arrow.
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In the sane study of reading errors, Morton (1964b) noted

errors involving the substitution of words in tlx© response which wore

functionally-equivalent synonyms (or antonyms) of words in th© tort,

(e.g. most —> many, Sunday —*■ Saturday, eveni-at —> aor ing).

Th© syntactic and semantic errors suggested that, "while reading aloud,

th- linguistic structure of the material was analysed completely and

then resynthosiaod before output" (Morton, 1970, p. 214)♦ This

provided th© initial motive for sug ©sting that the semantic output

from the logogen to the Cognitive System occurred before the phonemic

output to the Response differ, Such a sugr©otion, when incorporated

into the model, turns out to have additional explanatory power,

including giving a potential account of tlx© findings on subliminal

perception, and on the condition of "deep dyslexia" mentioned in

Section 1.3«3. (Morton, 1970, p.215) • The additional postulate

required for these accounts to work is that the subjective experience

of perceiving a stimulus word is contingent upon a potential response

to that word being available as a phonological sequence in the

Response Buffer along with information that a stimulus has been

processed by the sensory analysis systems (Morton, 1964, 1968, 1970).

[This carries the interesting implication that all activity in the

Cognitive System is unconscious (or preconscious) and that the processes

witliln that system are only made conscious throu fx their phonemic

products becoming available in the Response Buffer.]
On the question of th© nature of the coding within the

Response Buffer,Morton and Smith (1974, pp. 164-5) write, "Although
there is no prior evidence which would motivate a precis© assignment

of the level of this code, there are reasons in terms of the internal

consistency of the model which lead to the suggestion that the code



is phonemic rathor tlian phonetic, Thus, at this point in the model

[i.e. at tlie Response Buffer], "pit" would bo represented as /pit/ and

"spit" as /spit/ rather than the phonetic forms f p*it] and [sp it]
U

respectively, vJhore fp ] and [p"*] represent the aspirated and unas irated

forms of /p/. In tho interests of economy of coding the specification

of such allophonic variants would be left to later stages as would such

aspects of speech as elisions between words and suprasognontal features

ouch as intonation and stress assignment."

As a source of phonemic responses, the Logogen System can

only operate upon stimuli for -which an appropriate logogon exists;

that is, for words already in the vocabulary. However, as Ilorton and

Smith (1974) point out, some account is needed for our obvious ability

to mimic, or to read aloud, nonsense syllables which have no corresponding

logogen. This is achieved by introducing into the model additional

pathways which connect the sensory analysis systems to the Response

Buffer, by-passing the Logogen System.

I&mieking an auditorily-presented nonsense syllable requires

the operation of rules on the by-pass pathway which convert the acoustic

code into a phonemic code. Bhe precise nature of the acoustic code is

not specified, but Ilorton (1968) states that it does not contain symbols

which could bo given a phonetic realisation, nor could it be

characterised as a "distinctive feature matrix." 'Ids, however, does

not preclude the possibility of a one-to-one mapping of some features

of the acoustic code on to a phonemic code which could be entered into

tlie Response Buffer and outputted as an imitative response.

[To read a visually-presented nonsense syllable, lett r-to-phoneme

conversion rules are required. These will oporate on the visual code

(i.e. tho output of the Visual Jialysis System) and seek a rule-governed
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conversion of the letter sequence into a phoneme sequence* "he phoneme

sequence will then become available to the Response Buffer from which

it can be uttered as a spoken response, or presented to the Logogen

System via the rehearsal loop. 'This latter procedure enables the

Cognitive System to "understand" a visually-unfamiliar written word

whose phonemic sequence (or acoustic form if the word is read aloud) is,

however, familiar. It will be appreciated that the combination of

logogens working on whole-word analysis, plus letter-to—phonene

conversion rules, provides the two modes of deriving the meaning of a

written word (visual and phonological) required by the considerations

of normal and "deep dyslexic" readers in Sections 1.3.2. and 1.3.3.

(liven that the logogens also act as sources of phonemic forms, the

logogens plus rules correspond to the dictionary and conversion rule

methods of obtaining phonemic forms from written forms which were
»*5«—*■* -- - lb* v * • •

discussed in Section 1.3.1.].

Within the model, all decisions pertaining to the phoneaio

form of visual or acoustic verbal stimuli are made at the level of the

Response Buffer. Thus, acoustically-presented words will be

recognised by the Logogen System before their phonemic form can be

analyzed at the Response Buffer. This permits explanation of IJorton

and Long's (1976) finding that the contextual influence of word

transitional probability influenced the speed of identification of

phoneme targets in auditory ward sequences. (See Section 1,3.4.).

[Decisions as to the phonemic form of nonword verbal stimuli must, on

this account, be made after the operation of the conversion rules

which derive a phonemic code from the visual or acoustic code].

2il*3ff 3M SftBBgaag MEas jfeasteSga mam*

The properties with which the Response 'Suffer must be credited

in order to explain the observations on the eye- and ear-voice spans

Section 2.1,2.) turn out to le much the sane properties as are



nor. tally attributed to Primary oaory stores in standard models of

memory (of. Sections 1.1.3. to 1.1.3.)• Morton (1970, p.238) lists

these properties, which are the same as those of the Memory Buffer in

Atkinson and Shiffrin,B (1965) model, am- ^

(1). The buffer has a limited capacity of items (estimated at 4 or 5).

(2)# Items in the buffer are stored temporally,
•••.••Ml * V •**

(3)* After the buffer has been filled it stays filled as lone: as the

subject is paying attention (to its contents).

(4). Bach entering item bumps out an old item.

(5)* Items are always encoded correctly when initially placed in the

buffer, (as long as inputs are not too fast).

[Morton (1970) also quotes Atkinson and Shiffrln's (1965)

requirement that items still in the buffer at the tine of tost are

recalled perfectly, but this is contradicted by the further claim that

phonemic confusion errors arise at the level of the Response Buffer -

see Section 2.1.4. below],
The important difference between the Response Buffer and

HI in the input models has to do with the locus of the two stores in

their respective systems. In the input model. Primary Memory comes

before Secondary Memory in the flow of information. In the Logogen

Model, the Response Buffer in certain respects follows the Cognitive

System. Thus, the Response Buffer is active in spontaneous (non-stimulus

hound) production of speech, as well as in reading, shadowing, and

short-term memory.

Given that all items for which there is an appropriate

logo.-en (and this includes letters and digits) will, in the course of

a short-term memory experiment, be registered by the Cognitive System

before entering the Response Buffer, it is expected that semantic factors
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will be utilized wherever possible to assist recall. Hence, the

demonstrations of semantic influences in short-torn memory (Section 1,2.)

are no nore problematic for the Logogen ; odel than they are for the

(rapid-transit) input model. Short-term recall will involve, in varying

decrees depending upon the experimental conditions employed, the Cognitive

System, the Response duffer, the short-lived Preeategorical Acoustic
t

Store which is associated with the Auditory Analysis System (cf. Section

1.3.3,), and possibly even the very short-lived Iconic Memoir/ associated

with the Visual Analysis System (equivalent to Sperling's, 1967, "Visual

Information Store" - see Section 1,1,3.)* Ahe ability of the Response

Buffer PAS, and Iconic lieiaory to act as memory stores is, in a sense,

a secondary effect of their main functions within the models only the

Cognitive System is a genuinely specialized memory store, and even here

this is but one aspect of its role as semantic and syntactic processor.

2.1.4. The Response duffer as the locus of phonemic confusions.

In Section 1.1,5. of the previous Chapter, mention mis raade

of the observations by Conrad (1959# 1962) and Sperling (1963) that^even
wit}i visual presentation^th© errors that occur in short-term recall of
disconnected items tend to involve the substitution, one for another,

of similar-soundiag items (e.g. 3 for P, or T for D in recall of letter

strings). Conrad (1962, 1964) observed that the pattern of errors
i

obtained in this way is similar to that obtained when listeners

raisidentlfy letters presented acoustically in a background of white

noise, and so he termed the short-terra memory errors "acoustic confusions".

Ahis term accorded with Sperling's (1967) conoept of an Auditory Information

Store in which those confusion errors arise, visual input being converted

into an auditoxy/aceyutic form by rehearsal (Section I.I.5.),
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In the Logogen Jodel, the rosponsibility for phonemic coding

lies with the Response Buffer. Although acoustic perceptual errors

could arise in the Acoustic Analysis Cystem, the only locus for phonemic

short-term memory errors, particularly with visual presentation, is the

Response Buffer. It has beon assumed (Section 2# 1,2.) that mterial

in the Response Buffer is coded in son© pbonoloTical form, and hence

the possibility arises of confusion errors, either in the course of silent

rehearsal or at output (Isorton, 1970, p.239)# Norton (1964a, 1968, 1970)

proposes that these errors would be better termed "articulatory confusions"

than Conrad*s (1959, 1964) description of them as "acoustic confusions"#

?h© correlation etween articulatory confusions and genuinely perceptual

acoustic errors is explained by reference to the close correlation

between articulatory and acoustic oirailaritys that is, itens which are

pronounced in sinilar ways will also tend to sound similar.

Tlintanan (1965, 1967) claimed to have produced evidence

supporting the articulatory interpretation of confusion errors over the

acoustic interpretation. In particular, Rintanua (1967) obeerved that

in recall of visually-presented sequences of nonsense syllables, errors

of place of articulation wore common (e.g. reporting 3 for B or P for 7),

whereas errors of voicing (e.g. P for B) were less common. TIintznan

pointed out that the reverse was the oase in the auditory-perceptual

confusions reported by Hiller and ITicely (1955) a d Conrad (1962) and

thus claimed that different processes were responsible for the confusion

errors observed in the two different situations# As an alternative to

the acoustic theory, llintaraan (1965, 1967) proposed that short-torn

recall confusions are really kinaestlietic confusions, arising from

similar muscular f edback patterns produced by subvocal rehearsal#

71lis is different fron the Logogen Ibdel account, where "articulatory



ilarity" refers to a nore abstract phonemic sinilarity related to

llarity of the speech-notor programs necessary to oxecuto production

the items (: tockdale, 1971).

Wickelgren (1969) and : orton (1970) havo argued that Hintsnan's

>65, 1967) results do not unequivocally sup ort his case. ! orton (1970)

torves that the auditory-perceptual errors were obtained using a

Aground of white noise* and that it is possible to obtain different

;tems of perceptual confusion using noise with different characteristics,

papporter of Sperling*s (1967) or Conrad's (1964) account of recall

ifusions as occurring in an auditory store could "explain" Hintarum's

:a by arguing that decay or noise in the store is non-randon

,e. non-"whito").

fAlthough the torn "articulatory confusion" is closer in spirit

m "acoustic confusion" to the Logogen Fodol account of those errors,

3 terns "phonemic confusion" and *>honenic similarity" will be

3ferred here. These toms arc equally compatible with the Logogen

lei whilst being nore neutral with respect to the rival accounts which

is the aim of this thesis to distinguish between].

2. THE it'£?oifsn gEESS r: gMEMBBSB gEBBaU

Ilorton (1970, p.239) claino that, "The Response buffer is seen

having the primary function of allowing the production of speech to

programmed efficiently." Howevor, tills aspect of the Response buffer's

action has not been explored in any detail by Ilorton. As presently

astituted, the Response Buffer can hold, simultaneously and in

anological forn, sequocos of four or five words nade available by the

gogon System. The next two sections will examine the evidence wliich

a be talcsri as indicating that phonological preplanning does indeed

cur in the course of speech production, and that an entity with the
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properties of the Response Duffer ;ls needed to account for these

observations.

2.2.1. Fhonolo/ricnl replannig in sneeohi I. Co-artlculation.

ssaaBk PmxxKit, mLmamisl feft&guu

It is possible to conceive of speech production systems in

which the actual phonological forms of to-be-spoken items only become

available one syllable, or one word at a time. Indeed, a ono-phonene-

at—a-tine system is, in principle, possible. Demonstrating that the

human speech production system incorporates larger-soale phonological

preplanning involves producing evidence that articulation at a tine t,

can be influenced by as-vet-unspoken phonological segments.

One such line of evidence comes from the study of forward

(right-to-left} co-articulation in speech, that is the adoption of

postures by the articulator;/ organs which are accommodated to

forthcoming consonants or vowels, rhthor than to the particular segments

being currently spoken. For example, anticipatory lip rounding for

the /u/ in stew (/stu/) can begin during the /s/, two segments ahead of

the point in time when the lip rounding is necessary. Co-articulation

can take place aeroas conventional syllable boundaries, thus indicating

the temporal co-existence of more than one phonological syllable

(UocIJeilage, 1972j IJootoboom, 1972). The most extensive case of
forward co-articulation known to the writer is the case of anticipatory

lip protusion for the rounded vowel /y/ in the French sequence /istrstry/

which nay begin during the first consonant in a sequence of on unrounded

vowel, six consonants, and a rounded vowel, that is, six segments *>eforo

the pronunciation of the rounded vowel (Benguerel and Cownn, 1974).

jhXMakin (1966) citoo anticipatory phenomena in vovel harmony

languages as evidence for phonological pre-planning. For example,
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in the Twi language, the quality of the vowel in a prefixed personal

pronoun is determined by the vowel in the verb stem; C.

*1 cause* as opposed to C A \"3 »j eat'. Fromkin states the

vowel harmony may occur over stretches involving more than one

morpheme, but does not state in detail the extent of the spans involved.

It has been known for some time that speech segment durations

are systematically affected by their position in an utterance. Cohen

and llooteboom (t975) review data obtained by De Rooij indicating that

vowel segment duration in phrase-initial words is reduoed In proportion

to the amount of speech material remaining to be produced, with this

anticipation extending over at least 4 or 5 syllables.

Co-articulation, vowel harmony and anticipatory segmental

duration effects differ in the estimates they provide of the extent

of phonological preplanning. Co-articulation is the only one which has

been studied in any depth from this viewpoint, and here the effects only

range over 2 to 3 syllables at most - not a span which would demand the

postulation of a Response Buffer of the sort described above. Huch

larger estimates of phonologioal span are obtained by considering the

evidence of a particular form of phonological speech error, termed the

Spoonerism.

2.2.2. Phonological preplanning in speech: II. The Spoonerism.

Speech errors, or * slips of the tongue* are by no means
^ *

infrequent occurrences in everyday speecht and they have recently been
extensively exploited for the insights they can provide into the

manner by which speech is organized and produced (e.g. Fromkin, 1973a).

One of the commonest forms of speech error is the Spoonerism, which

takes its name from the Reverend William A. Spooner (1844-1930),

erstwhile Dean and Warden of Hew College, Oxford, who was reputedly

responsible for such errors ass-
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pasted the v/hole £orti —> Tasted the whole worn

you have ni :>sod all my ^ You have J^Lcsed all my
history lectures# mystery lectures.

It is not at all certain how nany errors attributed to the

Reverend Snooner were actually nade by him (Potter, 1976), but the name

Spoonerism lias cone to refer to any slip involving the misplacement of

consonants or vowels#

Spoonerisms provide one of the clearest pieces of evidence

that stretches of speech longer than single words are planned in advance

and held in sort© pro-articulatory form. The logic of this argument is

exactly the sane as the logic behind the proposal that the material within

the eye-vole© span must be stored as potential responses (Section 2.1#2#),

and can be explained with reference to the following example, taken from

Appendix to Pronkin (1973a) *-

"Sith this jjLng I tliee wed —> With this wing I thee £od

The intended utterance has been distorted in production by a

reversal of the consonants /r/ and /w/# That is, at the point in time

when the speaker was attempting to speak the word •ring* the initial

consonant of the word was replaced by the initial consonant of 'wed*

producing the error "wing". How, in order for interference to have
.

v..., •**•*»* f - «•»
come from the word •wed', that word must havo boon available in a

phonological form ae a potential verbal response.

The account of the theories of ."-©ringer end Vayor (1895)

given by Freud in The Ppychonatholo^ of Tfrervdav Life states that,

""hen we innervate the first sound in a word or the first word in a

sentence, the excitatory process already extends to the later sounds

and the following words and in so far as those innervations ore

simultaneous with one another they can exercise a modifying influence
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on ono another", (Rreud, 1975, p.95). Similar statements can bo found

in Bawdan (1900) and Jastrow (1906), but the modern interest in

Spoonerisms as indicators of preplanning is usually traced to

Lashley*s (1951) celebrated paper cm •'The Problen of Serial Order in

Behaviour*. Lashloy (1951) regarded Spoonerisms as evidence that an

"aggregate of word units is partially activated or readied" prior to

its internal or overt enunciation, and this argument has been repeated

by a number of authors since (e.g. Froraktn, 1973a, several papers?

Garrett, 1975),

It is possible to obtain an estimate of the maximum extent

of phonological preplanning by examining the maximum range uiiioh

anticipatory phonemic errors oan cover. This was done for a corpus

of German and Dutch Spoonerisms by Cohen (1966), ITooteboom (1967, 1969)

and Cohen and Nooteboon (1975). It was found that the frequency of

anticipatory phoneme errors decreased as the distance between the

interacting phonemes increased, and that no phonemic errors spanned a

distance greater than 7-9 syllables. As these authors remark, this

estimate of preplanning is corparable with memory span capacities

(LUller, 1956).

Several authors have pointed out that if phonological

preplanning occurs, some form of memory store is needed to hold an

utterance in the interval between planning and execution (e.g.

Fronkin, 1966? Haokay, 1970? Shaffer, 1976). Baars and lotloy (1974)

refer to this store as the "output short-term memory", but appear to

distinguish this from the "input buffer" investigated by standard

short-term memory procedures. In terms of the Logogon "odel beijig

developed hero, the task of storing stretches of preplanned,

phonologically-ooded speeoh would be assigned to the Response buffer.
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Ehls would require the Response Buffer to be capable of holding

oinultaneoue information concerning 7-9 syllables, which exceeds

Morton's (1970) estimate of 4-5 'itens' although this latter estimate

is not based on any explicit data and the nature of the 'items'

concerned is undetermined (4-5 disyllabic words equals 7-9 syllables).

Morton and Smith* s (1974) suggestion that coding in the

Response "luffor is phonemic rather than phonetic is also compatible

with observations on Spoonerisms. transposed segments in speech

errors do not carry with them the properties distinctive to their

original context, but are accommodated and co-articulated to their

new oontoxts (Boomer and Lover, 1960J Fronkin, 1971| Hooteboom, 19721

Podor, Dover and Garrett, 1974)# Kdo is moot easily interpreted

in terms of a model in wiiich phonemes are transposed prior to the

application of norphophonenic, phonological and co-articulatory rules

and procedures (c.f. Morton and Smith, 1974). Promkin (1975b) also

makes a case for the "psychological reality of phonemes" by

considering, "sounds such as those represented by the *ch* in 'church'

and the 'J' in 'judge* [which] are clusters of two consonants on the

phonetic level ••• [although] linguists have posited that in words such

as 'choose', 'church', 'chain', and 'judge* these phonetic clusters are

single phonemes. Til© fact that 'ch* and * j' sounds in ouch words are

never split in speech errors, although other consonant clusters such

as 'op' and *gl' are, bears out this analysis."

2.3. TIE POim-GROITP AS OTOPU? FROI! THE KRS- 0:SST. IWFSR.

If the Response Buffer stores impending stretches of speech

in phonological form, then there ore a number of ways in which it

could operate. One possibility is that the Response Buffer "fills up"

with a phonological sequence whioh is then "read out" of the buffer
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bo lower stages of the production mechanisms before the buffer is

refilled. On thie node of operation, the case arises that successive
•>

>utputo of the Response Buffer sight bo narked in the stream of speech.

Jo identify a likely candidate for such a role it is necessary to

return once more to a consideration of the Spoonerism.

Two studies have examined Spoonerisms in relation to their

listribution within the higher-order phonological unit of the "tone-group"

(Halllday, 1963)# or "phonemic clause" (Trager and Smith, 1951)# Lavor

(1970, p.60-9) provides the following description»-

"The tone-group is a stretch of speech which lasts, on

average, for about seven or eight syllables, and which contains only

one very prominent syllable, on which a major change of pitch occurs in

intonation. This prominent syllable ,«• freferred to] as the

•tonic syllable*, is usually located at or near the raid of the

tone-group j as in Aflfc foqp i?p qoqs foto the $&&& tone-group

is also characterized by pauses which are usually optional but

sometimes mandatory, at its boundaries.,.. The boundaries of the

tono-group often, though not always, coincide with those of the syntactic

clause. Lastly, the tone-group is the major unit for carrying

intonation patterns, and has a simple correspondence with units of

rhythm,"

Boomer and Laver (1968) examined the distribution of

Spoonerisms with respect to tone-group boundaries and reported that

Spoonerisms almost always occur within tone-groups (the few phoneme

transpositions which occurred between adjacent tono-gronps involved

phonemes from their respective tonic syllables). Similarly, out

of 172 consonant and vowel Spoonerisms analyzed by "arrott and

Shattuck (1974, as cited in ?odor, lever and Carrett, 1974, ch.7)»
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only two examples involved transpositions across phonemic clause

(tone-group) boundaries.

Boomer and Laver (1968) compare the tone-group to Lashley's

(1951) "aggregate of word units", and proposed that, "the tone-group

is handled in the central nervous system as a unitary behavioural act,

and the neural correlates of the separate elements are assembled and

partially activated, or 'primed* before the performance of the utterance

begins." In terms of the Logogen IJodel, this assembly of partially-

activated elements would be stored in the Response Buffer prior to

sequential articulation.

2.4. THE ERROR EQUIVALENCE HYPOTHESIS.

It is being claimed, then, that impending speech is coded

in a phonological form and held in a functional Response Buffer prior

to its articulation. The same Response Buffer, utilizing the same

form of coding, holds items in phonologically-coded sub-span lists in

short-term memory (where the degree cf exclusive reliance on

phonological coding increases as the meaningfulness of the items and

their associative, syntactic, or semantic organization decreases).

Fhe Error Equivalence Hypothesis states that:

IF ONE PHOHEMIC RESPONSE BUFFER MEDIATES BOTH SPOHTAHEOUS

SPEECH PRODUCTION AND PHONOLOGICAL SHORT-TERM MEMORY, AND IF THAT

RESPONSE BUFFER IS PRONE TO MAKE CERTAIN PARTICULAR TYPES OF ERROR,

PHEN THE SAME FORMS OF PHONEMIC ERROR SHOULD BE DETECTABLE IN BOTH

SPEECH AND SHORT-TERM MEMORY, AND THEY SHOULD BE INFLUENCED BY THE

SAME VARIABLES IN THE SAMS NAY.

This hypothesis is at the core of all the experiments

reported in this thesis. The guiding strategy was to attempt to

categorize satisfactorily the forms of phonemic error occurring in

speech and short-term memory, and then to look for possible equivalent

iairs. Variables shown to affect one member of the pair in one context
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peech or short-term memory) were examined for their effects upon the

her member of the pair. Where the two members of a pair could be

own to be influenced in similar ways by the same variables, then

rsimony was invoked in support of the proposition that the two forms

error in the two different contexts should be seen as reflections of

common set of underlying, error-prone processes.

Satisfactory classification of phonemic errors was found to be

impler for speech than for short-term memory. Despite the wealth

f reported studies of short-term memory errors, considerable divergencies

ere found as to what constituted distinct forms of error and how known

ariables influenced those forms. Accordingly, experiments were

required (reported in Chapter 3) before a classification could be

-settled upon. In contrast, although considerable terminological

variation is to be found in the studies of phonemic speech errors, it

appears that these differences are of names only, and that the same

phenomenal forms of error have been recognized (often independently)

by many investigators.

2.3. the classification of phonemic speech errors.

Four basic types of phonemic speech error can be recognized,

although subdivisions of these types are possible. The four types

which will be described here are the Spoonerism, the segmental

replacement error, phoneme masking, and the haplology.

2.3«1« The Spoonerism.

The Spoonerism is essentially a positional error which involves

the misplacement of consonants or vowels (or combinations such as

consonant clusters or non-morphemic syllables). The term 'Spoonerism'

has, on occasion, been extended to misorderings of words, but it will

be restricted here to purely phonological errors. Three types of

Spoonerism can be distinguished (examples taken from Appendix to
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Froakin, 1973a) s-

a) Anticipation.

A jjaadin i.ist > A Reading 2£st

A phoneme is anticipated in error, but also correctly spoken

at its appropriate place.

b) Perseveration.

Ulchael ^alliday » jhichaol Jgalliday

A phoneme which has been correctly spoken at its appropriate

place is repeated as an error.

c) RfiSBffigaL.

1U3X7 York > Yew Itork

With this JEing I thee wed > With this wine I thee red

A combination of anticipatory and peroevorative errors,

resuiting in a mutual exchange (or 'notatlieois*) between two phonemes.

Although the above examples ore of consonant Spoonerisms,

anticipations, perseverations and reversals can equally involve consonant

clusters, vowels, syllables etc. Whus, on oxanplo of a vowel rev rsal

(also from Pronkin, 1973a) isi

bgd bags > bad bggs

It is possible to distinguish further (of. Section 2.3,)

between Spoonerisms occurring within tone-groups. and those occurring

between tono-fgoups. Within tone-group Spoonorisns are many times

nore frequent than between tone-group Spoonerisms (itooxaer and Laver,1968f

Garrett and Chattuck, 1974, as cited in Fodor, lever and Garrett, *574,

Oh. 7).

Pmopq Mai&ag*

•Phoneme ■ariring* is a torn used by Llackay (1969) to describe

a fona of phonemic error which Sturtevaat (1947), following Ileringer and
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Mayer (1095), described as 'dissimilation' and defined as an error in

which "a succession of identical articulations or phonemes or group of

phonemes is altered by the total or partial loos of one of them"#

A recurring phoneme may be lost either at its first occurrence

(anticipatory masking), or at its second occurrence (persoveratory

masking). Alternatively, the masked phoneme may be changed into a

different, but more or less similar, phoneme. Examples given by

Sturtevant (1947) include:-

a) Anticipatory masking (with omission),

Gabriel Ugron » Gabiel Ugron

b) Perseveratory masking (with change).

and the rate raised > and the rate lai.,.,raised.

2.5.3. Segmental replacement.

Segmental replacement errors, like phoneme masking errors,

are relatively uncommon, however their occurrence is sufficiently well

documented to warrant their inclusion here as a separate category.

This is essentially a default category, in that an error is classified

as a segmental replacement if a consonant or vowel is substituted by

another phoneme which has not occurred in the nearby context (hence the

error is not a Spoonerism), nor was the substituted phoneme one of a

sequence of identical phonemes (hence the error is not an instance of

phoneme masking). Examples from Frorakin (1973a) includes-

all these magnificent sights > all these Magnificent sights

phonetic data > pholetic data

2.5.4. Haplology.

Sturtevant (1947) defines haplology (otherwise known as

"ellipsis" or "telescoping") as "the loss of one of two idontical

phonemes or groups of phonemes and all that should stand between them".



Examples cited include

the atlas of Italy > the atly

Rhine wines of that type » Rhines of that type

Froiakin (1973a, Appendix) lists examples in which haplology

occurs without the occurrence of identical segments bounding the

omitted portion, for example

shrimp and eg^ souffle > shrig souffle

Thus, identical bounding phonemes do not appear to be a

necessary condition for the occurrence of haplology, but it may well

be a facilitating condition.

It should be noted that the haplology complements the

Spoonerism as evidence for phonological preplanning. The "shrig

souffle" example above could not have occurred if the word 'egg' had

not been available as a potential phonological sequence when the

speaker began to utter the word 'shrimp*.
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1. The Logogen Model developed by Llorton represents a viable alternative

to the input model as an account of human language and memory

performance.

2. The Response Buffer wi fchin the Logogen Model holds potential verbal

responses In a phonemic (articulatory) form, and serves many of the

functions of the Primary Memory component of the input model. The

Response Buffer is the locus of phonemic errors within the model*

3. Evidence from co-articulation, vowel harmony, segmental duration

effects and, in particular, Spoonerism errors in speech shows that

stretches of impending speech are encoded in phonological form before

being articulated. The phonological ?mit of "tone-group" is

suggested as a candidate for the unit of preplanning, and the

Response Buffer is proposed as a means of storing planned tone-groups,

4# If the sane phonemic Response Buffer mediates both speech

production and phonemic short-term memory, and if that buffer is

prone to eortain characteristic forms of error then, it is argued,

the same forms of phonemic error, affected by the same variables,

should occur in both speech and short-term memory.

5, Pour categories of phonemic error in speech occur. These are

Spoonerisms, JTioneno Masking, Segmental Replacement, and Haplology,
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2th C^n-IL\L nmtomjc'HQih mmmm fiE BfflQ

iesaij, unions*

There is little in the early literature concerned with

immediate recall errors (though see 3rdtlx, 1895 and Watkins, 1914){

the modern study of these errors originates with the work of

Conrad (1959)# Conrad attempted to classify the errors occurring

in immediate written (or dialled) recall of subspan lists of

auditorily-presented digits* Pour typos of error were identified,

namely!

11 Qajasionn - the subject leaves a blank or says *don*t know'

(instances where the subject forgets completely and guesses at

random were regarded by Conrad as being effectively orri.scions)*

2) Transpositions - a stinulus item is recalled in the response

sequence at the wrong serial position*

3) Serial order intrusions - a stinulus item is replaced at recall

by the item which occupied the same serial position in the subject*c

recall of the previous stimulus list. This type of error was shown

by Conrad (1960) to occur at greator-than-ehance frequency*

4) Substitutions - the error item was not present in the stimulus

list, nor did it occur at the same serial position of the

immediately-preceding list.

Conrad (1964, 1965) went on to demonstrate that the error

matrices for both substitution and transposition errors in immediate

recall of visually-presented 6-lottor sequences correlated

significantly with the distribution of errors found when subjects

attempted to Identify the same letters presented auditorily, against

a background of white noise* On the basis of these correlations t
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Conrad (1965) proposed, that substitutions (recall confusions) and

transpositions represent superficially different force of the sane

type of error, which he termed the *acoustic confusion error'.

Conrad (1965*109) stated, however, that* ""/hat would be crucial

[in distinguishing between transpositions and substitutions] is a

variable that, in the defined case, could be shown to affect order

of items differentially fron the itens themselves*.

One variable widch has since been shown to act

differentially upon order errors (transpositions) and item errors

(substitutions) is serial position. Transpositions show a

U-shaped distribution, with items in the middle of the stimulus

list being more prone to transpose then those at the ends of the

list (e.g. Conrad, 1959* Hyan, 1969* BJoric and Ilealy, 1974,

Hitch, 1974). In contrast, distribution of substitution errors

across serial positions is effectively flat (e.g. Aaronson, 1968*

BJoris and Ilealy, 1974| Healy, 1974| Hitch, 1974), Also, different

serial position curves for transpositions and substitutions after

intervening activity between presentation and recall have been

reported by Donaldson and Glatlie (1969) and Puohs (1969).

Sates (1972) has shown that the total frequencies of transpositions

and substitutions in recall of 4—letter lists peak after different

numbers of shadowed digits interposed between presentation and recall.

In this chapter, the error equivalence hypothesis

(Section 2.4.) will be invoked to propose that transpositions and

substitutions in short-term memory have as their equivalent error

forms in spontaneous speech the phonemic Spoonerism (Section 2.5*1.)
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and the segmental replacement error (Section 2.5.3.) respectively.

Sscporiaonts I - III will be concerned to show that phonemic

similarity affects these proposed equivalent pairs in directly

corapxable ways.

TO qpqmgnp i flip u«

3t,3»1t .Spooflorlgap qyfl frraflgpoqitiffls.

Phonemic Spoonerisms (Section 2.5.1.) involve the

rdsnrrangonont of phonemes from their correct (intended) order.

Spoonerisms nay be anticipatory (example t below), porsevorattve

(example 2) or reversals (example 3)# and nay involve vowels as

well as consonants (example 4).

Example 11 a reading J^st > a Reading jy.ot.

Example 2s Jglehael IJalliday * |£chael Iblliday.

Example 3s heap of rubbish » £eap of Rubbish.

Example 4 s feed the pooch > food the neach.

(Examples taken from Appendix to FTonkin, 1973a).
■» •. ■ i > ' " . *

Transpositions in short-tern memory are, similarly, errors

involving the misarrangement of items from their correct order| in

this case items in stimulus lists of disconnected letters, digits,

syllables, words etc., presented to subjects for immediate, ordered

recall. The structural similarity between Spoonerisms and

transpositions has been noted by Bears and ISotley (1974) who ascribed

these errors to an 'output short-term memory* (see Section 2.2.2.).

Also, Baddeley and Hitch (1974) incorporated into their 'forking

Memory* system a 'phonemic response buffer* which apparently shares

all or many of the characteristics of Morton*b esponse Buffer

(Sections 2.1.2. to 2.1.4), and which*nay play a role in determining
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the occurrence of both acoustic similarity effects in memory and

perhaps also of such speech errors as tongue twisters and

Spoonerisms' (haddoley and Hitch, 1974)• dhe more specific claim

being investigated here is that the only important difference

between phonemic Spoonerisms and transpositions is the origin of

the material involved — in the former case it is the end-product of

semantic* syntactic and lexical planning whereas in the latter case

it is the experimentally-presented stimulus list. In both

situations the material is held in the phonemic Response Buffer

where systematic errors may arise during storage or at retrieval,

A survey of the literature on Spoonerisms and transpositions

reveals a number of points of similarity:

1) Spoonerisms and transpositions are, of course, both errors of

serial ordering* and both constitute the largest single class of

error in their respective domains (Spoonerisms! Cohen* 1966;

Fromkin* 1971; Transpositions! Conrad, 1959; Hitch, 1974),

Promkin (Introduction to 1973e«42) notes that tho groat majority of
y

Spoonerisms involve single pairs of phonemes, and tixat multiple

Spoonerisms (e.g. example 5) are rare.

Example 5. thyeo toed sloth > sloe throed Jjpth

Similarly, Conrad (1965) observed tliat 83 per cent of transposition

errors occurring in the immediate recall of 6-letter sequences were

paired errors; multiple transpositions of 3 items being rare* and

transpositions of 4 or more items rarer still,

ii) Both consonants and vowels may exchange in Spoonerisms but* to

quote Garrett (1975!141) •identity as consonant or vowel seems

crucial; consonants exchange with other consonants but not with
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vowels, and conversely. Phere are virtually no plausible exceptions

to this generalisation in the KIT corpus [of 3,400 errors] and none

that I an aware of in published reports of other error corpora* •

This noninteraction between consonants and vowels is also true of

short-terra raenory. A subject could, in repeating a syllable sequence

like ke ql lu oa qq produce a response sequence such as ke ni nl ua so.

where nl is a consonant sequence in which fl] is syllabic (cf * people*)
and ua is a vowel sequence (cf *Sue ades*). Such errors never seen to

occur, and the effect is so pervasive that no-one has previously felt

obliged to consent upon it.

lii) Ryan (1969), Healy (1974), Hitch, (1974i and Shiffrin and Cook (1978)

have observed that the probability of two items transposing in

short-terra raeraory declines sharply as the distance between the itens

concerned increases. Likewise, Cohen (1966), "ooteboo® (1967, 1969),

and IlacKay (1970) have observed a narked tendency for Spoonerisms to

involve phonemes in adjacent syllables (witiiin-syllable reversals are

rare), with the probability of exchange between two phoneaes declining

rapidly as the nuraber of intervening syllables increases, up to a

maximum separation of 8 or 9 syllables (in accordance with the maximum

length of tone-groups — cf. Sections 2.3, and 2.5.1 • )«

Ilooteboora (1967) examined a corpus of 545 consonant

Spoonerisms in Dutch and discovered that in 25 percent of errors, the

vowels of the two syllables concerned were identical (if vowel identity

played no part in determining consonant Spoonerisms, by Hooteboon's

estimate, then one would expect, by chance alone, that the origin and

target syllables would share identical vowels in only about 10 per cent

of errors). r!he same effect must be at work in determining HaeKay's (1970)
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observation that in 78 per cent of phonemic npoonorisms the origin and

target phonemes are followed by identical repeated phoneme. '"'hie

effect of accompanying vowel identity on consonant Spoonerisms might

be termed the goxtfoajfojifl gteUagl& effort

A second effect of phonemic similarity on Spoonerisms

concerns the intrinsic similarity of the two phonemes involved.

Nooteboom (1967) analyzed 143 Dutch Spoonerisms involving a set of

11 consonant phonemes which oould be distinguished one from another by

means of 3 distinctive feature oppositions (voiced/voiceless,

fricative/stop, and labial/dental/velar)• 70 per cent of Spoonerisms

differed on only one distinctive feature, 25 per cent differed on two

distinctive features, and only 5 per cent differed on all 3 distinctive

features (the chance levels were 36f, 46£ and W/ respectively)•

Comparable results have been reported by HMKay (1970) and

van den Broeke and Goldstein (1977), confirming what night be termed

the feature similarity effect,, whereby phonemes which are similar in

terms of their distinctive feature descriptions (i.e. phonetically

similar) are more likely to exchange than are dissimilar phonenes.

In the field of short-term memory, a large number of

experiments have looked at the effects of phonemic similarity on

error distribution. Unfortunately, from the present viewpoint, those

studies have either failed to distinguish between varieties of error

or they have failed to separate out the two aspects of similarity

(contextual similarity and feature similarity), or both.

Isperiiaont I, therefore, was designed to test for the separate effects

of contextual similarity and feature similarity on transposition errors

in short-term memory.
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sarenm&T i.

immsm*

Experiment I had 2 conditions. The first condition

(ALL-DISPERHHT VOWEL CONDITION) involved the imuodiate recall of lists

of 5 consonant-vowel (CV) syllables. The consonants and vowels were

both drawn from sets of 5, with each consonant and vowel occurring only

once per list. Thus all errors involving the stimulus set were, by
/

definition, transpositions of consonants, vowels, or syllables. This

allowed a test of the feature similarity effect on consonant

transpositions which was expressed as Hypothesis It—

Tljypo^hesis 1, The frequency of transposition between pairs of consonants

will be proportion al to the number of distinctive feature values shared

in common (i.e. inversely proportional to the number of contrastive

features)•

The second condition (ALL-SAME VOWEL CONDITION) differed from

ALL-DIFFERENT VOWEL CONDITION in that all the syllables in any given

list shared the same vowel in common. A 'contextual similarity effect*

should manifest itself as a higher frequency of consonant transpositions

in tills condition as compared with the ALL-DIFFHREIT? VOWEL CONDITION.

This prediction was expressed as hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 2. Consonant transpositions will bo significantly more

frequent in the ALL-SAME VOWEL CONDITION than in tlio ALL-DIFPEKENT VOWEL

CONDITION,

The design of the ALL-DIPFEF1EHT VOWEL CONDITION allowed the

testing of further predictions drawn from studies of naturally-occurring

Spoonerisms. Cohen (1966), Ilooteboom (1967, 1969) and HseKsy (1970)

have shown that consonant Spoonerisms are more common than vowel
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Spoonerisms which are, in turn, more frequent than Spoonerisms of entire

syllables. These observations led to the predictions embodied in

Hypothesis 3.

hypothesis 3. In tho ALL-BXFFEBHiT VOWEL CONDITION, transpositions of

consonants will be significantly more frequent than transpositions of

vowels which will, in turn, be significantly more frequent than

whole-syllable transpositions,

?,4, iqffijpp,

The VOvra, CONDITION consisted of 20 lists of

5 consonant-vowel (CV) syllables. 5 consonants were used (/b/, /a/# /n/,

/p/ and /s/) with oach consonant occurring only once per list, and

4 times at each of the serial positions 1 to 5 in the 20 stimulus lists

of tliia condition. There were 10 possible pairs of consonants

(bm, np, ms etc.), each of which occurred twice at each of the pairs

of serial positions 2 & 3, 3 & 4, 1 & 3, 2 & 4 and 3 & 5, (Each

consonant pair occurred 1 to 3 times at oach of the remaining 5 pairs of

serial positions).

5 vowels wore used (/x/ as in nit, /e/ as in net, /as./ as in oat.

/&/ as in not, and /"■'./ as in pool - henceforth 1, e, a, o and u

respectively). Bach vowel occurred only once per list, and 4 times at

each of the serial positions 1 to 5 in the 20 lists. Each of the 20

possible CV syllables was used 3 to 5 times in all, cad occurred not more

than twice at any one serial position. Tims, a typical list of the

ALL-DIPPER8RT VOWEL COHLITIOl? might be:

bi ne na po ou

or se ba pi nu no
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The consonant structure of the lists of the ALL-SAKE TOTEL

COimiTIOH was exactly the sane as tliat of the ALL-DIFFERENT TOWEL

CJ01IDI7XCM. The difference between the 2 conditions lay in the

distribution of vowels* In the ALL-SAHD VOWS, CONDITION, all the

syllables in any one list contained the same vowel, for examplei

no po so bo no

or ne be tae se pe

There were 4 /o/ lists, 4 /e/ lists, and so forth. These were

randomly interleaved in the presentation order.

K>ub,1pctg«

12 subjects were tested. All were students at the

Department of Psychology, University of Edinburgh, and all were paid

£1 for their co-operation.

Stimuli wore recorded on tape using a Pye Cambridge tape

recorder, with a 3JI cardidid microphone, and were presented to the

subject through Eagle International headphones.

2»4«4«

Subjects were tested individually* The stimuli wore

presented auditorily through headphones* The syllables of each

list were presented at a rate of ono per second, and the 5th syllable

was followed at the sane rate by a recall tone (7 kc/eoc., lasting

0*5 sec*)* The subject spoke each syllable aloud as it was

presented sad then attempted to apeak all 5 syllables in their

correct order after the recall tone. Subjects were instructed to

gueoe a syllable if possible when thoy were unsure, otherwise to say

•blank* at the appropriate point in the sequence. 12 seconds wore
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allowed for recall, after which a warning tone (a!no 7 kc/sec. for 0.5

sec,) was presented, indicating that the next list would begin in 2

seconds.

Both conditions were preceded by auditorily-presented instructions

which included 3 example lists, 6 Practice lists were given before the

20 stimulus lists of ouch condition. Half the subjects received the

instructions, Ihractice Lists and stimulus lists of the ALL-IHWERENT

VOWSL CONDITION, then a 5 rdnute rest period, followed by the instructions

and lists of the ALL-OA!TH VO TEL CONDITION. The remaining subjects

received the 2 conditions in the reverse order.

The subjects* spoken responses wore recorded during the

experimental session, and were also noted by 13., seated behind and to

the loft of the subject. E*s transcription was later checked against

the recording of the session.

At the completion of both conditions, subjects were asked to

state which, if either, of the two conditions they had found easier, and

to describe any mnemonic strategies adopted during the experiment.

?,gtt pfiSWffiSft

Having each subject repeat each syllable on presentation

allowed for a check on possible nLsperceptions. In fact, tliere were

no purely perceptual errors on any of the stimulus lists. Only

response sequences containing 5 items (including 'blank') were scored

(only 4 sequences had to bo rejected for failure to soot this criterion

- 3 in the ALL-SA12-! VOWEL CONDITION and 1 in the ALL-DIFPNRKIT VO EL

CONDITIO!!), On no occasion did an error involve the substitution of

either a co sonant or a vowel which was not one of the stimulus set.
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5,5.1. All-different vowel condition.

Aay consonant, vowel or syllable recalled at an incorrect

serial position in the response sequence was scored as a transposition.

Syllable transpositions were not also scored as consonant and vowel

transpositions.

373 tr ansposition errors were scored, at an average of 1.56

errors per list. There were 279 consonant transpositions (74.8;'),

69 vowel transpositions (18.5?') and 25 syllable transpositions (6.7').

frequencies of constant, vowel and syllable transpositions were

compared using the Vilooxon matched-pairs oigned-ronks test (Siegel, 1956).

Consonant transpositions occurred significantly more often tlian both

vowel transpositions (H a 12, T a 0, p .005# 1-tailed} smd syllable

transpositions (N « 12, 5o0, p .005, 1-tailed), and vowel transpositions

occurred significantly isore often than syllable trans ositions (II « 10,

T m 6.5, p .025, 1-tailed). 'lypothesis 3 was thus supported.

A subsanple of the consonant transpositions was alloyed to

test Hypothesis 1 ooncerning the effects of feature similarity. The

subsaople in question wan the 165 oonsonant transpositions w^dch occurred

between serial positions 2 and 3» 3 and 4, 1 and 3# 2 and 4, and 3 and 5.

In all oases the error oonsonant replaced the original target consonant *

of the stimulus syllable leaving the vowol of the target syllable

unaltered and correct. Table 3.1 shows the matrix of the transpositions

obtained.

fickelgren* o (1966) distinctive feature eysten was used to

test Hypothesis 1. The system describes consonants uniquely in terns

of 2 binary features (Voicing (voiced/unvoiced) and llasality

(naaal/non-nasal)), a 3-valued feature 0: ennoss (narrow, nediuci and wide),
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w

TARGET CONSONANT

m n

b - 18 8 10 k

U m 22 - 13 7 6
z
o

o n 7 17 3 6
0

1 P 11 3 2 - 6

6

Table 3«1« Matrix of consonant transpositions between

serial positions 2&3» 3&^« 28^, and 3&5 in ALL-DIFFERENT

VOWEL CONDITION.
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURE

Voicing Nasality Openness Place

b 1 0 0 0

m 1 1 0 0

n 1 1 0 1

p 0 0 0 0

s 0 0 1 2

Table 3»1» Distinctive feature description of the 5

stimulus consonants used in Experiment'I.
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and a 5-valued Place of Articulation feature (from 0 a bilabial to

5 n velar or unrestricted)# 'able 3#2 shows the description of the

five stimulus consonants in terns of those features#

A particular pair of consonants nay differ on 4 features

(/s/vs/n/ and /s/vo/n/), 3 features (A/vs/e/ and /n/vs/p/), 2 features
*

(A/vs/n/# /ta/vs/p/ and /p/va/a/), or only 1 feature (A/vo/n/» A/vn/p/ and

/r/vs/n/)# Hypothesis 1 predicts that the frequency of transposition

between a given pair of consonants will bo greater tlian tho frequency

of transposition between any other pair of consonants which have fewer

distinctive feature values in coraaon (i.e# nor© contrastivo features)#

Table 3#2 yields 26 such binary predictions# For example, A/ and /n/

differ on 2 distinctive features and should, therefore, transpose sore

frequently than /a/ and /n/» /a/ and /n/. A/ end /s/, and A/ and /p/

which- differ on 3 or 4 features, but less frequently than A/ and /a/,

A/ and /p/, and /n/ and /n/ which differ on only one feature#

The individual cells of Table 3#1 wore sunned across the

diagonal of the mtrix (that is, the frequencies with which, say, A/

replaced /n/ and /a/ replaced A/ wore sunned) and the binary predictions

drawn fron Table 3# 2 wore tested against tho suns obtain,od. 22 of the

26 binary predictions were confimed by t? e data (an 05 per emit correct

lovel of prediction). With a chance lovol of 50 percent, tJiis represents

a highly si nificant corroboration of Hypothesis 1 ( m 12.46, df m 1,

P < #001).

2«5«gt sssak jasB&j&gaa.

There is only one fores of transposition error in the

ALL-GAMS VOWEL COMPITIOn. It is a natter for debate whether such • rrors

should bo regarded as equivalent to consonant transpositions alone in the

ALL-DIFFSRSTJT VOWEL CONDITION, or to transpositions of both consonants
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and syllables in that condition* Fortunately, the decision between these

two alternatives makes no difference to the interpretation of the results.

317 transposition errors were scored in the ALv-SAiS! VOWEL CONDITION.

Shis was not significantly noro frequent than either the 279 consonant

transpositions of the ALMHFPBRSNT VONEL CONDITION (!I «. 12, T ■ 22.5, n.s.)

or the 304 combined consonant mid syllable transpositions of that

condition (IT ■ 12, T m 27.5, n.s.). Hypothesis 2 concerning the

predicted contextual similarity effect on consonant transpositions was,

therefore, not supported by tho data.

205 transpositions in the ALL-SAT® 70 TEL CONDITION occurred

between serial positions 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 1 and 3, 2 and 4, and 3 and 5*

These were combined into a matrix (Table 3,3) and tested for the effects

of feature similarity in exactly tho same ray as that described for

consonant transpositions in the ALL-DIFPUNITT VOWSL CONDITION. 18 of the

26 binary predictions were supported by the data (69f? correct prediction).

This is less than the 05/ level for the AI4-DIFFSREHT VO "EL CONDITION,

but is still significantly better than chance ( 3.45, df » 1, p< .05).

ajfiffttffffPt

Hypotheses 1 and 3 woro both strongly supported by the data, i.e.:

1. The frequency of transposition between pairs of consonants was shown

to be affected by their intrinsic phonetic similarity, as defined in terms

of tho number of shared distinctive feature values, such that phonetically

similar consonants are nor© prone to transpose than dissimilar consonants

(the feature similarity effect).

2. Consonant transpositions wore shown to occur more frequently than vowel

transpositions which, in turn, occur more frequently than syllable

transpositions.
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TARGET

b m

b 12

m 13

|j
| n 16 14
o
o

« P 12 10
o

s
w

s 6 10

CONSONANT

n p . s

16 13 7

19 5 10

8 6

4-7

8 9 -

Table 3«3» Matrix of transpositions between serial positions

2 & 3. 3 & 4, 1 & 3« 2 & 4, and 3 & 3 in the ALL-SAME VOWEL

CONDITION.
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Hypothesis 2, in contrast, was not uphold: consonant

transpositions between syllables sharing a common vowel were not

significantly raoro frequent than transpositions between syllables

having different vowels. There was no evidence, therefore, for tho

presence of a contextual similarity effect, However, 0 out of the 12

subjects did make more transposition errors in the ALL-SAUK VO^JEL

CONDITION than in the ALL-BIPINdRITT VO^JL CONDITION and, furt a rrsore,

these individual differences in subject performance appeared to be

related to differences in recall strategies adopted by the subjects.

Specifically, 7 subjects (including 6 of the 8 who made more

transpositions in the V0 ."3L CONDITION than in the ALIJ-!)"TPSRE'?T

VOEL CONDITION) claimed to operate on the * sound' of the syllables

alone, without trying to detect meaningful or asooeiable sequences.

The remaining 5 subjects (including 3 of the 4 whose performance ran
■ a*

counter to the rediotion of Hypothesis 2)adopted a variety of associative

mnemonic strategies, and were unanimous in a xoeing that some strategies

wore more effective in the ALL-SAKE VOtTSL CONDITION than in tlie

ALUMFPERSNCE VO EL CONDITION,

In the light of these observations, it was felt to be worthwhile

to attempt another experiment in search of a contextual similarity effect

- in this case using a design which did not permit differences in

associability to differentiate between conditions as they may have done

in Experiment I*

iya>lit

3,7, yiT^ObTTCTIQ-,

In the previous experiment* the stimulus lists comprised either

5 syllables containing the sane vowel or 5 containing different vowels.



and the two sorts of list were presented separately. In the present

experiment, in contrast, the two sorts of list used differed only in one

critical pair of syllables, and only transpositions between the critical

pair in a list were considered. Briefly, in the ALL-DIFPERBS^? VOWEL

COHBIKOir of Srperioent ZZ, the vowels contained witlxln the critical

pair of syllables in a list were different from each other and different

also from the vowels of the other 3 syllables in the list. In the

REPEATED VOWEL CONDITIO!!, the syllables of the critical pair oontained

the s ine vowel (the three non-critical syllables being identical to their

counterparts in the AtWJIPPKRSIT VOWEL CONDITION). The critical pair

of syllables, between which consonant transpositions were scored, were

positioned at serial positions 2 and 3, 3 and 4, or 2 and 4. To minimize

further the differential use of enemonio strategies, the lists of the two

conditions were randomly Interleaved in the presentation order. *

Several subjects in Experiment Z reported finding the need to

repeat each syllable aloud on presentation distracting. In view of the

absence of perceptual errors in Experiment I, that requirement was removed

from Experiment ZZ. The presentation rate was increased slightly from

I syllable per second to 3 syllables every 2 seconds.

3.8.1. Design.

Two conditions were employed «• an ALL-DI'IPEREPT VOWEL C HDITION

and a REPEATED VOWEL CONDITION.

The lists of the ALL-DIFFERENT VOWEL CONDITION woaee devized first.

There were 30 lists in this condition, each consisting of 5 consonant-vowel

(CV) syllables. 5 consonants were used (A/# /a/, /n/, /p/, and /s/) aid

5 vowels (/a^/, /e/, A/, A/, nnd A'./ - henceforth a, e, i, o and u
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■ospectivoly). Each consonant and each vowel occurred only onoo per

1st in the ALL~DXFFER3NT TOWEL CO?rDITION, and 6 tines at each of the

lerial positions 1 to 5 in the 50 stimulus lists. Each of the 25

ossiblo GV syllables was used 5 to 8 tines, though not more than twice

1 any particular serial position. The lists were devised in such a way

hat each of the 10 possible consonant pairs occurred 3 tines at each of

he pairs of serial positions 2 and 3$ 3 and 4, and 2 and 4*

One pair of syllables in each list was designated as a critical

air, 10 critical pairs being at serial positions 2 and 3, 10 at serial

ositions 3 and 4, and 10 at serial positions 2 and 4. Each of the

0 different pairs of consonants occurred once in a critical pair at
„ p

erial positions 2 and 3, once at serial positions 3 and 4, and onoe at

orial positions 2 and 4.

The lists of the REPEATED VOWEL CONDITION wore derived from

hose of the AIJW)IFFERE!1T VOWEL CONDITION. This was done by replacing

he vowel of one of the critical pair in each list by the vowel of the

ther member of the pair. The following example shows a list of the

LL-DIFP!3tEir? VOWEL CONDITION with the critical pair of syllables at

•rial positions 2 aid 3 (underlined). The derived list of the

SWEATED VOWEL CONDITION is eliown underneath the parent list, being

imtioal to the parent list apart from the duplicated vowel in the

Syllables of the critical pair.

ALL-DIFFETIEIJT VOWEL CONDITION on b£ £S no mu

REPEATED VOWEL CONDITI N sa bi ]|i no au

Each of the 10 pairs of consonants occurred onoe in a

critical pair at each of the pairs of serial positions involved, with

different accompanying repeated vowel on each occurrence. "lacli of
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he 5 vowels woo uood to form a repeated vowel critical pair from 1 to 3

laea at each of the pairs of serial positions 2 and 3, 3 and 4» and 2 and 4»

nd 5 to 7 times in all*

In summary* each list of 5 syllables in the ALL-DUFiaKRT

m CONDITION had its derived counterpart in the REPEATED VOWEL

iOHBITIOII. The consonant structure of the two versions of each list was

She same* The syllables in the noncrltical positions were the sane*

woviding identical contexts within which transpositions between critical

>airs of syllables (containing different vowels in the ALI^DIFFEEEIiT

TOWSL CONDITION and identical vowels in the REFUTED VO'TEL CONDITION)

seuld occur*

The stimulus lists of the 2 conditions wore intermingled for

presentation. This was done by segregating the lists into 2 sets of

30 lists each (Set A and Set B), such that the /JJ*-DIFPERE!IT VOWEL and

REPEATED VOWEL versions of any list occurred in different sets. (To

further balance the sets* if the REPEATED VOWEL list containing a

particular consonant pair in the critical items of serial positions

2 and 3 was placed in Set A, then a REPEATED VO EL list with the same

consonants in critioal itoas at serial positions 3 and 4 was placed

in Set B, and vioe-^vorsa. Lists of the REPEATED VOWEL CONDITION with

the ^critical pairs at serial positions 2 and 4 were divided equally

between Sets A and R),

Within each Set* ALL-DIFFERS!5T VOWEL AD REPEATED VOWEL
i

lists wore randomly interleaved in the presentation order*

2a,8t3i

22 subjects took part in the experiment. All were students
of the University of Edinburgh* Department of Psychology* and all were

paid £1*
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S.6.5. Apparatus and materials*.

Sti. uli and responses were recorded on tape using a PYB

CAMBRIDGE tape recorder and a 311 eardidi ndcroplione. Stimuli were

.resented to the subject through BAGLE HJT"1R";A?I01JAL headphones.

E»Qt4a ^<tt4HCTi
c «

Instructions and stimuli sere recorded on tape and presented

xuditorily to the subject through headphones* Subjects sere tested

Individually* At the start of the experiment the following instructions

rare givent-

*In this experiment you will /bo asked to listen to, and then

repeat, lists of 5 syllables. The syllables are made up from the

jonsonants b, m, n, p and s [pronounced buh, muh, nuh, puh and suh]

together with the vowels a, e, 1, o and u* In any list the consonants

Till be all different, but a vowel may occur more than onoe, for example!

nu ea po ba me

or *••• na no s© bi pu*

Bach list will be preceded by a warning tone like this **•

!example given] which indicates that a new list is about to begin.

\ second tone will follow the fifth syllable - this is the recall tone,

and is your cue to repeat the list of syllables you have just heard in

their correct order. Here are a further 3 examples [complete with

varning and recall tones]*

pi nu su mo ba

si pe bu ma no

bo sa me ne pu

Your task is to listen to the syllables and then speak all

five in their correct order after you hear the recall tone* If you

Eire unsure of a particular syllable please guess if possible, otherwise
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ay 'blank' at the appropriate position in the sequence. You will have

5 seconds to ropeat each list. A warning tone will indicate when the

sxt list is about to begin*•

The stimulus syllables were presented at a rate of 3 every 2

8Conds (0*67 sees, per item). The warning tone (7 kc/sec. lasting 0.5

90S.) preceded the first syllable of each list by 2 seconds, and a

Lmilar recall tone followed 0.67 seconds after the fifth syllable,

5 seconds were allowed for spoken, ordered recall,

5 Practice lists were presented after the instructions

2 ttMPHOff wa lists and 3 RTIPkATED VO U lists with

at serial positions 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 2 and 4), half the

ubjecta then received the 30 lists of Set A (lasting approximately

0 minutes), then a 5 minute rest period followed by the lists of Set 3

lasting a further 10 minutes). The remaining subjects received the

sets of lists in the reverse order,
v*»V\©

The subjects' spoken responses were noted by 12. ,^sat behind mid
o the left of the subject during the experiment. The responses were

Iso recorded on tape using a miorophone placed on a desk in front of the

abject, E.'e transcription was subsequently checked against the

©cording of the session.

,9, fiSBBags

All the response sequences contained 5 items (counting 'blank*

a an item) so all were scored for transpositions and reversals, where a

eversal error involvos 2 mutual transpositions between critical items.

h the REPEATED V0WBL CtollDITlOK, transpositions between critical pairs

ere only scored if the vowel of the target (error) syllable was correctly

■©called. Likewise, in the ALW5IFPHREUT V(T7SL C0HDITI0H consonant

iranspositions between critical pairs of syllables were scored only if
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he vowel of the target syllable was correctly recalled. Transpositions

nd reversals of whole syllables between critical pairs of items in the

vowm condition wmm «3u* scored. C ^>cx_r CkC^rcx

3 r-i p .

136 transpositions between critical pairs occurred in the

SPHATKD VO\TBL CONDITION. In the ALWHFFSRBT VO'JEL CONDITION,

9 consonant transpositions and 17 syllable transpositions between critical

airs were scored. As nontioned previously. It is arguable whether one

hould compare transpositions involving syllables sharing the sane voel

critical pairs in the RSPSATSD VONHL CONDITION) with Only consonant

ranspositions between syllables having different vowels, or with the
i » j

jrabined frequencies of consonant and syllable transpositions between such

tens (critical pairs in the ALL-DIFFSRBK? VOWEL CONDITION),

ranspositions bet/eon critical pairs in the REPEATED VOWEL CONDITION

sre significantly more frequent than consonant transpositions between

ritical pairs in the ALL-D1PF51BENT VO'TBL CONDITION (N - 20, T - 47.5,

< .025, one-tailed), but were not significantly core frequent than the

mbinad frequencies consonant and syllable transpositions between

ritical pairs in that condition (N a 18, T m 53.5, n.s.)«

However, some of the transpositions scored between critical pairs

i both conditions were parts of multiple exchanges involving non-critical

» well as critical items. An effect of contextual vowel similarity

.gilt be expected to be manifested more clearly in mutual transpositions

■oversale) bet-.veen critical pairs. There were 50 such reversals in the

PEATKD VOWEL CONDITION, whilst in the ALL-DIFF" 'RENT VO EL CONDITION

! consonant rovers;sis and 1 syllable reversal between critical pairs

ire scored. Reversals between critical pairs in the REPEATED VOWEL

NDZTION wore si^iif icantly more frequent than consonant reversals
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In the ALL-DIFFERENT CONDITION there were 513 lists in which the

owels of the two syllables in critical serial positions were correctly

ecalled. That is, there were 513 lists (an average of 23.3 per subject)

hich were eligible to be scored for the presence or absence of

ranspositions or reverals of consonants between critical pairs of serial

ositions. In the REPEATED VOWEL CONDITION the number of lists

atisfying the eligibility criteria was 493 (an average of 32.4 per

abject). The difference between conditions was not significant (n = 20,

= 76.5, n.s.), though the greater number of eligible lists in the ALL-

IFFERENT VOWEL CONDITION militated, if anything, against the prediction

f more transpositions or reverals between critical pairs of serial

ositions in the REPEATED VOWEL CONDITION.
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atween critical pairs in the AIJ^DIFFERSnT VOWEL CONDITION (H « 20,

w 45, P < .025* one-tailed) and were also significantly more frequent

ian the conbined frequencies of consonant and syllable reversals between

ritical pairs in the ALL-DII^SRSOT VOWEL condition (N - 21, ? - 56,

< .025, one-tailed). These results support the contextual vowel

trailarlty hypothesis.

As a control to show that the difference in performance between

he conditions was restricted to the critical pairs of serial positions,

he numbers of non—critical items correctly recalled in each condition

ere scored, 1570 non-critical items were correctly recalled in the

SPEATED VOWEL CONDITION and 1545 in the AIMUVBRSW VOWEL. CONDITION,

hie difference was not significant (N * 21, T « 95.5, n.s.)»

t1P. ffiagoiffipr.

In "beperioent II, and unlike Experiment I, the associative

ifferences between the two conditions were minimal. There were

ignificantly more transpositions between critical pairs in the

EPSATED VOWEL CONDITION than consonant transpositions between critical

airs in the ALL-DIFPI5RE *T VOWEL CONDITION. There were also significantly

ore reversals between critical pairs in the B3JS3ATE3 VOWEL CONDITION

han reversals of either consonants alone, or ooneo ants plus syllables,

etween critical pairs in the ALWEGTEBejt VOWEL CONDITION. These

©suits confirm the presence in short-tern memory of a contextual vowel

imilarity effect comparable to that already known to influence

poonerisms in spontaneous speech and, as such, support the error

quivalence hypothesis (Section 2,4.)•

The results of Experiment II appear to contradict the results

f Imrcer, Hatthews and Dring (1977) who failed to find significant

ifferencos between the numbers of lists of acoustically similar or
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ooustically different letters or words recalled in the correct order

fter retention intervals varying from 0 to 16 seconds* One may note*

owever, that of the 9 comparisons of similar versus dissimilar letters

r words reported in their fable 1* 2 showed no difference in mean
■f*

ereentage recall whilst trie remaining 7 all showed better recall of

eoustieally different sequences than the acoustically similar sequences,

arcer et alts .results also contradict the findings of Widkelgren (1965a)

ho found poorer recall of accusticallyHSliailar letters* attributable to

oorer recall of the positions of similar items* The interaction,

etv/een similarity and order errors,is also reported by Thomassen (1970,

xporiment 1) and discussed by Broadbeat (1970| 1971* 382-3)*

.11. rffaoaagfiON to ExpgR\m€TS.

ibcneriments I and II demonstrated equivalent effects of phonemic

inllarity on transpositions in short-term memory and Spoonerisms in

pontaneous speech. Hxperiment III foousses attention on another

utatively equivalent pair* namely the substitution error in short-term

eiaory (Section 3*1*) and the segmental replacement error in speech

Section 2*5*3*)•

Segmental replacement errors (e*g* examples 6 and 7 below -

iron Appendix to Fronkin, 1973a) are apparently such less common than

pocnerisaa in normal speech (although they may also be considerably less

atdly detected than Spoonerisms since it is known that single*

dnimally-diotorted mispronunciations tend to pass unnotioed in tlx©

eroeption of ongoing speech (Cole* 1973* IJarsleo-Silson and ' telsh, 1978)).

6) a transformational rule —> a transformational rule.

7) other committees of that sort —of that hort - j£>rt.

Because of the small numbers of segmental replacements
.5 • «

•ecorded in the literature, quantitive studies of phonemic similarity
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ffects have not been carried out. However, since virtually all such

rrora that hava been reported involve chances of only a single

istinctivo feature between the intended phoneme and the error «• this

ben perceptual biases would toad to militate arainst the registration

f such errors ~ it aeons safe to assume a strong influence of feature

inilarity upon the generation of segmental replacements*

Conrad (1964) examined substitution errors in immediate

ecall of visually-presented lists of 6 letters. A matrix of substitutions

as obtained for those instances where the response sequence contained

aly one error* This matrix of recall confusions was compared with

be matrix of perceptual confusions obtained when subjects identified

otters presented auditorily against a background of white noise*

Spearman* s coefficient (rG) of + 0*64 between the two matrices was

aken to establish *beyond any reasonable doubt that even with visual

reaentation of material to be memorised, whan recall errors occurred they

are similar in nature to hearing errors*. (Conrad, 19641 78)*

^fortunately, Conrad* a sample of substitution errors included serial

rder intrusions and also repetitions of letters correctly recalled at

aeir appropriate aerial positions* (Conrad, 1976, personal corsounlcation)•

rgusbly these latter errors would be better classed as anticipatory or

nrssverative transpositions* Experiment HI was designed, therefore,

> test the effect of phonemic similarity on substitution errors in

lort-term memory, using a "purer" sample of substitutions among

msonant phonemes (rather than letters), and using distinctive features

> provide a similarity metric, rather than correlating with perceptual

mfusion errors*
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The stimuli for this experiment mere lists of 5 consonant-

owel syllables (or ' digrams*) in which th® vowel letter was always 'A*,

bile the initial consonant of each syllable was drawn from a set of 16

tonaonant letters (3, 9, P, G, K, L, M, N, P, Rt S, T, V, W* and Z),
"no sets of stimulus lists were prepared* each set consisting of 32

yllable sequences. Syllables were oersi-randonly assigned to positions

n the stimulus lists with the following constraints being applied:-
i

0 IJo syllable occurred more than once in each list.

) Ito syllable occurred in two successive lists,

i) Saoh of the 16 possible syllables occurred once at each of the

serial positions 1 to 5 in the first 16 stimulus lists* and once

again at each serial position in the second 16 lists. Thus, each

syllable occurred twice at each serial position in the first set of

32 stimulus lists (Set 1)* and twice at each serial position in the

second set of stimulus lists (Set 2)* asking 4 occurrences at each

serial position for each syllable in the total of 64 stimulus lists

comprising Set 1 and Set 2.

A sequence of 3 typical stimulus lists might bet-

1. ZA KA PA YA LA

2. HA PA VA BA 23A

3. M RA TA OA SA

5 Practice lists were also prepared, again in accordance

ith constraints (a) and (b) above.

.12.2. Sub-locta.

20 subjects (10 mole and 10 female) participated in the

xperioent. All were students of the University of Minburgh,

apartment of Psychology. All were unpaid volunteers.
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Subjects were tested individually* At the start of each

Experimental session each subject was given the following written

Instructionsi-

This experiment is ooneerned with the ability to

repeat a list of syllables after reading then* There

are 5 syllables in each list* and each pliable is made

up of a consonant letter followed by *A*. A typical

list night be VA, PA, DA* LA* 2A« The syllables in

each list will appear one at a tine at the window of the

memory drum in front of you* and the fifth syllable will

be followed by *0*» The task is to read oaoh syllable

clearly aloud as it appears* and then to repeat all 5#

in the order in which they occurred, when the *0* appears*

After 8 seconds the small light on top of the memory drum

will flash on and off to indicate that the next list is

about to begin* 5 practice lists will be given at the

start*

The syllables were typed in capital (upper-case) letters and

Presented to the subjects by means of a memory drum. The syllables in

>ach list were presented at a rate of one per second* and the recall

sue (*0*) followed the fifty syllable at the sane rate* The subject

read each syllable aloud as it appeared. Subjects were instructed

hiring the Practice lists to pronounce the vowel letter 'A* in each

syllable as the phoneme A/ (as in •far*, •half*). Recall following

Jho cue was spoken and ordered* with the subject obliged to speak 5

syllables in response to each stimulus list. 10 seconds were allowed

'or recall. After 8 seconds a small white light fixed on top of the
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lemory drua was flashed on and off to indicate that the next list would

icgin shortly. 'Hie memory drum was controlled from a distance by S.,

mated behind and to the left of the subject.

All the subjects received the 5 Practice lists after they had

read the instructions. Half the subjects then received the 32 stimulus

Ists of Set 1, lasting approximately 8 minutes. A 5 minute rest

tsriod was then allowed before the 32 lists of Set 2 were presented*

!he other half of the subjects received Set 2 first, followed by 5

dilutes rest, than Set 1. The entire experimental session lasted

^proximately 30 minutee for each subject.

Subjects* spoken responses were noted by E. during the

nperloent, and were also recorded by means of a Pys Cambridge tape

recorder fitted with a 3& oardiod microphone. E.*s transcription was

subsequently checked against the recording,

ft tit

Error analysis was restricted to only those response sequences

sontaining 5 spoken syllables. From a total of 1280 response sequences,

1206 lists (94.?') satisfied this criterion.

Substitution errors were formally defined as errors in which

die correct syllable was replaced at recall by an error syllable, which

ras not present in the stimulus list (i.e. not a transposition), and

lid not occur at the sane serial position of the preceding stimulus or

response sequence (i.e. not a serial order intrusion error). A total

>f 1783 syllables were incorrectly recalled, of which 360 (i.e, 20.?')

latisfied the above criteria and were classified as substitutions.

The procedure for analysing phonemic similarity effects

ras that used by /ickelgren (1966) and Sales, Haber and Cole (1968).

'he 360 substitutions wore collected into a matrix (Table 3.4.) with
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STIMULUS SYLLABLES

DA FA GA KA LA MA NA PA RA SA TA VA WA YA ZA

■i ta ya na ga na na wa ta ya va ga ya ya na na
■ 6 3 7 7 8 if 7 6 2 3 7 9 5 if

m. ya ka ba fa ta ya ga ma na ya fa wa na ra ya

1 6 5 2 2 4 if 3 6 5 2 2 6 5 3 3

ga na da na ya ba ma fa wa da la ga la ta fa

I 5 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 if 1 ' 2 if 3 2 2

Ia fa pa pa ra fa ga ya ka ba fa ba ta ga wa ma
Co1 k 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 a
p3Ia na va ya ma ka wa ba ga fa ga da da va fa da
to

g
i 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

Ia ba ba la pa da da ka la ga ka ka fa ba ka ga
5*1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2. 1 1 1 a

ka ma da ma ta ga pa ra ba ka la na ma fa ma la

r 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

La ra ga ra va ma sa va da la na pa ba ka pa ta CO

P 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
r

Ira ka ta ta wa pa ta da na ma pa sa na pa ba va
>
Cd
M

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 E
sa va la va ba ra fa fa wa da ta wa ra da da ba

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

ta wa ma wa da va ka pa ya pa ba ma za ma ga ka
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

va la ra fa la wa la la ra sa ma ra ka ra la pa
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

wa pa sa ka sa ba ra sa sa ta ra va la sa sa ra
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

da sa wa sa ya sa va ta va va wa ya pa ta va sa
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

za za za za za za za za za za za za sa za za wa
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3»3 Substitution errors ranked by frequency.
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; STIMULUS SYLLABLES

])a fa ga ka la ma na pa ra sa ta va wa ya za

pa

.289
ya

.273
na

.176
ga

.389
na

.280
na

• 3>64
wa

.167
ta .

.250
ya

.286
va

.167
ga

.214
ya

.233
ya

.360
na

.313
na

.250

ya

.158
ka

.227
ba

.118
fa

.111
til

»160
fa

.182
ga

.125
ma

.214
na

.238
ya

.167
fa

.143
wa

.200
na

.200
ra

.188
ya

.188
0
0

3a

.132
na

.136
da

.118
na

.111
ya

,120
ba

.(•91
ma

.125
fa

.107
wa

.190
da

.083
la

.143
ga

.133
la

.120
ta

.125
fa

.125

m

3
0

fa

.105
pa

.091
pa

. t18
ra

.111
fa

.080
gta

.091
ya

.125
ka

.107
ba

.048
fa

.083
ba •

.071
ta

.100
ga

.080
wa

.125
ma

.125

>
t-1

w
0
w
>

)—1

na

.379
va

.091
ya

.118
"ma
.056

ka

.080
wa

.091
ba

.083
ga

.071
fa

.048
ga

.083
da

.070
da

.067
va

.080
fa

.063
da

.063
BA

.333
ba

.045
l\

.059
pa

.056
da

,040
i a

.045
ka

.083
la

.071
ga

.048
ka

.083
ka

.071
fa

.067
ba

.040
ka

.063
ga

.06j>
p
a

MA

.353
da

.045
ma

.059
ta

,356
ga

,()a0
PA

.0a5
ra

.083
ba

.036
ka

.048
la

.083
na

.071
ma

.067
FA

.040
ma

.063
la

.063'

0

CO
t—i

ra

.053
ga

.0^5
ra

.099
va

.036
ma

.040
SA

.0a5
va

.083
da

.036
LA

.048
na

.083
pa

.071
ba

.033
ka

.04o
pa

.063
ta

.063
k
3

KA

.326
ta

.045
ta

.059
wa

.036
pa

,040
ta

.045
da

.042
na

.036
ma

.048
pa

.083
sa

.071
na

.033
PA

.040
ba

.000
va

.063.

c:

a
0
-2

YA
. 326

la
.000

va

.039
ba

.000
ra

.040
fa

.000
fa

.042
wa

.036
da

.000
ta

.083
wa

.071
ra

.033
da

.000
da

.000
ba

.000

a/A
.,326

ma
.000

wa

.059
da

.000
va

.040
KA

.000
pa

.042
ya

.036
pa

.000
ba

.000
ma

.000
za

.033
ma

.000
ga

.000
ka

.000

LA
<, DOO

ra
.000

fa
.000

Li 1'

.000
wa

.040
lia

.000
la

.000
ra

.000
sa

.000
ma

.000
ra

.000
ka

.000
ra

.000
la

.000
pa

.000

pa
.,000

sa
.000

ka
.000

Si i

,0( >0
ba

.000
ra

.000
sa

.000
sa

.000
ta

.000
ra

.000
va

.000
la

.000
sa

.000
sa

.000
ra

.000

5A
„000

wa
.000

sa
.000

yii
.000

sa
.000

VA
.000

TA
.000

va
.000

va
.000

wa
.000

ya
.000

pa
.000

ta
.000

va
.000

sa
.000

ZA
,,000

ZA
.000

ZA
.000

Zn
.000

za

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000
sa

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000
ZA

.000

Ta:)le ?.5« Ranked conditions I probabilities of substitution.

i
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)A FA GA KA LA HA NA PA RA SA TA VA WA YA ZA

)

3

0

-O

1

-X)

Iga

|118
ta

.143
ka

.389
fa

.£27
ta

.143
pa

.214
ma

.,364
ga

.188
ya

.188
ta

.071
da

.289
sa

.167
va ■

.200
wa

.360
va

.033

isa
i o8;:

ba

.125
ba

.250
pa

.107
wa

. 120
na

.125
ya

.313
ba

.094
ka

.111
ma

.045
pa

.250
fa

.091
ra

.190
ra

.286
ba

.000

i t \
Lev I

za
.125

ta
.214

na
.033

SA
.083

za

.125
la

.280
fa

.091
na

.083
ba

.031
la

.160
na

.083
na

.167
fa

.273
da

.000

va

.06?
ka

.111
za

.188
sa

.083
PA

.071
va

.067
za

.250
sa

.083
ga

.059
da

.000
ya

.125
wa

.080
ya

.125
va

.233
fa

.000

za

.063
pa

.10?
va

• 133
.uA

,o3o
2A

.063
ba

.063
ra

.238
ta

.071
da

.053
fa

.000
va

.100
za

.063
ma

.091
za

.188
ga

.000

fa

.045
da

.105
da

.132
ta

.071
GA

.059
ya

.063
wa

.200
ya

.063
la

.040
ga

.000
sa

.083
ga

.000
ta

.071
ma

.182
ka

.000

ma

.045
sa

.083
na

.125
ya

.065
RA

.068
ga

.059
ga

.176
ka

.056
va

.033
ka

.000
za

.063
ka

.056
ga

.059
sa

.167
la

.000

MA

.042
la

.080
ma

.091
RA

.048
ba

.031
ka

.056
ba

.156
ma

.045
ba

.031
la

.000
ga

.059
la

.040
ka

.056
da

.158
ma

.000

la
.o4o

va

.067
sa

.083
wa

.040
DA

.ix)0
da

.053
fa

.136
na

.042
fa

.000
na

.000
ka

.056
ba

.031
la

.040
na

.125
na

.000

fa

.036
ya

.063
wa

.080
ba

.0.31
fa

.000
;sa

.048
ka

.111
la

.040
ma

.000
pa

.000
fa

.045
da

.026
pa

.036
la

.120
pa

.000

ba
.COO

ra
.048

pa

.071
da

.026
ka

.000
la

.040
sa

.083
wa

.040
pa

.000
ra

.000
ma

.045
ma

.000
ba

.031
ga

.118
ra

.000

ka
.000

na
• 042

ra
.048

ga
.000

ma
.000

fa
.000

da

.079
da

.000
sa

.000
va

.000
ba

.031
pa

.000
da

.026
ba

.094
sa

.000

fa
.000

wa
.040

fa

.045
ma

.000
na

.000
sa

.000
ta

.071
ra

.000
ta

.000
wa

.000
na

.000
ra

.000
fa

.000
pa

.036
ta

.000

wa
.o<>: i

ga
.000

la
.040

*

va
.000

va
.000

ta
.000

PA

.036
va

.000
wa

.000
ya

.000
ra

.000
ta

.000
sa

.000
ka

.000
wa

.000

ya
•Cn.)0

MA
.000

ya
.000

za
.000

ya
.000

wa
.000

va

.033
za

.000
za

.000
za

.000
wa

.000
ya

.000
za

.000
TA

.000
YA

.000

TabL.• Stimulus syllables ranked, for each substituting syllable,

by conditional probabilities.

v
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ine column for each of the 16 stimulus syllables and the substituting

rHables ranked by order of frequency of substitution within each

solum. a 2-step procedure was employed to eliminate the response

das that nay arise through tendencies to omit certain syllables more

han others, or to substitute particular syllables regardless of their

trace strength' in memory at the time of recall*

The first step was to divide each raw score- by the total

umber of substitutions for that syllable (Table 3.5). In the second

tep, the stimulus syllables were ranked for each substitution

yllable using the conditional probabilities from Table 3.5. That

s» the columns now display (Table 3.6), for each substituting syllable,

he most frequent stimulus syllable eliciting that particular substitution,

hen the next most frequent stimulus syllable, and so on to the stimulus

yllable which elicits the particular substitution syllable for that

oluan least often. This procedure equates the response bias across

yllables.

In order to determine whether or not phonemic similarity

nfluences substitutions, it is necessary to i ave an independent measure

r the degree of similarity or difference between syllables. Since the

Jwel /cl/ was phonetically (if not phonetically) the same in all cases,

t was assumed that the similarity between syllables can be expressed

3 the similarity between their initial consonant phonemes. Phonemic

Lmilarlty was defined in terms of the distinctive feature system

roposed by Wickelgron (1966) in which each consonant is uniquely

jsoribed by reference to four dimensions - binary Voicing (voiced/unvoiced)

id liasality (nosal/non-oaeal) dimensions, a 3-valued dimension of Onemess

larrow, medium md wide), and a 5-valucd Place of Articulation dimension
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ranging fron 0 m bilabial to 4 » velar (/k/, /ff/) •

Table 3.7 shows tlie description of the 16 stimulus consonants

n terms of this feature system.

Pairs of consonants were compared for the number of features

hioh served to contrast them. Thus, minimally-distinct pairs of

onsoants such as /b/ and /p/, or /d/ and /t/, have only one eontrastive

eature whilst, at the other end of the scale of similarity, /n/ and /s/,
nd /p/ and /r/, differ by 4 con tractive features.

The observed rank orders of substitution (from Table 3,6) were

hen compared with the rank orderings which would be predicted by the

typothesis that the most frequent substitutions will involve pairs of

syllables whose initial consonants differ by only 1 contractive feature,

dth substitution frequences decreasing as the number of contrast:!.ve

"eaturos increases from 1 to 4* Kach substituting syllable was

considered separately, and the number of contrastive features serving

to distinguish that syllable from each of the 15 possible stimulus

ayllablos which it might replace was determined* For example, the

syllable PA differs from the syllables 3A, FA, TA, and KA by 1 contrastive

feature, from DA, GA, MA, SA, VA» and WA by 2 contrastive features, and

from LA, NA, RA, YA, and 3A by 3 contraetive features. Thus, the

predicted frequency rankings for the stimulus syllables which PA night

replace in a substitution error are BA, FA, TA, KA,> DA, OA, EA, SA, YA,

'/A > LA, HA, RA, YA, ZA.

For PA, a total of 74 binary predictions can be made and

compared against Table 3,3* For example, the prediction that KA would

bo substituted for PA more often than LA would be substituted for the

sane syllable was confirmed by their respective conditional probabilities
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

Consonant Voicing Nasality Openness Plac

b 1 O, 0 0

d 1 0 0 1

f 0 0 1 0

g 1 0 0 4

k 0 0 0

1 1 0 2 2

m 1 1 0 0

n 1 1 0 1

P 0 0 0 0

r 1 0 2 1

s 0 0 1 2

t 0 0 0 1

V 1 0 1 0

V 1 0 2 0

y 1 0 2 3

z 1 0 1 2

Table 3.7. Distinctive feature analysis of 16 stimulus

consonants used in Experiment III.
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ron Table 3«6 (KA » .056, LA « .040)* However, the analysis of

entrustivo features predicts WA as a nore frequent stinulus syllable

ban LA for the substitution of PA whereas their conditional

robabilities are equal (both ,040)* Tied oases neither confirm nor

isconfirm binary predictions, so the percentage of successful

•redictions was calculated as (•

f Correct . ^x 100
prediction n - %

■There i

H ta Total number of binary/ predictions (» 1120)

!IC a Number of confimed predictions (« 628)

lit — number of ties («■ 167)

The percentage of correct predictions obtained by this

>rocedure was 66f', which is significantly better than the 50?" value

rhich would be oxpectod if phonemic similarity played no part in

Leternining substitution errors ( yJ- m 96.3, df m 1, p <- .001).

Thus, for a sample of unambiguous consonant substitution errors which

excludes all possible transpositions (including repetitions) and

jerlal order intrusions, there is a significant tendency for the

substituting consonant to be phonemioally similar to the consonant

fhleh it replaces.

?»14t PCTismi,

The rerults of Experiment HI show an effect of distinctive

feature similarity on substitution errors and therefore indicate that

Jonrad'o (1964) comparable finding for letter sequences was not due

solely to the inclusion of re etitive transpositions or serial order
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ntrusione in his matrix. The failure to obtain a higher rata of

orreot prediction naif be due to a loss of information between

resontation and recall bringing about an attenuation of the similarity

ffect* Alternatively, it may be possible to devise alternative

eature systema which yield oonaistently bettor rates of prediction

cf» e«g. KLatt, through being Closer to the psychological

imene&ons of encoding*

ti?t qagvA METOTfMt

Viewed purely as investigations of short-tern memory,

xperinents I - HI have demonstrated three distinct effects of phonemic

isdlarlty upon immediate recall errors. These effects are 1) that

onsonant phonemes which are similar in terms of their component

Istinctive(phonetic) features are mere likely to transpose within

equenoes than are dissimilar phonemes, and 2) are also more likely

e> be involved in substitutions from outside the stimulus sequence

both effects of intrinsic feature similarity), and 3) that consonant

bonemes accompanied by Identical vowels are mere likely to transpose

ban are consonants accompanied by different vowels (the contextual

Lmilarity effect) • It is characteristic of earlier studies that

bey have failed to distinguish dearly between these three separable

ffsots.

Viewed in the light of the error equivalence hypothesis,

rase experiments provide corroborative support for the olalm that

ranapositions and Spoonerisms, and substitutions and segmental

^placements, constitute different surface manifestations of the same

at of error-prone processes ascribable to a phonemic Response Buffer
* tho sort proposed in Sections 2.1 to 2.3.



CHAPTER 4*

SPOONERISMS AND TRANSPOSITIONS!

THE EFFECTS OF SYLLABLE POSITION,
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EXPERBSEITT IV*

.1. IHTR0PUCTI01?.

Chapter 3 was successful la taking predictions drawn fron the

tudy of natural Spoonerisms and testing then an transposition errors in

tort-tern tamoxy* Shis Chapter will report further experiments In the

aae vein, deriving predictions fron the known effeots of syllable

osition on phonerdc Spoonerisms and testing these predictions in

omediate recall situations,

llooteboon (1967, 1969) and Boomer and haver (1968) observed

hat when phonemes exchange in a Spoonerism, the origin and target

tonemes tend strongly to have occupied the same position in their

espeetive syllables, MacKay (1970) confirmed -these observations with

n analysis of 124 German Spoonerisms published by ileringer and flayer

1899) and Merlnger (1908), The syllabification of words was
I

. - ' * " "

etermined from a contemporary German dictionary. In IfcoRay^ study,

onsonants were assigned to one of four possible syllabic positions}

nitial position, next to initial, next to final, and final position

for example, in the monosyllabic word stand, /s/ occurs in Initial

ositlon, /t/ in next to initial, fnj in next to final, and /d/ in

inal positiont in tan, /t/ occurs in initial position end /«/ in

inal). Vowels were assigned to one of three syllabic positions|

nitial as in ant, nidi-position as in hit, and final position as in

&• Analysis of the Spoonerisms revealed that reversed consonants

ccurred in the same syllable position in 96 per cent of errors, and

eversed vowels originated in the same syllable position in 81 per

ont of errors,

'bcperinert TV represents a re-analysis Of an experiment first reported
/

y mis and Tyero (1976),



If the error equivalence hypothesis holds* transpositions in

short-torn netiory should also show an effect of syllable position.

Experiment IV was designed to look for such an effect and involved

the immediate recall of visually-presented lists of 5 syllables*

There were two conditions, differing in their syllabic structure.

Each list in the IQCtKD COUDITIOH contained a mixture of consonant-vowel

(CV) and vowel-consonant (VC) syllables, thus testing two syllable

positions for the consonants (syllable-initial and syllable-final)

and two positions for the vowels (pro-consonant and post-consonant)•

The design of the lists made it possible to determine accurately the

chance levels for transpositions involving pairs of phonemes

originating in the sam syllable position and pairs originating in

different syllable positions* The error equivalence hypothesis
*£wr'>A * " ^H|fc8WWi'<feidP >, .1-. *•- ' -fo*-

predicts that transpositions of phonemes originating in the sane

syllable positions will occur at greater^tlian-chance frequencies.

This prediction is embodied in Hypotheses 1 and 2s

Hypothesis 1. In the LUXHD COHDXTXOTT* transpositions of consonants

from initial origin positions to initial error positions* and from

final origin positions to final error positions* will occur at

greater-thaa-chanoe frequencies (and* hence* transpositions from

initial to final and final to initial positions will occur at less

than chanee frequencies).

Hypothesis 2. In the HIXJD CONDITION, transpositions of vowels from

pro-consonant to pro-consonant positions* and from post-consonant to

post-consonant positions, will occur at greaterwthan-chance frequencies
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and, hence, transpositions from pro-consonant to post-KMnsonaut and

cat-consonant to pro-omiaonant positions will occur at less than ehanoe

frequencies).

Hypotheses 1 and 2 embody the predictions of the error

quivalenoe hypothesis which were tested in Experiment IV, However,

i second experimental condition (the ALL-SAIIE CONDITION ) was included

» test tho predictions of a store specific theory of toe processes

oadorlying toe generation of Spoonerlsos and transpositions. In

Chapter 3 it was shown hew feature similarity affects both types of

irror. The h^eVihood of exchange between two phonemes increases as

the number of distinctive feature values which they share in ooiiBixm

Increases, Put differently, toe extent to which two phonemes avoid

rrohanging with one another varies with toe number of oomtrastive or

features which serve to distinguish them. How, such

liscriadnative features need not be restricted to phonetic distinctive

features! syllable position could also act as a discriminative feature

alto individual phonemes coded for their syllabic position as they ore

soded for voicing, nasality, or place of articulation. If this were

toe case, syllable position would serve as a functional discriminative

feature to help differentiate consonants and vowels In sequences of

dzed CV and VC syllables, but would not distinguish consonants and

trowels in sequences of all CV or all VC syllables. That ia, transposition

errors would be expected to be less frequent in lists of mixed CV and

VC syllables than in lists of all CV or all VC syllables (as were

presented in the ALL-SAME CONDITIO!!). hypothesis 3 states this

prediction.
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Transpositions of consonants and vorrels will be oore

frequent in the ALL-SAME (XWDITION than in the MIXED CONDITION*

4,2. METHOD.

There were two conditions in the experiment • an ALL-SAIIE

CONDITION and a MIXED CONDITION, An independent subjects (or between

subjects) design was used, with subjects being randomly assigned to one

of the two conditions,

JmmUIS wbu.
a) ALL-3AHS CONDITION.

The stimuli for this condition were 20 lists of 5 syllables

per list. In 10 lists all the syllables were of the consonant-vowel

(CV) order* while in the remaining 10 lists the syllables were of

vowel-consonant (VC) order, 8 consonant letters (b, d, g, k, 1* p,

▼t end s) and 5 vowel letters (a, e, i, o, and u) were used to fbxm

the syllables, lists were devised according to the following
■ «

constraintsi-

i) No consonant or vowel was repeated within a list,

il) Each vowel occurred twioe St each serial position in the

10 CV lists and twioe at each serial position in the 10 VC lists.

iii) Each consonant occurred either once or twice at each serial

position in the 10 CV lists, and either once or twice st each

serial position in the 10 VC lists,

iv) Bach of the 80 possible syllables which can be derived from 8

consonants and 5 vowels in CV or VC order was used either

once or twice in the 20 stimulus lists,

Examples of stimulus lists from the ALL-SAME CONDITION are:

1, CV orders de pi gu lo va

2, VC order: ab ed os uv ip
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The CV end VC lists wave randomly interleaved in the

>reaentatlon order*

&)■ i i t

The stimuli for this condition mere 30 liste of 9 syllables

>er list* cosprislng ell possible permutations of 2 CV end 9 VC

n&lables, or 9 CV end 3 VC oysiables* presented in a randomised order*

Ehe sane 8 oonaenant letters end 5 vowel letters sere used as in the

ILL-SAM£ CONDITION* Tho ooastralnts owe similar to those of the

ILL-SAKE CONDITION, beings-

L) Ho oonsormnt or wwl vae repeated within a lint*

LI) Bach vowel occurred twice at each aerial position in VC syllables*

Lii) Bach oonsonant ooourzed 2 or 9 tines at each serial position*

and an approximately equal number of tines in CV and VC

syllables#

Lv) Each of the 80 possible syllables was used either once or twioo

in the 30 stimulus lists*

Bangles of stimulus lists from the MIXED CONDITION aret-
t

t* gi ad «| ku so

2* oV ul da ss ig.
i

36 subjects performed tho experiment* 18 in each condition*

ill were students of the University of Edinburgh, Do artment of

Psychology, and all www unpaid volunteers*

fagtga APPffifrWt

Tho syllables vers presented visually at a rate of 3 syllables

per 2 seconds (6*67 sees* per syllable) * by neons of a Forth Instruments

SM memory drum. Lover case letters ware used* These vers taken from

BUck dry print 14 pt* medium (letter height 2-3 no*)* Subjects*
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spoken responses were recorded on tape using a PYH CAMMUDGE tape

recorder with a 3K cartliofe microphone,

4,«3i4« Prpffpd^rQf

Subjects were tested individually. The following written

Instructions were -given i—

"In tide experiment you will be asked to read edlently lists

of 5 syllables and then apeak then aloud in the order in which they

sere presented. The syllables in each list will appear one at a

tine at the window of the memory drum in front of you . The fifth

syllable will be followed by a aero which is your cue to repeat all

5 syllables aloud. After 16 seconds the small light on top of the

aenory drum will flash on and off to indicate that the next list is

about to begin*.

The subject was then shown JO sample syllables on a

blackboard. Pronunciation of the vowel letters was left to the

subject with the requirement that the J vowels should be clearly

ilfferentiated. and that each vowel letter should be pronounced the

same way at each occurrence. A few minutes practice was given with

bhe subject saying aloud syllables pointed to by E. 6 Practice

lists were then given on the memory drum. During the course of the

>ractioe lists subjects were instructed to guess a syllable if unsure.

>r to say *blank* at the appropriate point in tho sequence-if the

syllable had boon forgotten completely.

The 20 stimulus lists of either the ALL-SAME or the MIXED

JOND1TI0H were then given. Syllables we.ro presented at a rate of J

>er 2 seconds, and the recall cue (zero) followed the fifth syllable

it the same rate. 16 seconds were allowed for spoken, ordered recall.
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k small whit© light fixed cm top of tho nemoxy drum was flashed on and

>ff 2 seconds before the start of the next list* Presentation and

recall of the 20 stimulus lists lasted 6 Minutes 40 seconds*

The subject's spoken responses were noted by E,, seated

>ehind and to the left of tlie subject, during the experiment* The

tession was also tape recorded to provide a check on 5*•s transcription*

Rffiiqpp,

Ls3f.lt

An error was scored as a consonant transposition if i) a given

'target) consonant in tho stimulus list was replaced in the response list

>y a different (error) consonant wiiich was presented in the stimulus list

it a different (origin) position, and if ii) tho vowel paired with the

sarget consonant in the stimulus list accompanied the error consonant
T

it recall (l*e* was correctly recalled).

Similarly, an error was scored as a vowel transposition if

.) a given (target) vowel in the stimulus list was replaced in the

'©sponse list by a different (error) vowel which was presented in the

itinuluo list at a different (origin) position, and if li) the

sonsonant paired with the target vowel in the stimulus list also

iccompanied the error vowel at recall*

An error was scored as a syllable transposition if a

to:isonant—vowel pair, presented as a single syllabic item in the

itimulus list, was recalled as a unit at a different serial position

,n the response list (it was not necessary for the original

onoonant-vowol order to be retained).

In order that the serial position night be unambiguously

.ssigned to errors, only 5-item response sequences were scored ('blank'

ould count as an item). Errors which could be classed as serial
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ifdor intrusions of syllables fron the sane sorial position in the

receding response list wore not scored as transpositions*

..5*2* ALL-SAKB CONDITION.

In the ALL-3AKS CONDITION* there are two forno of consonant

ransposition - transpositions of consonants in lists of CV syllables

syllable-initial, or iti) and transpositions of consonants in lists of

0 syllables (syllable-final, or fif)* Similarly* there are two forms

f vowel transposition - transpositions between vowels in CV syllables

post-consonant or eVtcV) and transpositions between vowels in VC

yllables (pre-consonant or VciVc)* Syllable transpositions can occur

ither between CV syllables or between VC syllables*

521 consonant transpositions were scored at an average of 17*8

er subject* There were 150 iti transpositions and 171 f«f transpositions

this difference was not significant by the Y/ilooxon matched-pairs

igned-x\aika test (H * 14* t« 43# P < *05# n.s* - fWipjlg 1956)*
128 vowel transpositions were scored at an average of 7*1 per

ubjeot* The difference between the frequencies of cVsoV transpositions

if ■ 69) and VctVc transpositions (IJ * 59) was not significant

:i * 14, T w 52.5, n.s.)*

100 syllable transpositions were scored. The difference

etween transpositions of £JV syllables (N - 39) arid VC syllables (N ** 61)

as not significant (IT « 14, ? * 29*5* n.s*)*

In the MIXED CONDITION* consonants can transpose between

pliable-initial positions (ixi) and syllable-final positions (f:f),

a in the ALL-SAKE CONDITION* and also fron initial to final position

Lif), or froa final to initial position (fsi). The MIXED CONDITION

aecl all 20 possible pernutatione of 2CV + JVC or 3CV + 2 VC syllables.
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Taking any pair of serial positions* the 20 lists afforded 4 opportunities

for iii transpositions, 4 for fif, 6 for i:f, and 6 for fii. Thus,

the chance levels for the four types of consonant transpositions

between any pair of serial positions and, therefore, for the lists as a

whole are i:i and fsf 20 per cent, and iaf and fii 30 per cent,

213 consonant transpositions were scored, Table i*,1, shows

the distribution of those across the 4 classes of consonant

transposition, together with the frequencies expected by chance.

Hypothesis 1 predicted that iii and faf consonant transpositions

would occur at greater-than-ohanoo frequencies. To test this, the

chance frequencies of i:i and fif transpositions were confuted

individually for each subject at 40 per cent of the total number of

consonant transpositions of syllable-initial origin (i:i + iif) or

syllable-final origin (fif + fii) for that subject, A 'ileoxon

matched-pairs signed-ranks test (illegal, 1956) was then used to compare,

for each subjeot, the observed frequences of iti or ftf transpositions

against their respective chance levels. For both iti and fif

transpositions, observed frequencies were significantly greater than

chance levels, corroborating Hypothesis 1 (for iti, IT •> 18, T m 20,

p < ,005, 1-tailedj for fif, IT * 17, T « 3, P < .005, 1-tailed),

Whilst Hypothesis 1 is borne out by tho results, the data

can be made to yield more specific information concerning the mechanism

underlying the syllable position effect. Talcing consonant trans ositions

of initial origin (IT m 102) first, 43 consonants replaced other initial

target consonants and, of these, the actual error (response) consonant

was initial in 41 cases (95»3f) and final in only 2 cases (4,73^)#

This difference is highly significant (H «■ 18, I » 0, p < ,01* 2-tailed),
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BSERVED

SEQUENCY

CONSONANT TRANSPOSITIONS

i:i f : f i:f fsi

65 75 57 36

3ANCE ^2.6 k2.6 63.9 63.9

able . Observed and chance frequencies for each of the four

rpea of consonant transposition int the MIXED CONDITION

Experiment IV ).
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"he remaining 595' of consonants of initial origin transposed to target

syllables whose own original (stimulus) consonant was syllablo-final.

>f these, the error consonant was initial in 24 cases (40.7') and

'inal in 55 cases (59.3^). This difference was not significant

!N m 18, T m 60, n«a.). Thus, when a consonant of initial origin

replaces an initial target consonant in a transposition error, the

error consonant in the response is alooot invariably syllable-initial

ilso. However, when the target consonant is syllable-final, it is

is if the influences of the initial coding of the transposing consonant

ind the final coding of the target were equally strong, producing

^proximately equal numbers of initial and final error consonants,

The overall result is of a greater number of consonants of initial

>rigin retaining their initial position in the error than chance would

erediot.

The earn holds true, mutatis mutandis, of transposing

consonants of syllable-final origin (N m 111). 6? replaced other

'Inal target consonants and, of these, the error oonoonant was final

Ln 58 cases (86,6f*), and initial in only 9 oases (13*4^) • This

lifference is highly significant (N - 15, T - 0, p < .005, 1-tailed).

The remaining 44 consonants transposed to syllables whose original

target consonant was syllable-initial- Of these, the error consonant

ras final in 17 oases (38.6?'>) end initial in 27 oases (6t.4f') - this

T erenoe was not significant (N » 15, T « 35,5, n.s,).

Vowel transposition in the MXXKD C0I7BITI0N can also be of

Tour types. Vowels can transpose between post-consonant positions

[cV i cV) or between pre-consonant positions (Vo s Vo), as in the

kUUSAKS COUDITIOIJ, and also from post-consonant to pre-consonant
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joeition (cV j Vo) or from pre-oonsonant to post-consonant position

(Vc i oV), Taking any pair of serial positions (and thus for the

20 lists as a whole) , the chance levels for the four types of vowel

transpositions are oV i cV and Vc I Vo 20 per cent, and cV t Vo and

Jo t eV 30 per cent.

171 vowel transpositions were scored. Table 4,2 shows the

distribution of these across the 4 classes of transpositions,

together with the frequencies expected by ch«-.je.

Hypothesis 2 predicted that cV i oV and Vo t Vc vowel

transpositions would occur at greater-tSian-chance frequencies. To

best this, the chance frequencies of oV s cV and Vo s Vo transpositions

vers computed individually for each subject as 40 per cent of the

total number of vowel transpositions of post-consonant origin

(oV i cV ♦ cV t Vo) or pre-oonoonant origin (Ve » Vo ♦ Vo i oV) for

that subject, A dllooxon toot was then used to compare, for each

subject, the observed frequencies of oV t oV or Vo i Vo transpositions

against their respective chance levels. For both oV t oV and

To • Vo transpositions, observed frequencies were significantly greater

than chance levels, corroborating hypothesis 2 (for oV : oV, I? « 17,

P « 31.5, p < .025, 1-tailedj for Vc t Vo, H • 17, T « 0, p < .005,

l-tailed).

As with idle consonant transpositions, a more detailed

i lysis is revealing. Taking vowel transpositions of post-consonant

Uf "j origin (H m 99), 40 vowels replaoed other nost-oonsonant target

rowels and, of these, the error vowel was post-consonant in 35 oases

(87.5^) and pre-oonsonant in only 5 cases (12.5^)• 1Mb difference

Ls highly significant (N m 14, T m 6.5, p < .005, 1-tailed).
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VOWEL TRANSPOSITIONS

cV : cV Vc : Vc cV : Vc Vc : cV

JERVED
52 53 4-1 25

SQUENCY

\NCE 3^.2 3^.2 510 51*3

ale k.2. Observed and chance frequencies for each of the

■tr types of vowel transposition in the MIXED CONDITION.

Experiment IV )«
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!he remaining 53 vowels of post-consonant origin transposod to target

syllables whose origin vowel was pro-consonant (Vc). Of those, the

nrror vowel ens post-consonant in 17 cases (32,1f) and pre-consonant in

56 cases (67,9^), which represents a significantly greater frequency of

ire-consonant errors (H m 14, T m 8, p < ,01, 2-tailed). Thus, when

1 vowel of post-consonant origin replaces a post-consonant target

rowel in a transposition error, the error vowel in the response shows a

rtrong tendency to be also post-consonant. However, when a target

rowel is pro-consonant, the influence of the target position is

ipparently stronger than that of the origin position producing more

ire-consonant than post-consonant errors. This last effect is sot as

rtxong as when origin and target positions are the sane.

Once again, the transpositions of vowels of pre-consonant

'Vc) origin produce ooraparable results. Of the 78 such transpositions,

i0 vowels replaced other pre-consonant targets, producing 47

loot-consonant errors (94^) and 3 pro-consonant errors (&,')• This

difference is highly significant (N m 16, T « 0, p < ,005, 1-tailed).

Sis remaining 28 vowels of pre-consonant origin transposed to target

syllables whose origin vowel was post-consonant (cV), Of these, the

irror vowel was pre-consonant in 6 cases (21,4?") and post-consonant in

2 oases (78,$'), which represents a significantly greater frequency

£ post-consonant errors (H » 10, T » 3,5, p < ,01, 2-tailed), As

ith the vowel transpositions of post-consonant origin, whon origin

nd target syllable positions are different, it is the target position

hich tends to determine the error outcome.

88 syllable transpositions were scored, Syllables showed

. strong tendency to maintain thoir correct CV or VC order on
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;ranspo3ing. There wore 43 transpositions of CV origin, 36 of which

i.e. 84$) maintained their correct CV order in the error (H m 15#

? m 3# P < #01, 2-tailed). Of these 36, 15 (4*#) replaced CV target

syllables while 21 (58:') replaced VC target syllables (II « 14# 7-33# n.s.).
Ihere were 45 transpositions of VO origin, 43 of which (i.e. 96:')

aaintained their oorrect order in the error (IT m 15# T « 0, p < .01,

S-tailed). Of these 43# 19 (44$) replaced VC target syllables while

>4 (56$) replaced CV target syllables (W » 14# T =. 40.5# n.s.).

fhus# although the component consonants and vowels of syllables, when

transposing separately, are influenced by the syllable position of the

target they replace, transposing syllables are apparently unaffected by

rhether the position to whleh they transpose was occupied in the

stimulus list by a syllable of the same CV or VC order or by one of

i different order.

h?,4t wtyAMsw y tiicsm m man mmmk

There were 321 consonant transpositions in the ALL-CAME

JOITDITXOH and 213 in the MXXSD CONDITION. This difference was just

significant by the Kann-'Thitney b-test (Siegel# 1956 t ni m np » f8»
J ■» 109# p m .05# 1—tailed) providing some support for Hypothesis 3«

Hhero was no significant difference between the frequencies of vowel

transpositions in the two conditions (128 in the ALL-SAME CONDITION,

171 in the MIXED CONDITION, ni » n2 - 18, TJ «# 144, n.s.), nor was

there any significant difference in the frequencies of syllable

transpositions (100 in the ALL-SAME CONDITION, 88 in the MIXD

JOIIDITIOII, nj - n2 - 18, TJ « 133, n.s.).
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,4, mppujsqioff.

Hypothesis 1 was supported) that is* syllable-initial

onsononts tended to transpose with other syllable-initial consonants

ather than with syllable-final consonants, and conversely,

ypothesis 2 was also supported, that is pro-consonantal rowels

ended to transpose with other pre-consonantal vowels rather than

1th post-consonantal vowels* and conversely. For both consonant

nd vowel transpositions, the origin position of the tranposlng

honeme and the target position of the displaced phoneoe both

xertsd an influence upon the syllable position adopted by the error

honome in the final response. There was no tendency for whole

yllables to transpose with other syllables of like structure,

his replicated a result obtained by Wickelgren (1965b) using aural

resent&tlon of 6-syllable lists* and indicates that the syllable
Jtt. ■:

,

tructuro constraint applies to the component phonemes of the

yllabic units* rather than to the units themselves.

There was some evidence for a reduction in the frequency of

onsonant transpositions when syllabic position acted as a

iocrininativo cue, but no evidence for any comparable reduction in

owel transpositions. If this result is reliable* one could devize

one explanation as to why consonants should have more discriminative

sutures than vowels (there being move of them, both in the phoneme

nventoxy of the language and in most utterances) * but such an M P°c

roposal would require more empirical support than the marginally-

ignificant result obtained here.

In Experiment IV no difference was observed between the

requencies of initial t initial and final i final consonant
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transpositions in either condition* This nif^ht appear to constitute

evidence against the error equivalence hypothesis since IlacKoy (1970)

found that Spoonerisms between initial consonants wore considerably

iaore frequent than between final consonants* However, Pooteboon (1967)

restricted the comparison of initial i initial and final t final

consonant transpositions to errors involving consonants in

monosyllabic words of the form CVC. 49 errors of this sort wore

found, of which 26 involved syllable-initial consonants and 23

involved syllable-final consonants. Although this is a small sample,

It is probably more closely comparable to the stimuli used in Experiment

IV, and shows no significant difference between syllable-initial and

syllable-final consonant transpositions, The discrepancy with

'ocICay's (1970) findings remains unreconciled ("acK;y does not give the

relative frequencies of initial and final consonants in the sample,

which provides one possible explanation),

The chief finding, however, is that the error-equivalence

hypothesis has once again been successful in predicting effects on

short-term memory errors of a variable (syllable position) which had

hitherto only been shown to influence naturallywoocurrin& speech errors.

mmm v.

1,gt I^OBUCTffill,

Experiments I to IV have sought to demonstrate that the same

phonemic Response Buffer mediates both spontaneous speech production

and phonemic short-term memory. If this claim is accepted, then

short-term memory techniques may be used to supplement the analysis of

iatural speech errors in the study of speech production. Experiment V

Ls an attempt to illustrate this role of the short-term memory experiment.
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The question at issue in Experiment V is how the Response

ftffer treats intervocalic consonants in VCV sequence occurring within

»nds (or morphemes)* In the course of a critique of syllabic

•homology, Kohler (1966) argued that when a phoneme like /V can occur

la both word-initial and word-final positions (e*g* tea/eat), the

pliable division of a word like hatter was indeterminable and,

therefore, impossible* Anderson (1969), in a discussion of Kohler*s

[1966) oritlolera, proposed that the medial /%/ of butter is

pllablsNlnitial at the level of •superficial (phonological) structure*

[i*e* /u\-ar/^ A^W/), but is derived from two /t/e in the

'underlying phonological structure* (A>*v ■vVar /) by deletion of the

?oat-woealio consonant in the first syllable (see Figure 4*1)*

Other linguists have adopted a rule whereby medial consonants

In VCV sequences are treated as syllables-initial* For example, in a

liseussion of syllable demarcations in Modern Israeli Hebrew,

Barbs, (1972»87), follows the principle that, 'One intervocalic

sortsonant will be deemed to be a releasing consonant* (l*s* VCV V ♦ CV).

\ speech aynthasie-by-jrule program expounded by bitten (1979) divides

phoneme sequences into syllables according to an algorithm whioh

Includes the rules *If two syllables have cms intervening consonant, it

belongs to the aeoond'*

If the Response Buffer is organised along the lines of

Anderson*s (1969) *superficial phonological structure* - that is, if it

allocates intervocalic (intra-oorpheaic) consonants to the second

syllable in accordance with the rules of Marts (1972), Vhitten (1979)

raid others - than intervocalic consonants should behave like

syllable-initial consonants and transpose with them rather than with
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iderlying phonological

iructure.

Formative (Morpheme)

Consonant Vowel Consonant Consonant Vowel Consonant

Deletion of

consonant in

iperficial phonological

rue ture.

v- ^ (?)

post-vocalic

1st. syllable.

sy
Formative (Morpheme)

Consonant Vowel Consonant Vowel Consonant

(?)

gure ^-.1. 'Underlying'and 'superficial' phonological structures

the -VCV- sequence in "butter" ( after Anderson, 19^9 ).
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yllable-final consonants. If, on the other lusnd, some other principle

f organisation is adopted (e.g. Anderson*s (1969) 'underlying

honological structure*), than no such tendency should be present.

Experiment V investigated the transpositional tendencies of

oneonants in VCV sequences by embedding such sequences in lists of

tizsd CV and VC syllables which provided equal opportunities for the

ntervocalic consonant to transpose with either syllable-initial or

yllable-final consonants. Hie experiment also permitted a replication

f Experiment IV as regards the effect of syllable position on oonsonant

transpositions between simple CV arid VC syllables.

A am

jSfl.t Dw&ffli,

The experimental stimuli were 2 sets (Set A and Set B), each

f 16 stimulus lists. Bach set was devised as followai-

) There were 5 items in each list. The 3rd. item was always a

VCV trigram while items 1, 2, 4 and 5 comprised all 16 possible

permutations of 0-4 CV syllables and 4-0 VC syllables.

i) The vowol letter was always *e*.

ii) 8 consonant letters were used (b, d, f, k» p, a, v and s).

Bach consonant occurred twice as the central consonant of the

VCV trigran at serial position 3* and twice at each of the

serial positions 1, 2, 4 and 3 (once in a CV syllable and once

in a VC syllable).

^samples of the stimulus lists used arot-

1. fe es die ve ed

2. ok od ese pe es

This arrangement of items provides equal numbers of CV and

C syllables at each of the serial positions 1, 2, 4 and 5, thus
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illowing equal opportunities for the intervocalic consonant of the VCV

■o transpose with other consonants of either syllable-initial or

yllable-final position* For any of the pairs of serial positions

and 2, 4 and 5» 2 and 4, 1 and 4 and 2 and 5> and thus for the stimulus

1sta ae a whole, there are equal opportunities for consonant

ranspositions from initial to initial positions (i t 1), and final

o final (f t f), initial to final (i t f), and final to initial (f t i),

12 subjects took part in the experiment. All were students

f the University of Sdinbureh, Department of Psychology, and all were

npaid volunteers.

tfir3.it ilMElteMt
* ■

Stimuli were presented visually by means of a Forth Instruments

a memory drum* The stimuli were typed in lower-case letters* Subjects*

poken responses were recorded on tape using a FEB CAMBRIDGE tape

reorder with a 3H cardiod microphone.
i »'

»fir4,r, fillMfdtoflli

Subjects were tested individually* The subject was first

lown the set of 24 syllables and trigrass on a blackboard and was taught

> pronounce each item with the vowel /»/ as in net, gen. 6 practice

lata were then given on the memory drum*

The 16 lists of each set were randomised for presentation to

le subjects. The items were presented at a rate of one per second.

io subject read each item aloud on presentation. The fifth item was

illowed at the same rate by an asterisk which was the subject's cue to

»peat all 5 items in their correct order. Subjects were instructed to

teas wherever possible if they were unsure, otherwise to say * blank*
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; the appropriate poaition in the sequence. 22 seconds were allowed

v spoken, ordered recall before a canal1 white light fixed on top of

ie memory drum indicated tliat the next list would begin in 2 seconds*

6 subjects were given the 16 stimulus lists of Set A, lasting

minutes, followed by 5 nimites rest, then the 16 lists of Set B

isting a further 8 minutes. The remaining 6 subjects were given

>t B first and Sst A second*

The subjected spoken responses were transcribed by E, ^ sat
ihind and to the left of the subject* The responses were also tape

icorded to provide a later check cm E,*s transcription*

7,

All transpositions were Mored except those which could be

mstrued as serial order intrusions of items from the same serial

(oition of the preceding response list.

7t1» Transposition 3ESB& IBtiJdL J&fiiUaflfl JU 4 fflti S»

Transpositions between items at serial positions 1, 2, 4 and

(that is, transpositions not involving the central VCV item) behaved

i a manner closely similar to the consonant transpositions in

pertpent IV* Details are shewn in Table 4*3.

There were 131 transpositions of initial origin. 74 replaced

itial targets and 57 replaced final targets* this difference was

gnifleant (la 12, T at 11.5, p < .01, 1-tailed). Of the 74

anepositions of initial origin which replaced initial targets,

I (84/0 resulted in syllabio-initial errors and only 12 (16$) in

liable-final errors (I! at 12, f a* 0, p < *005» 1-tailed). In contrast,

the 57 transpositions of initial origin which replaced final targets,

(44f) resulted in initial errors and 32 (56$) in final errors:

is difference was not significant (N * 8, T m 7.5. n.o.). Overall,

ore were significant!y more trans ooiiions from initial origins to
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ORIGIN

FINAL TARGET

Initial
error

Final
error

25 52

ORIGIN

FINAL TARGET

Initial
error

Final
error

83

INITIAL

INITIAL TARGET

Initial
error

Final
error

16 12

FINAL

INITIAL TARGET

Initial
error

Final
error

31 27

Table **.3» Origin, target, and error position of consonant

transpositions between serial positions 1, 2, k and 5 in

Experiment IV.
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Initial error positions (a toted of 87) than to final error positions

[a total of 44| N - 110 ? » 0, p < .005, 1-tailed).

There were 147 transpositions of fiasd origin. 91 replaced

final targets and 58 replaced initial targets* this difference was

significant (N - 11, T - 4.5# P < .005, 1-tailod). Of the 91

transpositions of final origin which replaced final targets, 85 (91f«)

resulted in syllable-final errors and only 6 (9/*) in syllable-initial

»rrors (II * 11, 7 » 0, p < .005, 1-tailed). In contrast, of the

% transpositions of final origin which replaced initial targets, 27 (67££)

resulted in final errors and 51 (3T) in initial errors* this dlfferenoe

ras not significant (II « 10, ? - 25, n.s.}. Overall, there wore

significantly more transpositions fron final origins to final srror

jositions (a tot l of 110) than to initial error positions (a total of 57 -

I - 10, T - 0, p < .005, 1-tailed).

As in Hxperiment 17, there was no significant difference

>etween syllable-initial and syllable-final positions as origins of

transposition errors (II n 12, T - 50.5, n.s.), or between transpositions

fron initial origins to initial error positions (1 * i) and transpositions

fro© final origins to final error positions (f i f - I! « 12, T « 25.5, n.s.).

WaJbSOBSSSM* qarwonaflt a,t

poqitiaq 3,t

165 transpositions involving the intervooalio consonant at

serial position 5 were scored. 89 of these were transpositions of

jonsonante fron syllables at serial positions 1, 2, 4 and 5 into the

Lntorvocalio position and 76 were transpositions of the consonant froa

lerial position 5 «ray from the intervooalio position and into one of the

>ther syllables of the list.
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Considering first the 89 transpositions of consonants into

the intervocalic position from other serial positions, 40 of these (45^')

earns from syllable-initial origin positions and 49 (55$) from

syllable-final origin positions. This difference was not significant

(N m 7, ? m 6.5, n.s.).

Turning to the 76 transpositions of the intervocalic consonant

iv?ay from serial position 3, the target consonant was syllable-initial

In 30 cases (39$) end syllable-final in 46 eases (61f')« This difference

just failed to achieve significance (It m 10, f m 9, n,s»), The 30w w % .. tm

transpositions from intervocalic position to initial targets resulted

in 17 initial errors and 13 final errors (If m 12, T « 25, n,s,),

There was, however, a significant tendency for transpositions from the

ntervooalic position to final targets to adopt final error positions

36 errors) rather than initial error positions (10 errors - V m 10,
1

« 0, p < ,01, 2-tailed).

The transpositions of consonants between CV and VC syllables

n serial positions 1, 2, 4 and 5 shewed s clear effect of syllable

coition (initial consonants tending to transpose with initial consonants,

nd final with final), thus replicating the results of Experiment 17.

n contrast, the intervocalic consonants at serial position 3> showed no

ignifioant preference for initial or final target positions and were

ot replaced by transposing consonants from initial origin positions

athor than from final origin positions. The only significant effect

as that intervocalic consonants transposing to syllables with final

argot consonants tend to adopt final error positions (!I«B, the influence

r target position as well as origin position mi error distribution was

lOwn in Ssperiaent IVX
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There is, therefore, no evidence that a general rule of the

srn VCV-* V + CV operates at the lovel of the Response Buffer (indeed,

ie nonsignificant tendency was in the opposite direction to that

cpected if such a rule ens observed). The results are compatible

Lth the Response Buffer being organised along the lines of Anderson* s

1969) 'underlying phonological structure*, or with Greeatorg'e (1962)

roposal that intervocalic consonants may belong to two syllables

Loultaneously (i.e. be coded as both post-vocalic and pre-vocalic).

to failure to reject a Null Hypothesis cannot, however, be taken as

aaitive supporting evidence for the *psychological reality* of either

P these alternatives.

The rule rejected here is not the saxae as the rule for

ividing an utterance into 'articulator? syllables* as defined by

5zhovnikov and Chistovioh (1965). An 'articulatory syllable' by

his theory is a vowel plus as many consonants as immediately preceded

t (the etrueture Go-nV), therefore, according to Koshevnikov and

iistovioh, all consonants in speech are initial consonants of

articulatory syllables*. Nootebooa (1967) interpreted this theory as

redieting that when the second consonant of a 070 form is immediately

allowed by an initial vowel of the next word, that consonant night to

xpected to to involved in Spoonerisms with other consonants of clearly

aitial origin (e.g. word-initial consonants). Such errors, however,

sour very infrequently (acme were found in Hooteboom's corpus)) the

jrd-final consonants in question tending instead to exchange with

ther word-final consonants.
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j.9. gCTlAL aiscussioii.

It is a widespread problem in psycholinguisties that forms at

a number of different linguistic levels are correlated in their

listribution so that it is often difficult to say which of a set of

Mrrelated variables is responsible for an observed effect. So far, we

lave not questioned whether the effects attributed to syllable position

ire, in fact, due to that variable.

Garrett (1975s 141, fn.6.) observes that the data on phonemic

Spoonerisms *do not really seem to distinguish between a syllable

structure constraint, on the one hand, and the joint effects of constraints

m word (or morpheme) position and the vowel /consonant identity of

nohaagsd elements, on the other*, (one might add a third constraint

m permissible phoneme sequences, namely a phonotaotie constraint),

lowever, the CV and VG items presented as stimuli in Experiments 17 and V

ire syllables although very few are words or morphemes, and yet syllable

>osition clearly constrains tho pattern of observed transpositions

>etween the oonsonants and vowels of these items. If it is assumed that

;he processes underlying Spoonerisms and transpositions are the same,

then an explanation in terms of syllable structure constraints seems

justified.

Syllables, as Kent (1976 i 88) roraarks, 'are both troublesome

tnd attractive in the development of models of speech production*.

linguists have variously defined syllables as the appropriate domain

if phonotactic rules (0*Connor and Trim, 19531 Fudge, 1969, Ms, 1972)

•r other phonological rules (see Introduction to Pronkln, 1973a i 18), as

hythmic units carrying linguistic stress (Aborcronbie, 1964} O'Connor, 1973)*

v as phonetic units relating to articulatory or acoustic phenomena.
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learly, a distinction is required between on the one hand the

«UJfeto «® a in a phonological hierarchy between

nailer phonemic segments and larger urdts such as the foot and tone-group

Halliday, 1967# 0,Counor, 1973) and, on the other hand, a possible

hBBtttft as an articulator or acoustic unit. It is the

ffirUfiMj ia Proposed as a relevant unit at the level

f the Response Buffer (the phonological syllable nay be related to the

honetic syllable through the intermediary of rules which translate a

honemic (syllabic) sequence into neuronuscalar eomaands - see

ronkin, 1968| Kant, 1976). However, there is no necessary one-to-one

elationship between phonological and phonetic syllables, and evidence

or or against the *psychological reality* of one does not affect the

elevance of the other. Thus, the *articulator syllable' of Kosshevnikov

nd Chiatovlch (1963)# rejected as a unit at the level of the Response

uffer, may still be a relevant unit for the description of cyodynardc

orfomanco, (although Maolleilage (1972) and liacNellage and Ladefoged (1976)

iacuss problems relating to the eo-artioulator phenomena upon which the

oncept of the articulator syllable was based) • Also, the

nconclusive studies of co-articulation in VCV sequences (d&oan, 1966|

utcher and Weiher, 1976) are more relevant to the articulator phonetic

evel than the phonological level of the Response Buffer,
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uut imasasM«m asosBsat^u

MadKay (1971) analysed 124 withixv-word Spoonerisms from the

Serraan corpus of I'eringer and Mayer (1895) and Meringer (1908),
rhese errors all involved the reversal of phonemes within single

irords. For each pair of reversed phonemes, an flfltwyiing phoneme was

defined as the anticipated phoneme executed before its correct place in

the utterance, A lagging phoneme was defined as the phoneme executed

after its correct time in the sequence. Syllables were designated

either stressed or unstressed by reference to a contemporary German

dictionary. How, since only one syllable per word is stressed In

German, and since all the Spoonerisms analyzed occurred within wards,

there was no possibility of discovering interactions between pairs of

phonemes each from stressed syllables in this corpus. "Three possibilities

remains

1) The intruding phoneme originates in a stressed syllable and

the lagging phoneme in an unstressed syllable • Such errors

were termed instances of stress pro-entry (e.g. example 1 -

capital letters denote stressed syllables) •

0) Jfesj&Abung > £jttfeabung

iJL) The intruding phoneme originates in an unstressed syllable

and the lagging phoneme in a stressed syllable. Such errors

(e.g. the hypothetical example 2) were termed instances of

fl&aaafcgggj .qrflyy.

(2) * bqC. jk:ng » bebqgtsng

iii) Hoth the intruding phoneme and the lagging phoneme originate

in unstressed syllables.
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LlacKay (1971) found that stress pre-entry accounted for

ri per cent of the Spoonerisms, stress post-entry for 11 per cent,

md interactions between unstressed syllables for 18 per cent, The

relative frequencies of stressed mid unstressed syllables in oorroctly-

produced sentences from Heringer suggested chance levels for these

5 error types as 23 per cent, 51 per cent, and 26 per cent respectively,

That is to say, stress pre-entry Spoonerisms predominated at

greater-tham-chance frequencies while stress post-entry errors and
interactions between unstressed syllables were relatively infrequent.

A similar preponderance of stress pre-entry errors was found in a

corpus of American within-word Spoonerisms taken from Bawden (1900),

KaoKay (1971) acknowledged that stress per se might not bo

the cause of these observed regularities. One alternative possibility

he countenanced was that *in natural speech, stressed syllables and

words are more informative (in the infonaation-theory assise) than

unstressed ones, so that this may be why they enter before their time"

(MacKayi 1971i39), To test this possibility, I'aoKay employed a form

of short-term memory experiment (this at a time when most psychologists

would have attributed the effects he observed to an acoustic Primary

Ilemory system - of. Chapter 1). MacKay (1971) had subjects repeat

20 times the syllable sequence *tay gey bay day* tinder 5 stress

conditions. In the no-etress condition, the subjects were instructed

not to emphasise any of the syllables. In the remaining four

conditions, one of the syllables was stressed (made louder than the

others). Spoonerisms were defined as reversals (o.. . TAY gay bay

day-»?AY bay gay day), ty chance, only 40 per cent of the reversals

should involve a stressed syllable, whereas in fact, 51$ of the
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reversals involved a stressed syllable (p < .05 by the chi-square

one-sample test)* Purtheroore# 90 per cent of the reversals

involving a stressed syllable were instants of stress pre-entry

(of. chance 50^)# ilad'ay (1971) concluded that the stress pre-entry

phenomenon applied to isolated syllables as well as to eonnooted
( 1

discourse and therefore that It io a function of the stress of the

syllables per so, rather than some other, correlated variable such as

informational content.

llacl'ay (1971« 49 fn.7) notes that, "Analysis of between-word

Spoonerisms showed a slightly different (oio) pattern of stress.

Of the betweenHword reversals in lleringer*s corpus 97f occurred in

syllables that were both stressed, on outeone exceeding chance

expectation at the .01 level, chi-square test." This finding is much

more compatible with the reports by other investigators of the link

between stress and Spoonerisms. For example. Boomer and Lover (i960)

analysed taps recorded slips of the tongue is English, Syllables

is the recorded utterances were designated either (stressed)

or weak (unstressed) within the rhythmic unit of the foot (Abercrombie,

1964). Boomer and Laver summarised their finding in the form of a

statistical *lMV* stating that, "The origin syllable and the target

syllable are metrically similar, in that both are salient, or both

are weak, with salient-salient pairings predominat ing*. Simil ar

results are reported by Nooteboom (1967) and Garrett (1975).

wnmsam vi.

5*2 JS. mpuwm,

The rooults of Nooteboom (1967), Boomer and Laver (1968)

and Garrett (1975) imply a same stress level effect whereby phonemes
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from syllables which are either both stressed or both unstressed interact.

This effect Bight hold for betwee -word Spoonerisms, whilst the

stress pre-entry effect might characterise within-word slips (the

greater relative frequency of between-word Spoonerisms than within-word

Spoonerisms ni^it then be invoked to esplain why most investigators

only report the •like-with-like* effect).

Either the sane stress level effect or the stress pre-entry

effects or both, night be a consequence of stress per so, equally

either or both night be a consequence of correlated informational,

semantic, or syntactic variables. The error equivalence hypothesis

would predict analogous stress effects in short-tern memory if, as

MacKay*s (1971) experiment suggests, one or both of these effects is

attributable to the stress coding of elements within a phonemic
" - *

.. ww»

Response Buffer, but net if higher- order variables are

. » X- #-W:
responsible.

Experiment VI had two conditions, both of which involved

the immediate recall of lists of 5 visually-presented syllables.

In the NO-STRESS CONDITION the subject read and recalled the syllables

on a monotone. In the 2, 4-STSBSSE& CONDITIO?! the subject stressed

the second and fourth syllables in the sequence. A same stress level

effect operating in the experiment would increase the proportion of

transpositions between serial positions and 2 and 4 (both stressed)

and serial position's 1 and 3» 3 and 5, and t and 5 (both unstressed)
in the 2, 4-STRESSKD CONDITION relative to the NO-STRBSN CONDITIO;!.

In contrast, a stress pre-entry effect would increase the relative

proportions of transpositions between serial positions 2 and 3, sad

3 and 4, in the 2, 4-STRESSKD CONDITION over the N0*STRB5S CONDITION.
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5Qt fflf

There were two conditions in the experiment, a HO-STRBSS

CONDITION and a 2, 4-STRESMED CONDITIO!!. The stimuli for both

conditions were lists of 5 consonant-vowel (CV) syllables, in which

the vowel letter was always *A* (to be pronounoed /a/ as in

and the consonant letters were selected from a set of 16 (1, D, F, G,

K, L, H, B, P, R, S, T, V, VI, Y and Z).

2 sets of 20 lists were dwvieed, each in accordance with

the following constraints i-

.*i) No consonant was repeated within a list.

ii) Ho consonant occurred in successive lists.

iii) Each consonant occurred either once or twice at each of

the serial positions 1 to 5.

A within-subjects design was employed with each subject

performing in both conditions, (using different sets of lists in each

condition). Equal numbers of subjects performed in each of tho four

possible combinations of 2 sets of lists and 2 orders of presentation

of conditions.

16 subjects of the IJniversity of Edinburgh acted as subjects.

All were unpaid voluntoers.

5t3«?t jBBasala&i

Stimuli were presented by means of a Forth Instruments SM

memory drum. Subjects* spoken responses were recorded by means of a

PYE CAMBRIDGE tape recorder fitted with a JM carcinoid microphone.
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5t3»4«,

Subjects were tested individually. The lists of 5 syllables

were presented visually* by means of a memory drum* st a rate of one

syllable per second. The syllables were typed in capital (upper case)

letters. A blank space recall cue followed the fifth syllable at the

same rate. Subjects were instructed to read each syllable aloud as

it was presented* and then to repeat >11 3* in their correct order* when

the blank space appeared. Subjects wars asked to gmnas where posrdblo,

otherwise to say "blank" at the appropriate position in the sequence.

In the NO-STRKSH CONDITIO!', subjects read the syllables from the

memory drum on a monotone at a normal speaking volume and recalled them

in the sane manner. In the 2* 4-STKKSSSD CONDITION, subjects
>W * ». A.

emphasised the second and fourth syllables in each list both at
M*' .• -■

presentation and recall. Saphaaia involved speaking the stressed

syllables (2 and 4) louder and at a higher pitch than the unstressed

ay Uables (1* 3* and 5)* 13 seconds were allowed tor spoken*

ordered recall. A small white light fixed en top of the memory drum

was then flashed on and off to indicate that the next list would

begin 2 seconds later. 8 Practice lists preceded each of the two

conditions. A 5~mlnute rest period was allowed between conditions,

The subjects* spoken responses were noted during the

experiment by 3«* seated and to the left of the subject. The

responses were else recorded end S. *s transcription was subsequently

checked against the recording.

gt4t s&msu

1037 syllables were recalled at their correct serial

positions in the NO-SiilSnn CONDITION as compared with 878 in the
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2, 4-OTSTOSTO CONDITION, This difference was significant by the

Wllcoxon matched-pairs signod-rsnks test (H m 14, T ■» 9,5, p < ,01,

2-tailed), Figure 5.1 shows the percentage of items correctly recalled

at each aerial position for the two conditions. It will be seen that

tko form of the stress pattern in the 2, 4-ffIHKJSSD CONDITIO?' had no

obvious effect upon the probability of correct recall other than a

general decrement in performance across all serial positions in comparison

with the ZJ0-STR3SS CONDITION,

Transposition errors were scored when a syllable was recalled

at an incorrect serial position. 500 transpositions were noted in the

NO-STRESS CONDITION and 370 in the 2,4~SrTRESSSD CONDITION (V m 16,

T m 42.5* zus.). An analysis was also made of reversal errors, of

which there were 68 in each condition, but the results only complement

those obtained for transposition errors and will not be reported in

detail.

The hypotheses under test refer to the proportions of

transpositions occurring between various pairs of serial positions.

Nilcoxon tests were used to compare, for each individual subject, the

proportions (of the total number of transposition errors made by that

subject) of transpositions occurring between particular pairs of

serial positions. Table 5.1 gives full details of the results.

5t4.fi* gtroqg taWtftMflftfti.

The same stress level hypothesis, derived from studies of

naturally-occTOfring between^word Spoonorlsas, predicts that in

sequences of mixed stress and unstressed syllables, transpositions

will tend to occur between syllables of like rather than unlike stress.

That is, the hypothesis predicts an increase in the proportions of

transpositions between serial positions 2 and 4 (both stressed) and
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OTHERS

•FREQUENCY (N=370)

2,4STRESSED CONDITION

PERCENTAGE OFALLERRORS

36

61

64

65

144

9.7

16.5

17.3

17.6

38.9

FREQUENCY

NO-STRESS=5°8^ CONDITION

PERCENTAGE OFALLERRORS

34

45

48

68

113

11.0

14.6

15.6

22.1

36.7

N=16,T=42.4,n.s.
N=13,T=42,n.s.

N=10, T=12.5n.s.
N=15, T=37n.s.

N=16, T=63n.s.
N=\S, T="SiSn.s.

Table5»1»AnalysisoftranspositionerrorsinExperimentVI.
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1 and 3, 3 and 5. and 1 and 5 In the 2, 4~STRESSHD CONDITION over the

I50-SOTBSSJ CONDITION, with a corresponding decrease in the proportions

of transpositions between other pairs of serial positions* The results,

however, failed to support these predictions* In the 2, 4~STRT3S< )

CONDITION 34 transpositions occurred between the stressed syllables at

serial positions 2 and 4 (11.0? of all transpositions in that condition).

In the IIO-STRESS COIDXTIOII, 36 transpositions (9.7? occurred between the

same pair of serial positions)* The difference in proportions mo not

significant (H m 15, T m 51*5, n*s*)«

Sinilarly, there were 61 transpositions (16.5') between

unstressed syllables at serial positions 1, 3 and 5 in the 2, 4*STRESS7ID

CONDITIO;!, as compared with 45 transpositions (16,5?) between the sane

serial positions in the NQ-STR255 CONDITIO!! (IT « 15, T - 48, n.s.).

5w,4tSt

The stress pre-entry hypothesis, derived frota IlacEay's (1971)

analysis of within-word Npoonerisras, predicts that in sequences of nixed

stressed and unstressed syllables, transpositions will tend to involve

phonemes originating in stressed syllables being anticipated before their

correct position in the sequence, replacing phonemes frora unstressed

syllables. That is, the hypothesis predicts a higher proportion of

transpositions from serial positions 2 to 1, 4 to 3 and 4 to 1 in the

2, 4—8THESSSD CONDITION than in the DO-STRESS CONDITION, In fact,

there were 64 anticipatory transpositions between the above-mentioned

pairs of serial positions in the 2, 4-8TRESSED CO!!DI?ION (17.3? of all

transpositions in that condition) and 48 transpositions (15.6?) in the

in the TIO-STRSSS CONDITIO!?. The difference in proportions was not

significant (1! » 15, T m 44, n.s.).
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It is worthwhile at this stare to sunnarize tho various reported

observations on the interactions between stress and order errors in speech

and short-terra senary.

I) llootoboom (1967), Boomer and Laver (1968), Garrett (1975) and others

lave all reported a "same stress level effect" whereby phonemic

)pooneriSQS between words tend to involve phonemes both of which originate

Ln stressed syllables (or, less frequently, unstressed syllables). There

Ls a strong tendency for one of the two stressed syllables to be the tonic

syllable of the tone-group (see Section 2.3) with the other syllable being

m earlier, salient but non-tonic syllable (Boomer and Laver, 1968).

?) According to MacTtay (1971) within-word Spoonerisms tend to involve the

mtioipatien of a phoneme from a stressed syllable, replacing a phoneme

from an earlier, unstressed syllable. The replaced phoneme nay, in turn,

replace the anticipated phoneme at its correct position, resulting in a

reversal of the two phonemes. This was termed the "stress pre-entry

rffect".

5) l!acKay (1971) apparently replioated the stress pre-entry effect -using

rapid, multiple repeated recall of a 4-syllable sequence with one or none

>f the syllables stressed.

0 Experiment VZ failed to produce either a same stress level effect or

1 stress pre-entry effect using a paradigm in which the subjects read

loud a sequence of 5 syllables, either on a monotone or stressing the
leoond and fourth syllables, and then attempted a single, Immediate

recall of the sequence.

Doubts and questions can be raised concerning all of these

bservations. Tims, the predominance of Spoonerisms involving phonemes
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a stressed syllable).

Several authors (e.g. Boomer and haver, 1968? Froakin, 1971,

Introduction to 1973a| Garrett, 1975? and Cutler, 1977) have mad© an

observation which is hard to reconcile with the idea of an intrinsic

connection between prosody and slips. Then phonemes exchange in

Spoonerisms, their stress levels do not, as it were, transpose with

thorn? rather the stress pattern of the utterance remains faithful to

the intended utteranoe (this is also true of exchanges involving • content

words* - nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.), but not exchanges of function

words (Cutler, 1977). This observation is hard to reconcile with a

model in which the indexical coding of phonemes for stress level in a

pre-artioulatory Response Buffer determines their order of selection for

output, and hence their prononess to mutual exchange — on the contrary,

this dissociability of segmental and suprasegraental aspects of an

utterance is what one would expect if the two components were planned

separately and in parallel, with the pxosodio structure being

superimposed on the phonemic sequence after the level of processing at

which Spoonerisms occur.

If the iatt>r account is true, then the f,4-STRBSSED

COIfiXETIOB of Experiment VI may be interpreted as merely adding a second,

concurrent task (maintaining a stress pattern) to the primary task of

repeating the stimulus syllables accurately.(N, 3. As with the

naturallyK>ccurring Spoonerisms, the stress pattern of the subjects'

responses remained correct despite transposition of items within the

list) • This interpretation accords well with the retrospections of

most of the subjects. Then asked at the end of the experiment, only

2 subjects felt they had performed better in the 2,4—STRISOTT) CONDITION
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than in the BO-STRESS CONDITION| 5 subjects felt there wao little* if

any, difference* and 9 felt the 1JO-STRESS CCUDXTIOIT was definitely

easier. Typical comments from this last group (which support the

present interpretation) were*-

3u. 01 "Perhaps the need to think about stressing meant that you

tended to forget about the order 1 expected stress

to be helpful* but I don't think it was."

Su, 6: "I was concentrating too catch on trying to put some sort

of stress on than actually remembering."

Su. 4: "I felt as if I was trying to remember both a letter

(i.e. a syllable) and a stress or no stress*.... stress

was a right pain."

If stress per ae is not directly responsible for the

distribution of botween-^ord phonemic Spoonerisms* what is? A number

of investigators have proposed that the tertiun quid is to be found in

the sorts of words that carry sentential stress. Por example, Fodor*

Sever and Garrett (1974) suggest that in the process of planning an

utterance* content (stressed) words are selected first* and are therefore

held in memory longer than function (unstressed) words* allowing more

time for interference effects to introduce errors into the sequence.

The obvious difficulty with this Glass of theory is that although it

accounts for the tendency of Spoonerism to occur between content words*

it does not explain why it is the stressed syllables of those words which

are particularly prone to error.

An alternative theory has to do with the rhythmic substructure

of tono-groups which have been earlier proposed as marking successive

outputs of the Response Buffer (o.f. Section 2.3.). According to the
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systemic theories of Absrcroi bie (1964) and Hallidagr (1967),stressed
syllables divide up tone-groups into smaller rhythmic units termed 'feet*

(a *foot» consisting of a stressed syllable and as many unstressed

syllables folios it up to the next stressed syllable)• More recently,

Roes (1975) has proposed a modification of the theory of 'isochronicity*

in speech whereby stressed syllables sithin tone-groups tend to occur

at roughly equal time Intervals — this being achieved by lengthening

or shortening of intervening unstressed syllables, Thus, feet become

not only units of rhythmic structure, but also units of temporal

structure (of. Martin, 1972). Now, Ryan (1969 ) studied the effects

>f temporal grouping on transposition errors in the immediate recall

>f 9-letter sequences. 3he observed that when subjects were asked to

jroup their responses into 3 groups of 3 letters each by pauses, the

transpositions that occurred tended to involve the translocation of a

Letter from a particular position in one group to the some position in

mother group (of, also Wlckelgrsn, 1964) ,

If syllables are subject to a form of temporal grouping in

he Response Buffer, determined by the placement of stressed syllables,

hen Ryan's (1969 ) results may provide an experimental analogue of the

sane stress-level effect* for betuoen-word (i,e, between-feet)

poonorisns if one adds the further postulate that, for speech, early

honemes in each foot are more prone to error than later phonemes,

his is all higssly speculative, but it is testable in so far as it

redicts an influence of foot position on the (rare) exchanges involving

airs of unstressed syllables (II. B. it would take a considerable time to

ollect a sufficiently large corpus to test this prediction). Also, a

edified iraoediate recall paradigm with syllables grouped temporally as
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well as by stress rhythm should, if tho theory is correct and the error

equivalence hypothesis valid, produce aa experiaental mimicking of tho

•sane stressh-lovel effect*, Por the moment, it is tine to direct

attention sway from Spoonerism and transpositions and towards another

pair of errors for which equivalence is hypothesised, namely phoneme

making in speech and the Ransohburg Hffoet on short-tern memory.
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6.1, QCTHRAL IhTRODUCTIOn.

The varieties of short-term memory error discussed so for have

typically been studied In the context of lists of items which are all

different one from another. There exists, however, an error effect

In short-tem memory whose occurrence Is specific to lists containing

Identical repeated items. This effect is known as the Ransohburg

Effect (KcGeoch, 1942| Obonai and Tatsuno, 1945f Jahnke, 1969, 1974),
and nay be defined as the tendency to onit or alter one of a pair of

repeated iteas in a sequence, For example, the digit list 145299 nay

be sdarecalled as 14529 by oalssiou of the second 5, or as 145259 by

substitution of the second repeated digit.

KacKay (1969) has reported a superficially similar phenomenon

in spontaneous speech which he terns * phoneme making', UacKay'o

examples were taken froa the corpus of German speech errors published

by Merlnger and Llayer (1895) and Elerlnger (1908), and all Involved only

the omisaioo of one of a pair of repeated phonemes as in example (1)

belowi

CD ttagkautOioh » Un^aubic^
Although liacKay (1969) studied only amission masking errors,

examples (2) to (5) from the Appendix to Froakin (1975a) demonstrate how

repeated phonemes may also induce alteration (replacement) of one of the

pair,

(2) I'fi JSprried aljgpst 15 years > 1'ia barriod .. . married

(5) vojgal igprds —> vocal .gourds

(4) goo£ing o£t > goofing of£

(5) Si® Bexaadigp ^ San Bergjadixjp

Rather than regarding either the Ranschburg Effect or phoneme

Backing as distinct forms of error, it may be preforablo to regard tlie
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two effects as providing contexts which strongly predispose the subject

or speaker towards omission* Substitution/replacement and possibly

transposition/Spoonerism errors*

experiment vii*

wbowgww,

The purpose of Experiment VJ-was to demonstrate the existence

of a phonemic Ransehburg Effect comparable to that already demonstrated

for letters* digits* words etc. The design involved immediate recall

ef lists of 5 auditorily presented CV syllables* In the CONTROL CONDITION

the consonants of the 5 syllables were all different whilst in the

REPEATED CONSONANT CONDITION one consonant occurred twice in the sequence,

at serial positions 2 and 4* A decrement in correct recall was predicted

for the repeated items relative to their counterparts in the CONTROL

CONDITION* This decrement should be specific to serial positions 2 and 4*

mop,

6.3.1* Design*

The stimuli were 20 lists of 5 consonant—vowel (CV) syllables*

made up from the consonants / V "*• / and the vowels

a (m /aa/)* © (» /e./)* i (■> /x/), o (» />/) and u » /W).
There were 10 stimulus lists in the CONTROL CONDITION, The

consonants and vowels wore seni-randonly assigned to the syllables in the

5 serial positions of these lists in accordance with the following constraintst-

i) Each vowel occurred only once in each list* and twice at each

serial position in the 10 stimulus lists*

ii) No consonant occurred more than once in a list* Each occurred
i-r*

once or twice at each serial position and 6 or 7 times altogether

in the 10 lists.
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iii) Bach of the 40 possible CV syllables was used either once or

twice in the 10 lists*

The 10 lists of the RBPEATKD CONSONANT CONDITION were

derived from the lists of the CONTROL CONDITION* This was done for

5 of the BNPJ5ATSD CONSONANT lists by replacing the consonant in the

fourth syllable of a CONTROL list by the consonant from the second

syllable of that list* for examplet-

CONTSOL lists d jp lo an ne

RBPSAT12D CONSONANT llsti zi £a lo £U ne

In toe remaining 5 RSPBATHD CONSONANT Usts, the consonant

of the second syllable of a CONTROL LIST was replaced by the consonant

from the fourth syllable of that list* for example»-

CONTROL lists pa me ku li

REPEAT®) CONSONANT Usts pa jgs ku U

Considering toe 20 stimulus lists together* the following

points appliedj—

i) Bach vowel occurred once per list and 4 times at each serial

position*

ii) Bach consonant was used 11 to 14 times (2 to 4 times at each

serial position).

iii) Sato of toe 40 possible syllables was used 1 to 4 tines in

all* Real-word syllables (e.g. j& and jg&) were restricted

to serial 1* 3 and 5 so as not to differentiate between CONTROL

and REPEATED CONSONANT Usts.

The CONTROL end REPEATED CONSONANT Uats were interleaved

in the presentation order, ensuring that at least two lists separated

a CONTROL Ust from its derived REPEATED CONSONANT list.
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14 subjects performed the experiment. All ware students of

the University of Edinburgh, Department of Psychology, and all were

unpaid volunteers.

The stimuli mere recorded on tape by means of a PIE CAIiTSUDCS

tape reoorder fitted with a 3& cardial microphone and played to the

subject through EAGLE INTERNATIONAL headphones. The sane equipment

was used to record the subjects' spoken responses.

Subjects were tested individually* The stimulus (syllables

were recorded at a rate of 2 per eeoond* A warning tone of 7 ko/see.

and 0*5 mac* duration preceded the first syllable by 2 seconds* and an

identical recall tone followed 1 second after the fifth syllable of

each list*

The subjects were instructed to repeat the syllables in their

correct order* guessing if possible where unsure* otherwise saying

'blank' at the appropriate place in the sequence. 15 seconds were

allowed for recall of each list. 6 Practice lists (5 CONTROL and

3 REPEATED CONSONANT lists) were given before tJie 20 experimental

stimulus lists*

The subject's spoken responses wore recorded on tape and

also noted by E* during the course of the experiment (E. was seated

behind and to the left of the subject). B.'s transcription was

subsequently checked against the recording of the session*
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Mi mams*

Scoring and analysis concentrated upon tho consonants of the

stinulus lists. An item recall score was usodj that is, a stimulus

consonant was scored as having been correctly recalled if it occurred

at any position in the response sequence. In the REPEATS) CONSONANT

CONDITION, a repeated consonant recalled at serial positions 1 or 2

mm assigned to the stimulus position 2; a repeated consonant recalled

at positions 4 or 5 was assigned to stimulus position 4, If the

repeated consonant was recalled only once, at serial position 3, it

was assigned alternately to stimulus positions 2 and 4,

Figure 6,1 shown the aerial position curves obtained in the

two conditions, together with comparisons of the frequency of correct

recall at each serial position by means of the Nilcoxon matched—pairs

signed—ranks test (Siegel, 1956), The only significant differences

between the CONTROL CONDITION and the REPEATED CONSONANT CONDITION

occurred at aerial positions 2 and 4 — the positions at which the

repeated consonants occurred,

6,5. DISCTJ^m,

The results clearly demonstrate the existence of a phonemic

Ranschburg Effect using orthodox short-term memory.procedures. The

next step in the argument, pursued in Experiment VIII, is to propose

error equivalence between the phonemic Ransohburg Effect and phoneme

making in speech, and to look for the effects on the former type of

error of variables known to influence the latter.
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6.6. mopi?C^IOHt

When an equivalence between Spoonerlsrac and transpositions

was first tentatively proposed, a survey of the relevant literatures

supported the proposal by revealing several ways in which the two error

foras appeared to behave similarly (Section 4.1.). In contrast, there

is only one point in tike literatures on phoneme masking and the

Ranschburg Effect to which one can point in support of the proposed

equivalence* UacKay (1969 : 30) reports that 'phonemes preceding or

following the masked and masking phonemes differed in one or two

distinctive features more frequently than would be expected by chunoe,

but were Identical or differed in all distinctive features less

frequently than chance expectation'. Given that most, if not all,

masking errors affect consonants, this implies that masking tends not to

involve pairs of identical consonants whioh belong to syllables whose

respective vowels are also identical. A seemingly comparable effect

of contextual vowel similarity was reported for the Rauschburg Effect

by Jahnke and Melton (1968) who found that the Ranschburg Effect failed

to operate upon repeated consonant-letters in strings of

•aooustieaily-alailar• (i.e. identical vowel) letters, although the

normal effect occurred with lour similarity (different Vowel) strings.

Experiment VIII examines the effect of syllable position on

the phonemic Ranschburg Effect. EaoKay's (1969) analysis of phoneme

masking in speech indicates that syllable position affects phoneme

masking in nuch tike same way as it affects phonemic Spoonerisms in

that there is a tendency for the masked and masking phonemes to

occupy the same position in their respective syllables. Experiment VIII
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follows Ibcperiaent VII in comparing recall performances between pairs

of repeated consonants and pairs of nonropoatod (control) consonants

in the 2nd* and 4th syllables of 5-eyllable lists* The stimulus

syllables are of either oonaonant-w.^el (CV) or vowel-consonant (VC)

structure, so that the pairs of critioal consonants can occupy either

the sane position in their respective syllable, with both syllable-

initial (CV t CV) or both syllable-final (VC t VC), or different

positions with the first initial and the eeoond final (CV t VC) or

vice-versa (VC t CV)* The error equivalence hypothesis predicts

inhibition in recall of repeated oensonants in CV t CV and VC t VC

syllables but not in CV » VC or VC t CV syllables.

6«,7. mspPt
•c*»

PtTtU girtmt

A) CONTROL J.IS3K5. The stimuli in this condition were 32 lists of

5 eons<mant-vcmel (CV) or vowel-oonaonant (VC) lists. 16 of ths 20

possible permutations of 3CV and 2VC, or 2CV and 3VC syllables wm

employed*, each permutation being used twice. This design gave 8

lists in which the second and fourth syllables of the list were both

CV (the CV i CV CONTROL lists), 8 lists in which the second and fourth

syllables ware both VC (the VC t VC CONTROL lists), 8 lists in which

the second syllable was CV and the fourth VC (the CV : VC CONTROL lists),

and 8 lists in which the second syllable was VC and the fourth CV

(tho VC t CV CONTROL lists)* There were 16 CV and 16 VC syllables

at each serial position*

10 consonants were '.sod ^, V, V, ^, 9 a^A -2. /)

and 5 vowels (a [m /W]» e [« /e./], i [ = /x/], o [* /*/]# and

(1) The permutations CV 0V CV VC VC, CV CV VC VC VC, VC VC VC CV CV,

and VC VC CV CV CV wore not used.
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u [• /a./]. Conaonsmto and vor/olo wore assigned to syllables v?ith the

constraint that no consonant or vowel occurred nore than once in any

list*

D) REPEATED C0!?301JAIg LISTS. The REPEATED COrSOEAIJT (JUC.) Lists were

derived from the CONTROL lists such that there were 8 CV i CV R.C. lists

8 VC s VC R.C. lists, 8 CV i VC R.C. lists and 8 VC * CV R,C. lists.

4 of the 8 R.C, lists in each of these subgroups were derived by

replacing the consonant of the fourth syllable of a CONTROL list by the

consonant of the second syllable in that list, for exanple:-

VC ! VC CONTROL list ob 1& da €& gu

DERIVED VC t vo R.C. list ob da c® gu

The remaining 4 R.C. lists of each subgroup of lists were

lorived by replacing the consonant of the second syllable of a CONTROL

List by the consonant of the fourth syllable in that list, for example:-

VC i CV CONTROL list fi ob ud j)e ok

DERIVED VC I CV R.C, list fi (ffi ud £0 ok

The following regularities applied to all 64 syllable lists

[32 CONTROL and 32 REPEATED CONSONAJIT listaU

L) Bach consonant occurred 6 to 8 tines at each serial position

aid was used 30 to 33 tines in all,

Li) Each vowel occurred 6 or 7 tines at each serial position,

.ii) Bach consonant and vowel occurred an approximately equal

number of times in CV and VC syllables,

.▼) Bach of the 100 possible syllables (10 consonants x 5 vowels

X 2 orders) occurred 2 to 4 tines. lleaningfu! (real-word)

syllables were restricted to serial positions 1, 3 and 5,
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than once in a list, thus *p* may occur once as 'pi' and once as *op*»

or *lc* nay occur once as *lk* and once as *ak*.

Bach of the 5 syllables is preceded by a earning tone like

this •••»« shlch telle you that a nee list of syllable* is about to

begin. You will then hear the 9 syllables. At the end of the list

you will hear a second tone. Then you hear this tone, try to speak

the syllables in the order in whieh you heard then, keeping as olose

as possible to the sound of the original syllables. If you are

unsure of any of the syllables, please guess wherever possible ~

otherwise say 'blank* at the appropriate place in the sequence..

To help familiarise you with the typo of list you will be

hearing, here are two examples of typical lists with both the warning

tone at the beginning and the recall tone at the end. First

exaoplot

ni ab ul fo no

Second examplei

cs pu di po ak

Your task, then, is to repeat the list in the correct order,

either guessing or saying 'blank* if you are unsure. Bo not attempt

recall until you have heard the seoond tone. You will have 19 seconds

te repeat the list before a mining tone indicates that the next list

is about to begin. You will be given 6 practice lists before the

92 experimental lists which constitute the first half of the experiment.

There will then be a rest period before the second sot of 32 lists which

complete the experiment. If you have any questions, please remove the

headphones and ask them now.* , < »
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The experimental hypothesis, derived from I-lacKay' s (1969)

study of phoneme masking, predicted a specific decrement in recall

for the repeated consonants of CV t CV R.C. lists and VC j VC R.C.

lists relative to the corresponding pairs of syllables in their

CONTROL list counterparts. This phonemic Ranschburg Effect was

not expected to apply to the repeated consonants of CV t VC R.C. lists

or VC i CV R.C. lists. CONTROL and R.C. lists were not oxpeeted to

differ significantly at serial positions 1, 5 and 5*

Figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.3 shoe the serial position

curves obtained with item recall scores for consonants in corresponding

CONTROL and R.C. lists. For the VC t VC and VC i CV lists, Wilooxon

tests failed to reveal any significant differences between COIJTROL and.

R.C. lists at any serial position. A significant decrement in recall,

specific to the repeated consonants of the second and fourth syllables,

occurred with the CV t CV lists and with the CV i VC lists. (There

was a marginally-significant (p* .05, 2-tuilod) recall decrement at

serial position 3 with the CV t CV lists, but this result should be

interpreted with caution in view of the large number of tests carried

out).

6.9t wprowwy.

The results of Experiment VIII are distinctly anomalous.

An effect of syllable position on the phonemic Ranachburg Effect was

sought, and an effect was obtained. Tbifortunately, however, the

effect sought and the effect obtained are not the same. On the

basis of HaeKay's (1969) study of phoneme masking it was predicted

that pairs of repeated phonemes sharing the sane syllable position

(i.e. both in CV syllables or both in VC syllables) would be prone
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to the phonemic Ranschburg Effect. The recruits, horn?or, indicate

that the effect applies to pairs of repeated syllable-initial

consonants (the CV t CV lists) or pairs of repeated consonants in

which the first occurrence is syllable-initial and the second

occurrence is syllable-final (the CV i VC lists), Put differently,
a pair of repeated consonant phonemes will exert a mutual inhibitory

influence in immediate recall if the first phoneme is syllable-initial,

regardless of the syllable position of the second member of the pair.

Paced with this apparent discrepancy between phoneme sacking

in speech and the phonemic Ranschburg Effect in short-tern memory,

three opticas present themselves. The first is to deny the

applicability of the error equivalence hypothesis to phoneme masking

and the phonemic Eanschburg Effect. A supporter of this contention

could point to another difference between these error-forms| namely

that in phoneme masking forward and backward masking are equally

common (MacKay, 1969), whereas in the Ransehburg Effect inhibition

is commonly stronger for the second member of the pair (forward

inhibition) than for the first member (backward inhibition - e.g.

Crowder, 1968),

A second possibility is to assert equivalence but to deny

the reliability of either liacKay1 s (1969) analysis of phoneme

masking or Experiment VII1 s analysis of the phonemic Eanschburg

Effect. This consideration led me to reconsider IlacKay'o analysis

after Experiment VII had been performed. liacKay analysed 97 errors

including examples (1) and (€>) below.

(1) tfaglahblich > Unglaubich

(6) Investitionscheine => Investionscheino
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How, both errors result In omissions, whereas the phonemic Eansohburg

Effect produces substitutions (due, presumably, to the tight

experimental constraints)• It is conceivable that omissions and

substitutions show different behaviours with respect to syllable

position (of* example 4*s CV s 7C structure)• Also, examples (1) and

(b) differ in that in example (1) only the repeated consonant A/ Is

omitted, whereas in example (6) the phonemic material between the

repetitions is also omitted — i.e. example (b) is a haplological error

(of. Section 2.5*4.)• A third possibility, therefore, is that

segmental replacements and omissions may behave with respect to

syllable position in the saw manner as the errors observed in

Experiment VII, but that haplological errors may depend upon the

repeated phonemes sharing identical syllable positions* A predominance

of haplologies in liacKay's corpus would explain the discrepancies

obtained here.

Clearly, all these proposed reconciliations are highly

conjectural, and the writer has lacked access to the data necessary

to aooept or reject particular proposals* It is only by further

experimentation and interrogation of large corpora of speech errors

that the issues can be resolved.
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7.1. THE UAXtt POTMRy

Bight experiments constitute the empirical content of this

thesis* all were in the style and tradition of orthodox short—torn

memory experiments, but all derived their inspiration, and their

predictions, from peycholinguistie studies of naturally occurring

phonemic speech errors* The leitmotif running throughout all the

experiments has beon the 'error equivalence hypothesis' (of. Section

2.4.) with its claim that, if the Response Buffer account of speech

production and short-tern memory is correct, then variables which

can be shorn to affect a particular form of error in one of the two

contexts of language performance (speech or short-term memory) should

similarly affect its proposed equivalent error counterpart in the

other context.

Experiment I (Sections 3*2. to 3.6) began by postulating

equivalence between phonemic Spoonerisms in speech and phonemic

transpositions (order errors) in short-term memory* It was noted

that botli types of error were the commonest in their respective

domainn, that both obeyed an absolute rule of noninteraction between

consonants and vowels, and that both showed rapid decline in

frequency of exchange between elements as a function of distance

between then. On the basis of studies of Spoonerisms* it was

predicted, and demonstrated, i) that consonant transpositions occur

sore frequently than vowel transpositions which, in turn, occur more

frequently than syllable trans ositions and ii) that the probability

of transposition between two consonants increases as their phonetic

similarity (as measured by the nurber of distinctive feature values

held in common) increases* This latter effect was termed the

feature similarity effect.
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Bxperlraent I also predicted, but failed to find# a

contextual similarity effect - i.e. an effect (known to bold true for

consonant Spoonerisms) whereby two consonants (say /p/ and A/) are

more likely to transpose if they originate in syllables with

identical vowels (e.g. /pe/ and As/) than if they originate in

syllables with different vowels (e.gt /pe/ and Ai/). It was

argued# however, that subjects nay have employed different mnemonic

strategies in ooping with the two conditions of Experiment I

(an ALW3AISS VOm CONDITIO!! and an ALL-DIPPSREHT fW COJTDITTOIT)

- on alternatively, have experienced different degrees of difficulty

in applying the sane strategy in the two conditions. Consequently,

Experiment XL (Sections 3.7. to 3.10) was carried out# again

looking for a contextual similarity effect# but on this occasion

contrasting ALL-DIFF!^Ti? lists with syllable sequences in which only

a critical pair of syllables contained identical repeated vowels

(the BBPSAiqR W7HL CONDITION). On this occasion the contextual

similarity effect was found# both for transpositions and (more

convincingly) for consonant reversals between the critical pairs of

syllables.

Experiment III (Sections 3.11. to 3.14) focussed on

substitution rather than transposition errors and, after postulating

equivalence with segmental replacement errors in speech (cf. Section

2.5.3.)# predicted a feature similarity effect for substitutions.

This effect was successfully demonstrated.

Experiment XV (Sections 4.1. to 4.4.) investigated the

effects of syllable position on transpositions in short-term

memory. Both consonants and vowels showed significant tendencies
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to transpose with other consonants or vphAs which originated in

identical, rather than different, syllable positions (initial or

final for consonants and pro-consonantal or post*oonaon*nt«l for

vowels)* Tims* for example, syllable-initial consonants tended

to transpose with other syllable-initial oonscmants rather than

with syllable-final consonants.

Sxparinant V (Sections 4*5* to 4*8*) continued the
y t

investigation of syllable position offoets and included a

replication of the effect of syllable position en oonsonant

transpositions* Intervocalic consonants (i.e. consonants in

• VCV - sequences) were shown not to transpose preferentially with,

or be replaced preferentially by* either syllable-initial or

syllal&Mfiaal oonsonaata, This result is discussed in the *

context of phonological theories of syllable division, *

tefflHiriml YI 5,1, to 5,5,) is the lest, and

least conclusive* investigation of transpositions in short-tern

neaory. In brief, linguistic stress is shown to have as

significant offset upon the distribution of transpositions. This

contrasts with the well-attested correlation between stress level

and Spoonerism in speech* and also with an offset of stress on

transposition errors in a multiple, repeated recall procedure used

by MaeKay (1971), Section 9,5, diacuusos this (apparent?) failure

of the error equivalence hypothesis in detail.

SEB&tiBSBl&I (Sections 6,2. to 6,5) and SffiSE4asa$JQ3I

(Sections 6,6. to 6*9,) were concerned with establishing the

existence of a phonemic variety of the Ranschburg Effect in

short-term memory (Experiment VII) and then (after proposing error
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equivalence between the phonemic Eanachburg Effect and the phenomenon

of phoneme masking in spontaneous speech) investigating the effect of

ayliable position on the phonemic Ranschburg Effect* Syllable position

was, indeed, found to influence the phonemic Raaschburg Effect

(Experiment VIZI), but the exact nature of that influence wan different

from the reported influence of syllable position on phoneme masking in

speech (Hoe Section 6,9 for a discussion)*

The extent to which the reader finds support in these results

for the theoretical position outlined in Chapter 2 and adopted

throughout the subsequent chapters will probably depend upon his or her

initial predisposition to accept the Logogen "odol and its account of

short-term memory phenomena* The remainder of this chapter (and, hence,

of this thesis) will unashamedly assume the correctness of the basic

theoretical framework adopted here (l*e* it will be assumed that the

discrepancies between predicted and observed results in Experiments VI

and VIII can be reconciled in a way that * saves' the error equivalence

hypothesis and, thus, the theoretical framework). The next section

(7*2) will consider some aspects of the detailed mechanisms of the

Response Buffer, and this will be followed in Section 7*3 by a discussion

of some pathological language phenomena that may be explicable in terms

of impairments of the Response Buffer end its associated processes.

7,2, mm*33 MSL mmsu

7iPi1i nontext-sensitive,,, ,,«y»aooij&l,ve theory,

What, then, goes wrong at the Response Buffer when a speech

or short-term memory error occurs? Put differently, what sort of

mechanisms will err in the same way that humans err when they do?

Wickolgren (1969b j 176) has put forward a context-sensitive.

associative theory of speech production in which preplanned sequences
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of words are stores as sets of unordered 'context-sensitive

allophouGs' where an allophone is a phoneme with one phoneme specified

before and oftor it. For example, the word struck would be as below,

where /#/ represents a word boundary.

#CE>k <)-<- A^#=
Once the first allophone is activated, a simple left-to-right

associative chaining will output the remaining allophones in the

desired order. 'Yickelgren (1969b) acknowledges that such a device

would encounter difficulties with a word like barnyard which possesees

the units /&r <x / and — that is, two identical phonemes with

identical preceding contexts but differing in their right-hand elements,

but suggests that this problem night be resolved by 'looking ahead' to

see which of the two possible alternatives uses all of the

context-sens tive symbols.

If tie context-associative model made errors, it would tend

to involve confusing pairs of allophones) i.e. pairs whose contextual

specifications are the same. MacKay (1970a) argued that a left-to-right
•

r

associative chaining could explain why reversed phonemes tend to have

identical preceding phonemic contexts (a fact which "Way (1970a)
demonstrated), but could not account for the fact that reversed

phonemes also tend to be followed by identical contexts. However,

it would seen that any device complicated enough to avoid mistakes

on words like barnvard would be able to take cognisance of the

right-hand specifications of its context-sensitive symbols as well as

the left-hand ones (whether such a model could still reasonably be

described as associative is a matter for debate). "ttckelgren (1976)

also suggested that syllable boundaries, like word boundaries, could

be marked in the associative sequence and that this would account for
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the knovm ayliable position constraints on Spoonerisrao-oonstraints which

iSacKagr (1970s) thought damaging to Wickelgron*a theory. The

context-sensitive associative model has also drawn critic!ana fro®

phoneticians (see Kent, 1976| MacHeilage and Ladefoged, 1976), but this

is beyond the scope of the present paper*

Frookin (Introduction to 1973a) opposes the model on the grounds

that Spoonerisms, if described in tents of ^ioksleretn* s units, result in a

different set of context-sensitive allophones to those in the correct,

intended version of the utterance. Thus, if a speaker mispronounces

fiah </fx^/) as *shiff" (/^x^ /) - one of the errors listed in the
Appendix to Fromkin (1973a) - the oontext-sensitive allophones of the

oorreet font ^ ) are a different set from those in the error
< J* ^ £# >• !towTO" «•«—•< «*• rwts on the
assumption that Spoonerisms Should be regarded as errors in the execution

of ajpsognm which has, itself, been correctly set up (of. !Jorton*s

1970 t 230) claim that * Items are always encoded correctly when initially

placed in the buffer*.). An alternative possibility, suggested by

fhitaker (1970), Is that the program of allophones is wrongly sot up in

the first plaoo and that Spoonerisms occur precisely because the wrong

context-sensitive allophones have been selected. It remains to be

demonstrated that such a model could account for the rsmtuality of

reversals mentioned earlier.

All this may Just go to show the power of immunisation - I do

not know. For myself, X suspect that the context-sensitive associative

theory could, by non-drastic modifications, account for all the observed

effects of nontextual similarity on order errors (phonemic environment

effects, syllabic and/or morphemic position constraints sto.) but I can
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eee no tray that such models could account for the influence of

intrinsic (feature) similarity on exchanges. That is. in a modol

where item selection and error proneness are based on contextual

association, why should pairs of phonemes which decompose into

similar sets of component distinctive features tend to exchange more

than pairs of dissimilar phonemes — a phenomenon which Wickelgren

(1965| 1966) himself documented?

7.3,. Bft>qjbfnVfl .EftgfloleQtlon

Broadbent (1971) attempted to characterise the sorts of

Short-tero aeaory processes which would tend to aake order errors

based on lntrinsio similarity. According to Broadbent (1971. Ch. 8).

order errors are essentially selection errors arising through

difficulties in selecting the oorreot item for response at a particular

point in a sequence trm a larger set of potential responses. Given

that the siseable majority of phonemic speech and short-term memory

errors are misssleetions from among planned tone-group or stimulus

list, it will ho assumed here, as a first approximation, that the array

of potential responses is limited to those restricted sets*

The array of potential responses must, according to Broadbent

(1971). be held in some form of buffer store with each item (phoneme)

coded as a bundle of descriptive features whose particular values

define that item uniquely. A second system, which Broadbent (1971)
terms the JBBgUfrfr then he postulated. The address

register also carries items coded as sets of feature specifications

and is responsible for the actual selection process (the buffer store.

ex hvuotheai. having no generative powers of its own)* At each

particular point in the sequence, the specification of the desired
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item coded in the address register ia used to select the desired response

iten from the buffer store, the decision being based upon a comparison of

the two feature descriptions.

If the address register la prepared to sake probabilistic

decisions (that ls9 if it is prepared to select an item frost the buffer

store on the basis of, say, nine out of ten shared feature values), then

it sill be prone to make ewers. The errors which occur will tend to

involve the adsseleotion of item intrinsically similar to the correct

item, where similarity is defined in terns of the number of feature values

which the oorrect item and the error share in common. Contextual and

positional similarity effects cay be incorporated into this model if

the list of features defining each item is extended to include not only

articulator? distinctive features but also features specifying syllable

or morphemic position, preceding and following phonemes, and all other

dimensions of similarity whioh can bo shown to influence the probability

of exchange between items. The models would thus bo context-sensitive

as well as being sensitive to intrinsic similarity.

The recent discussion in this section has adopted

Broadbemt'e (1971) terminology rather than that of the Logogen Model.

The question arises as to whether one or both of Broadbent's two

entities (the buffer store sod the address register) is equivalent in

function to the Response Buffer in the Logogen Model. My own

inclination is to avoid the terminological temptation to equate the

Response Buffer with Broadbent's buffer store, and rather to suggest

that the Response Buffer be regarded as equivalent to Broadbent's

address register, with his buffer store being a now phonological store

in the system (possibly one acre intimately connected with the

Cognitive System). There is obvious redundancy in a model which
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codes phonemic information at two loci, and then uses one to select

information from the other} I would be only too happy to replace

this model with & less redundant one capable of explaining the same

well-attested phenomena should someone be able to come up with such an

improved model.

torn sL jjagBaa&la&a puer* ppgoph.

Many experiments have been performed in attempts to

disoever what causes loss of information in immediate recall

(see Broadbent, 1971). Some of the best evidence for decay of

information comes from experiments by Baddeley, Thomson and Buchanan

(1975) who found a decrement in immediate recall of words of lone

spoken duration (s.g. coerce, nitrate, gvaete) as compared with

words of short spoken duration (e.g. biohon. wicket. decor. ) matched

on word frequency, phonemic length and syllabic length. Their

results indicate furthermore that memory span is equivalent to the

number of words that con be rea ' aloud in two seconds.

If a distinction (or, more plausibly, a continuum) is to

be drawn between elaborative rehearsal when subjects rehearse in

order to encode a sequence for long-term memory, and maintenance

rehearsal as simple overt or covert repetition sufficient to meet

immediate task demands, (Craik end Watkins, 1975), then maintenance

rehearsal only makes sense if It functions to protect the internal
■

representation of a sequence of items against decay. Decay In

the Response Buffer could bo countered;$y outputting long sequences

faster than short sequences} such a strategy would explain the

result obtained by de Rooij (cited in Hooteboon and Cohen, 1975)

that speech segment durations at the beginning of a phrase decrease

as the amount of speech remaining to be produoed in the phrase

increases.
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Silent rehearsal is something that subjects in short-tern

meaory tasks do, but in ny experience it is not all that pervasive

a phenomenon in everyday life (I have never been convinced by the

proposition that nature provided us with a short-tern store and

rehearsal loop purely to enable us to retain a telephone number

in the interval between consulting the directory at one side of

a roon and dialling at'a *phone situated, illogically, at the

other side). I believe that the rehearsal loop can be given acre

• ecological validity* — to borrow a popular phrase - if we follow

the suggestion of locks (1969), Conrad (1972) and others and equate

eubvocal rehearsal with inner, silent speech. The inner speech/rehearsal

loop would then provide the mechanise* for detecting phonemic errors in

inner speech, as attested by Iknrden (1900), Hockett (1968) and

Hill (1972).

According to VygStt&y (1954/1962), Kohlberg, Yaeger and

Hjertholm (1969) and Conrad (1971), inner speech doss not develop in

children until the age of five to seven years. One would not, then,

expect subvooal rehearsal abilities in children below this age - an

expectation for which there is some support in the literature

(Chi, 1976* 562).

Verbal memory span increases with age, whereas non-verbal

span shows little or no effect of age (Olson, 1973). This, along

with the clinical disaociability between verbal and non-verbal span

impairments (Shallice and Warrington, 1974) and experiments showing

differential performances on words and pictures in various short-tern

recall tasks (Pellegrlno, Siegel and Dhmran, 1975, 1976 a, b),
*e.r-boA-

provides evidence that the processes underlying^short-ter® ne-nory
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are qualitatively different from those underlying recall of nonverbal!sod

sounds or pictures.

The developmental increase in verbal memory span, paralleled

as it la by Increases in mean utterance length (Broun and FTaser, 196?)

and maximum separation between phonemes involved in Spoonerisss

(HacKay, 1970b) oould be taken to indicate a developmental increase in

Response Buffer capacity (or decrease in decay rate), but it is alee

eonpgtlble with increased computational ability, and/or better use

of strategies of coding, grouping and rehearsal and/or greater use of

lexical and semantic knowledge to boost performance (of* Olson, 1973»

Chi, 1976)* doe pointofcoi&d he aede clear - the Response Buffer is

s phonemic storage/retrieval spates, not a computational Working

Memory (of* Baddeley and Hitch, 1974)* As such, its limitations cannot

legitimately be used to "explain" why speakers1 utterances do not

conform to the rules of a particular graaaars such explanations must

be sought elsewhere,

li3t. TIfflftMfflKga

Phonological production disorders ooeur in several of the

commonly recognised varieties of qflMdt**, Thus, phononic errors

ooour in the laboriouslyMurtioulsted telegraphic speech of the

ncm-fluent (alias Brooa's, executive or motor) aphasio and in the easily

articulated (though frequently paraphasia) speech of the fluent

(Wernicke's, receptive, or seneory) aphasic. (In the latter category,

the term "literal paraphasia" is often used to describe phonemic errors)*

1 The lower-level artioulatory/phonetic problems of dysarthria

will not be considered here.
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Despite the fact that they occur in clinically very different forms of

aphasia, tho phonecdc errors reported, when viewed apart from the rest

of tho speech output, ap ear remarkably similar (and similar, top, to tho

phonemic tongue slips of normal speakers • see below). As with normal

phonemic errors, aphaoic paraphasias can l>e categorized into syntagmatic

anticipations, perseverations and reversals (examples 1, 2, and 3

respectively), or paradigmatic segmental replacement errors (example 4)

• examples taken from Blumstoin (1973).

(1) /KTsW. WoVs/ 'history books' —» /WlsWv /

(2) /Wt\W\ / 'beautiful girl* —> A»wV3-£t»\ W\ /

(3) 'elephant' —> / s- \ -a /

(4) 'day' —>/ Vre_i / (no /t/ in co-text).

Several authors have previously noted the apparent similarity

between aphakic errors and normal speech errors (e.g. Lenneberg, I960;

itchiso i, 1761 Marshall, 1977), Recent Investigations into

phonological aspects of aphasic spoech have further substantiated the

claim that some forms of <apliasic disorder represent a heightened

susceptibility on the part of the aphasic to forms of error whleh normal

speakers are also prone to make, though such less frequently (in terms

of the theory developed earlier, the heightened susceptibility would

be to phonemic mis-selections at tho level of the Response Buffer),

Thus, a number of studies have reported that in aphasic paraphasias,

as with normal ton pie slips (cf. Chapter 3), the intended phoneme

and tho error phoneme (whatever its origin) tend to be phonetically

similar, differing in only one or tro distinctive features (dreen, 1969J

Leeoxirs and Lheraitte, 1969f Blumstein, 1973), Aloo, the lilce\\^©©A

of syntagmatic exchange between two phonemes siiows tlie same
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with increasing diotmce between the phonemes concerned for aphasia

errors as it does for normal errors (Blunatein, 1973 - cf. Section 3.2.1.

(iii)), Again, ao for normal error;:;, the majority of aphasic phoneme

errors are syntagmatic rather than paradigmatic (approximately 8ty'

of all errors in Logouts and Lhonaitte's (1969) study), although the
'K

proportion of paradirjsatic segmental replacement errors appears

consistently higher in aphaoio than in normal speech (Tale, 1977).

Production errors have the characteristic that they rarely

result in sequences of phonemes not permitted in normal phonologyt

this is true of both aphasic errors (Rlunotein, 1973) and normal errors

(" ells, 19511 Boomer and Lavor, 1968j Garrett, 1975), S^rorakin

(Introduction to 1973a) illustrates this by saying that "slips of the

tongue" night be fpoonerised into "stips of the lung" or "tips of the

slung", but not into "tlip of the sung", because Rnglish phonotactic

rules do not permit /tl/ to occur at the beginning of Baglish words.

Since there seems no way that the Response Buffer could 1-now that a

nia-selection will result in a phonologically-imperniscible sequence

before the error is made, it is raore plausible to suggest that such
errors are normally "edited-out" by rule systems below the Response

Buffer (Laver, 1969, 1977| Horton, 1968),

Z»2«3t, aaagUsi aapafrmapt of

The model developed hero must also, if it is to be accepted,

be compatible with the clinical literature on memory disorders

(M,3„ there is, in any case, no clear distinction to be drawn between

disorders of language and disorders of memory). The separation of

the Response Buffer from the Cognitive (LTM) System permits

explanation of normal memory spans in amnesic patients (Warrington and

Weiakranta, 1973), The fact that the Response Buffer is not the only
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(or indeed the normal) route of access of verbal input to the Cognitive

System allows long-term memory to function at normal levels in patients

who show drastically reduced short-tern memory performance (Warrington

and Shallice, 1969| Warrington, Logue sad Pratt, 1971 - see Section

1.3.6J. Prom the model one would expect that patients allowing

Impaired STH would also normally manifest speech production difficulties,

and this does, indeed, seem to bo the normal pattern (Croon and Howes,

197'/1 Shallice and Warrington, 1975).

There exists, however, at least one patient in the literature

who, whilst displaying severely-impaired flfM, nevertheless appears to

spoal: normally (the patient J.3,, described by Warrington et al, 1971}

hallice and Butterworth, 1977)• Assuming J.3.'s speech is not

abnoiraal in some way not revealed by Ckallic© and Butterworth* s 1977

analysis, there is only one locus in the model whore functional

impairment could result in the observed constellation of symptoms,

and that locus is the silent rehearsal loop. If information in the

Response Buffer is subject to decay, as the results of Haddeley,

Thomson and Buchanan (1975) suggest, then a patient with impairment

of the silent rehearsal loop would, when attempting memory span or

similar tasks, be unable to maintain the trace strength of early

list items whilst registering later items in the Response Buffer.

Such a patient*a situation may be comparable with that of the

subjects in experiments by Baddoley et al (1975), Smith (1975) and

Hurray (1967) whose STH was impaired considerably through being

required to articulate simple words or syllablos constantly during

presentation of the to-be-re eated items.
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Thia tentative hypothesis as to the nature of J.B.'s disorder

generates an interesting prediction as regards her ability to interpret

orthogxmpMcally-regulnr nonwords which are hofaophonous with real words

(e.g. frute, bair V Px hyothesi, J.B. should be able to read such

nonwords aloud and, by hearing the word spoken, arrive at a semantic

interpretation. However, since (within the model) the rehearsal loop

also mediates silent •phonic* receding of words for which there is no

visual representation in the Logogen System (? orton, in press) the

patient should be unable to semantically decode (e.g.

tor 5 homophonous nonrords. "Phic prediction is a

fairly strong one in the senbo that it is readily testable whilst not

being self-evident. If the prediction proves false, then the model

is incorrect and stands in need of notification or abandonment.

In a recent paper, Shallico (in press) has set out Ms views

oonceroing the interrelationsMp between STK and speech processing in

greater detail. He proposes that the speech-based short-tern store

exists to retain the surface structure of speech in case the initial

parsing falls behind speech input in real-time, or even fails

completely^as in Laehley's (1951) well-known sentence, "Rapid righting
with Ms uninjured band saved from loss the contents of the capsized

canoe". This theory, in which the short-term store operates in

parallel with the normal process of lexical look-up and parsing, is

compatible with Warrington, Logue and Pratt*s (1971) observation that

clinical patients with reduced short-term memory performance

(Section 1.3.6.) also had difficulty interpreting instructions

containing much non-redundant information, <&, "Put the red circle
between the y ellow triangle and the green triangle".
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How, it is cm® of the tonots of the Logogen Model that, in

the words of Morton (1970» 215), ""The act of response availability

appears to be a sufficient condition for the subjective phenomenon

of the serpention of a word when combined with the general information

that particular sensory analysers have been operating." That is,

the final stage in word recognition, whether in speech perception

or reading, occurs when the phonological form of the word becomes

available in the Response Buffer as a potential verbal response -

this final stage corresponds to the moment of conscious perception

of the word.

If this account is extended to the perception of running

speech or text, then the Response Buffer can be invoked as a

back-up phonological store of the sort required by Shallice (in press),

whilst retaining its primary function in speech production. r,ho

Response Buffer should be limited to the post-lexical phonological

storage of the most recent tone-group (cf. Section 2.5*), which should

in turn set a limit on veridical recall of surface structure from a

single presentation (Rote, however, that LTM must have some nou s

of storing the preciee wording of text in addition to the gist,

otherwise an actor's job would be impossible - <me requires more from

YWrAet than the gist of the Wmo^s x~^c> W or oot to W ■boVAoc^-

7.4. COM.

As the Logogen Model stand, it is clearly an ove ^simplified

first approximation to a model of language performance and memory.

Postulating a functionally-distinct entity like the Response Buffer

does not constitute an explanation of how that buffor is su posed to
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work, rather it is an act which serves to doliuit an area of ignorance

and separate it off for further examination. Models oust grow with

the data they purport to explain, hut they oust do no in a

strictly-disciplined Banner* The teo-hasty proliferation of boxes

within boxes has left oany an exasperated psychologist asking himself

whether it is rwUy ussiHsary to suffer the bins and arrows of

outrageous functional models* However, if it is considered

worthwhile to persist with models of the type discussed here (and that

decision, I propose, should be largely based on assessments of their

predictive fruitfulness), then the model as it stands is in need of

careful development, and I have given some indications of ways in

which this might be done.

Slips of the tongue have been immensely valuable in

guiding the formation of models of the production of speech. However,

as the questions abfcadabcut speech errors become more detailed and

more precise, it becomes increasingly hard to answer them by
' t

reference to naturally-occuring slips (Garrett, 1976)* If it is

accepted that short-term memory procedures can be used to induce

speech errors under experimental conditions, where variables may be

controlled and varied independently, then the technique offers a

useful addition to the armoury of those who are trying to understand

speech production as en aspeot of human performance. In return,

the laboratory-bound study of short-term memory night be restored

to some degree of contact with the real world and real skills,

like speaking.
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